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Nomenclature 
a  The half of crack length 
A  Instantaneous area of cross-section 
Ag  Gross section 
An  Net section 
Ao  Original area of cross-section 
b  Burgers Vector 
d  distance from notch tip 
𝑑𝑔  Gross diameter 
𝑑𝑛  Net diameter 
D  Notch depth 
𝐷𝑓  Failure displacement 
E  Young’s modulus 
F  Remote axial force 
𝐹𝑓  Failure force 
?̇?  Nominal loading rate 
EPFM  Elasto-plastic fracture mechanics 
G  The energy release rate 
Gc  The critical energy release rate 
J  J integral 
𝐽𝑐  The critical value of J intgral 
K  Stress intensity factor 
KC  Fracture toughness (Critical stress intensity factor)   
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Kcm  Measured fracture toughness using a notch of finite root radius instead of a 
crack 
KI  Stress intensity factor (mode I loading) 
KIC  Fracture toughness (model I loading) 
KId  Dynamic fracture toughness 
KId,c  Dynamic fracture toughness 
Kt  Stress concentration factor of a notch 
Ktg  Gross stress concentration factor 
Ktn  Net stress concentration factor 
Kσ  Effective stress concentration factor 
Kε  Effective strain concentration factor 
?̇?  Stress intensity factor rate 
l  Instantaneous length 
lo  Original length 
L  The critical distance 
LEFM  Linear elastic fracture mechanics 
LM  The line method 
N  Element size 
PM  The point method 
r Distance measured from the point of maximum stress for any stress 
concentration feature 
rn  Notch root radius 
rp  The further extension of the plastic zone size 
ry  The plastic zone size 
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T  Working temperature 
T1  Transition temperature 
Troom  Room temperature 
Tmelt  Melting temperature 
𝑇𝑓  Failure time 
𝑇∗  Homologous temperature 
𝑣𝑑  Dynamic safety factor 
W  Width of component 
Wg  Gross width 
Wn  Net width 
?̇? Denoting loading rate, strain rate, displacement rate and stress intensity factor 
rate 
α  Notch angle 
σ  Uniform remote tensile stress 
σf  Failure strength: the nominal stress to cause brittle fracture in a cracked body 
σeff  Effective stress 
σg,nom  Gross nominal stress 
σL,eff  Local effective stress  
σmax  Maximum stress 
σn,nom  Net nominal stress 
σnom  Nominal stress 
σo  Material inherent strength used with the PM and LM 
σtrue  True stress 
σUTS  Ultimate tensile strength 
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σxx  Stress in x direction 
σys  Yield strength 
σyy  Stress in y direction 
?̅?𝑉𝑀  Plain Von Mises strength 
?̅?0,𝑉𝑀  Inherent material V-M strength 
εf  Failure strain 
εEPS  Effective plastic strain  
εnom     Nominal strain 
ε̇  Strain rate 
ε̇L,eff  Local effective strain rate 
ε̇nom  Nominal strain rate 
𝜀̅𝑝  Effective plastic strain in Jonson-Cook material model constitutive law 
𝜀̅̇𝑝  Effective plastic strain rate in Jonson-Cook material model constitutive law 
𝜀̇∗  Normalized effective strain rate 
τ  Shear stress 
∆  Displacement 
∆̇  Nominal displacement rate 
∆̇𝑓  Displacement rate at time of failure 
ρ  Square root of notch radius 
∅  Diameter 
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Abstract 
The Theory of Critical Distances (TCD) is a well-known design method allowing the strength of 
notched/crack components to be estimated accurately by directly post-processing the entire 
linear elastic stress fields damaging the material in the vicinity of the stress raisers being 
designed. By taking full advantage of the TCD’s unique features, in this thesis the TCD is 
reformulated to make it suitable for predicting the strength of notched metallic materials 
subjected to dynamic loading by post-processing both linear elastic and elasto-plastic stress 
distributions. The accuracy and reliability of the proposed reformulation of the linear elastic 
TCD was checked against a number of experimental results generated by testing, under different 
loading/strain/displacement rates, notched cylindrical samples of aluminium alloy 6063-T5, 
titanium alloy Ti–6Al–4V, aluminium alloy AlMg6, and an AlMn alloy. To further validate 
the proposed design method also different data sets taken from the literature were considered. 
Such an extensive validation exercise allowed us to prove that the proposed reformulation of the 
TCD is successful in predicting the dynamic strength of notched metallic materials falling 
within an error interval of ±20%. Such a high level of accuracy is certainly remarkable, 
especially in light of the fact that it was reached without the need for explicitly modelling the 
stress vs. strain dynamic behaviour of the investigated ductile metals. Additionally, the FEM 
with Simplified-Johnson Cook elasto-plastic material model was used to predict the dynamic 
strength of notched metallic material falling within an error interval of ±20%. Moreover, the 
elasto-plsastic TCD was also provided to be capable of predicting the dynamic strength of 
notched metallic materials falling within an error interval of ±6%.  
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Introduction 
Since about the beginning of the last century, the behaviours of engineering materials subjected 
to high rates of loading has been investigated by many researchers. The international scientific 
community has made a tremendous effort to understand and model the mechanical/cracking 
behaviour of engineering materials subjected to high rates of loading. In situations of practical 
interest (such as car crashes, forging and rolling, and sudden impacts as shown in Figure 1), 
many engineering components and structures containing notches are widely used in everyday 
products, which have to be designed to withstand high rates of loading. In light of the 
importance of this complex structural engineering problem. This large body of work shows that 
this problem has been extensively addressed by tackling it both from an experimental and a 
theoretical angle.  
 
Figure 1 Example of car crash test. 
According to the effort done by international scientific community, we can conclude that, at 
room temperature, the failure stress tends to change with an increase in the 
loading/strain/displacement rate; this holds true for the majority of metallic materials (Lindholm, 
1964, Lindholm et al., 1971, Oosterkamp et al., 2000, Lee and Kim, 2003, Zhang et al., 2008, 
Sakino, 2008, Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999). Moreover, according to the studies about 
structural integrity analysis (Pilkey, 2008), it is also can be found that stress concentration 
phenomena have significant influence on a material’s behaviour, the notches in structural 
components could affect the generation of dislocations locally. However, in spite of knowledge 
which is available to structural engineers engaged in designing real structures containing 
various stress raisers against dynamic loading, only a few studies can be found in the technical 
literatures which investigate the behaviour of notched samples subjected to high rates of loading 
(Noda et al., 2015). Examination of the state of the art shows that a commonly accepted design 
strategy has not yet been agreed by the international scientific community to design dynamic 
strength of notched samples. 
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It is well known that under quasi-static loading, notches have a detrimental effect on the overall 
static strength of engineering materials. Accordingly, appropriate design methods have to be 
used to accurately design components experiencing stress concentration phenomena. In this 
context, it is recognised that the so-called Theory of Critical Distances (TCD) is the most 
effective tools which can be used by structural engineers to take into account the weakening 
effect of notches of all kinds. 
Independently from the structural integrity ambit in which it is used, the most important feature 
of the TCD is that, similar to other existing local approaches (Berto and Lazzarin, 2014, 
Vartnica et al, 2010), this theory is seen to be capable of accommodating any kind of material 
non-linarites into a linear- elastic framework, this allowing the time and costs associated with 
the design process to be reduced remarkably (Susmel and Taylor, 2004). Another important 
aspect which is worth being mentioned is that, by nature, the TCD can be calibrated by using 
pieces of experimental information generated via conventional testing equipment.  
Aims: 
Owing to its unique features, in this complex scenario, the challenging aims of this thesis is to 
reformulate the linear-elastic TCD to make it suitable for designing notched metallic 
components under dynamic loading, the material behaviour being, by nature, highly non-linear. 
Additionally, elasto-plastic simulation and elasto-plastic Theory of Critical Distances are also 
been used to assess the dynamic strength of notched metallic material.  
Objectives: 
In order to achieve these aims, we need to complete the following objectives, which are 
 To understand the fundamental theory of the Theory of Critical Distances methods and 
its applications. 
 To understand the dynamic material behaviours by testing two series of aluminium 
alloy 6063-T5 notched samples at University of Sheffield Buxton laboratory. 
 To reformulate the linear elastic Theory of Critical distances method and make it 
suitable of estimating the dynamic material strength of tested material samples by post-
processing linear elastic stress distributions with the help of FEM simulations. 
 With the help of elasto-plastic FE modelling, to reuse the reformulated Theory of 
Critical Distances by post-processing elasto-plastic stress distributions to estimate the 
dynamic material strength of tested material samples  
 To make suggestions for further research. 
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Methodologies: 
In this thesis, the FEM will be used to produce linear elastic stress fields for tested samples, and 
the linear elastic Theory of Critical Distances (TCD) will be reformulated to predict the 
dynamic strength of metallic material components having different stress raisers. Additionally, 
FEM elasto-plastic simulations will be carried out to estimate the dynamic strength of notched 
metallic components, and the elasto-plastic Theory of Critical Distances will be conducted to 
predict the dynamic strength of notched samples. 
Outline of the thesis: 
The content of this thesis will be structured as follows: in Chapter 1, fundamental concepts 
including stress–strain definition, the dynamic behaviour of plain and notched materials, stress 
concentration phenomena and the development of fracture mechanics will be briefly introduced. 
Chapter 2 describes the basis of the theory of critical distance (TCD) and its application under 
quasi-static conditions. Chapter 3 includes the experimental data from tests carried out at the 
University of Sheffield and in the laboratory of the Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics 
UB RAS, Perm, Russia. In Chapter 4, a novel reformulation of the linear-elastic TCD suitable 
for designing notched metallic materials against dynamic loading will be proposed and 
validated by using the experimental results described in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 summarises the 
results from the elasto-plastic simulations performed by using commercial code LS-DYNA, 
whilst Chapter 6 investigates the accuracy of the elasto-plastic FE solutions in predicting the 
dynamic strength of the notched specimens being tested. Finally, Chapter 7 gives the discussion 
and conclusion to the whole thesis. 
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Chapter 1 Fundamental Concepts 
1.1 Introduction 
Because it has the advantages of being lightweight, durable and ductile, the use of metallic 
material has increased dramatically during the last century. ‘Material mechanical properties’ is 
the term for a material’s response to applied loading. A material’s mechanical properties and 
limitations must be well understood by engineers in order to select the right material for a 
specific application (Ashby and Jones, 1996, Sharma, 2003). Material mechanical properties are 
classified into two categories: structure-sensitive properties and structure-insensitive properties. 
Specifically, structure-sensitive properties include yield strength, tensile strength, ductility, 
fracture toughness, etc., all of which are dependent on a material’s microstructure. Structure-
insensitive properties include elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, etc. (Ashby and Ashby, 
1998, Sharma, 2003, Groover, 2010). Mechanical properties are very important information that 
can be used to determine a material’s behaviour when subjected to all types of external forces. It 
can be measured by a basic relationship called a stress–strain curve. Before continuing, it is 
worth giving definitions of stress and strain. 
1.2 Stress/strain: basic definitions 
Stress and strain are the most fundamental quantities that are used to describe the response of an 
object subjected to applied loads (Brinson and Brinson, 2015). Specifically, stress is defined as 
internal force per unit area, while strain is a dimensionless quantity that expresses the relative 
change per unit length of an object due to the deformation caused by externally applied forces. 
Normally, there are three kinds of stresses: tensile, compressive and shear. Tensile stress is the 
force per unit area when the object is pulled apart, whereas the compressive stress is opposite to 
tensile stress, rather than stretching, it tends to squeeze the object. Shear refers to stresses which 
are caused by forces parallel to the area (Groover, 2010). 
The stress–strain relationship is the most important measure of a material’s mechanical 
properties. It has been used extensively by researchers and designers in order to understand the 
response of a material to applied forces. Therefore, determining the stress–strain status of a 
structural component is a very important procedure in studying a material’s behaviour. In order 
to obtain stress–strain curves, the tensile test is the most commonly used method in determining 
stress–strain relationships and choosing materials for engineering applications (Groover, 2010, 
Testing and Materials, 2015) 
For example, Figure 1.1(a) shows a homogeneous cylindrical bar loaded by a remote axial force, 
F, that is applied at both ends. According to the equilibrium diagram shown Figure 1.1(b), the 
nominal (or engineering stress), 𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚, can be expressed as follows: 
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σnom = F/Ao           (1. 1) 
The corresponding nominal (or engineering) strain, εnom, can be calculated using Equation (1.2):  
εnom = (l − lo)/lo          (1. 2) 
where Ao and lo indicate the original area of the cross-section and original length before the bar 
was loaded. l is the instantaneous length during deformation. 
 
Figure 1.1 Homogeneous plate loaded in tension. 
If the instantaneous area of the cross-section and length of the bar during deformation are used 
instead of the original values, as the dashed-line shows in Figure 1.1, the values of the stress and 
strain components will be different from the ones calculated from Equations (1.1) and (1.2); we 
call these true stress and true strain, which can be expressed as follows: 
σtrue = F/A           (1. 3) 
εtrue = ln (l/lo)          (1. 4) 
where A indicates the instanteous area of the cross-section when the sample is stretching. 
Generally speaking, the nominal stress–strain curves and true stress–strain curves are plotted as 
shown in Figure 1.2, and it is easy to calculate the elastic modulus, material yield strength and 
material ultimate strength from this figure. 
F F 
𝐴 𝐴𝑜 
𝑙 
𝑙𝑜 
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 
F 
𝐴𝑜 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 1.2 Nominal and true stress strain curves. 
In order to understand the material mechanical properties of metallic materials and the plastic 
deformation mechanism from a fundamental level, we need to understand the material at the 
microstructural level. This will be introduced briefly in the next section. 
1.3 Material microstructure and deformation mechanisms  
Metallic materials are generally held together by metallic or covalent bonds theoretically, these 
can provide a high modulus for the metals. However, the stiffness of the metallic bonds cannot 
completely explain the metal’s strength, atomic arrangement is another important factor that 
influences a metal’s stiffness (Ashby and Jones, 1996). In terms of the atomic arrangement in 
metallic materials, Ashby and Jones used a simple and intuitive way to pack the atoms into two-
dimensional close-packed planes before stacking these planes on top of one another to generate 
a perfect three-dimensional crystal (Ashby and Jones, 1996). The majority of metals follow the 
least energy principle when their crystal structures are formed by tacking the close-packed 
patterns together in a repeating and regular way. Normally, two different crystal structures can 
be obtained by stacking the close-packed pattern in two different sequences for metals. These 
sequences are face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) and close-packed hexagonal (c.p.h.) as shown in 
Figures 1.3 (a) and (b). 
Specifically, the crystal structure of Al, Cu and Ni have an f.c.c. structure, whereas Mg, Zn and 
Ti are made up of a c.p.h. crystal structure (Ashby and Jones, 1996). Another important crystal 
structure called body-centred cubic (b.c.c.) (as shown in Figure 1.3 (c)) provides less density to 
the crystal structure than the two close-packed structures (f.c.c. and c.p.h.). The close-packed 
plane with three directions makes the best use of space for crystal structures. Therefore, the 
density of a crystal with close-packed planes is higher than one without it. Generally speaking, 
due to their close-packed structures and heavy atoms, metals have higher densities than other 
materials such as polymers and ceramics. 
S
tr
es
s 
Strain 
Nominal Stress Strain Curve 
True Stress Strain Curve 
E 
Yield Strength 
0.2 % offset strain 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 
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Figure 1.3 Visualisation of the atomic positions in a unit cell for three different types of crystal 
structure (Ashby and Jones, 1996). 
According to the theoretical calculation of the strength of a perfect crystal that has been carried 
out by Ashby and Jones (1996), we have learned that if the crystal structure of a metal is 
assembled by stacking the atoms together in a perfect pattern, the material will have an ideal 
strength. However, such a perfect crystal is impossible to find in nature. In reality, the 
calculated value of the theoretical strength of a material is much higher than the actual strength 
of the material tested in the laboratory (Ashby and Jones, 1996). Hence, there must be some 
defects which exist in the crystal structure of metallic materials that reduce material strength. 
This can give a proper explanation about the mechanism of material plastic deformation. 
1.3.1 Dislocations 
 
Figure 1.4 Two types of dislocation: (a) edge dislocation; and (b) screw dislocation. 
A dislocation is a linear defect which can reduce the required stress level for plastic deformation 
dramatically. Basically, the migration of a dislocation inside a crystal structure is explained as a 
(a) f.c.c. crystal structure (b) c.p.h. crystal structure (c) b.c.c. crystal structure 
(a) Edge dislocation 
(b) Screw dislocation 
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plastic carrier for material components when the applied load exceeds the material yield stress, 
and its presence has a significant effect on the material mechanical properties. 
The dislocation concept was first mentioned by Volterra (1907), and thereafter it was used and 
developed as a defect inside a material by Orowan (1934), Taylor (1934) and Polanyi (1934) in 
1934. These papers give full explanations of the plastic deformation of ductile materials by 
referring to the dislocation concept (Taylor, 1934, Orowan, 1934, Polanyi, 1934). There are two 
primary types of dislocations: edge dislocations and screw dislocations, which are demonstrated 
in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.5 Migration of an edge dislocation through a crystal (Ashby and Jones, 1996). 
Figure 1.5 shows the process of atomic rearrangement of an edge dislocation passing through a 
crystal when a shear force 𝜏  is applied parallel to the dislocation line, resulting in plastic 
deformation. The edge dislocation in this crystal is visualised as the edge of a half plane (the 
extra half plane p shown in Figure 1.5(e)) of atoms inserted into the upper half of the crystal 
(Ashby and Jones, 1996, Jaswon and El-Damanawi, 1991). When the shear force 𝜏 is applied, 
the dislocation starts to move through the crystal structure and the atoms in the line of the 
dislocation slip over each other. When the dislocation migrates across the crystal, the lower half 
plane is forced with respect to the upper half plane by a vector slip b (as shown in Figure 1.5(h)), 
which is called the Burgers vector of the dislocation  (Ashby and Jones, 1996, Morris, 2001).  
In general, edge and screw dislocations are two components which in reality can act 
simultaneously inside the material. Due to the existence of these defects inside real materials, 
Upper half plane 
Lower half plane 
Extra half plane, p 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
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extra behaviours can be observed when a very high strain rate loading is applied to the 
component, such as the appearance of dislocation movement, twinning, adiabatic shear banding, 
the transition from plastic flow (the mobility of dislocation density) to plasticity (the dislocation 
and twin generation, which are generated by the shock front) and so on. All of these additional 
deformation features might be considered as the causes for different responses between static 
and dynamic loading. As observed by Armstrong and Walley (2008), dislocation mechanics 
dominate the high loading rate sensitivity of flow stress in metals and alloys. For example, some 
may argue that the dislocation evolution is enhanced by the increase of strain rate, because 
under high strain rate loading, more dislocations accumulation will increase the work-hardening 
rate (Liang et al., 2015).  In next section, material behaviours under high rates of loading will be 
discussed in detail. 
1.4 Dynamic behaviour of plain materials 
Since about the beginning of the last century, the international scientific community has made a 
tremendous effort to understand and model the mechanical/cracking behaviour of engineering 
materials subjected to high rates of loading. For example, In 1914, Hopkinson (1914) developed 
the Hopkinson pressure bar, which is suitable for measuring the impulse and pressure generated 
by the impact of bullets or the detonation of explosives. Thirty years later, Davies (1948) 
revisited Hopkinson’s pressure bar method, developing the theoretical basis of the wave 
propagation analysis required to understand the results, and introducing electronic measurement 
of the stress waves in the bar. In 1949, Kolsky (1949) developed what has become known as the 
Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar or Kolsky bar test, in which a small sample of material is 
sandwiched between the ends of two long cylindrical bars. When an axial dynamic load is 
induced in one bar, this partially reflects and partially transmits through the sample. By 
analysing the incident, reflected and transmitted waves, Kolsky showed that it is possible to 
determine the dynamic stress, strain and strain rate which the specimen experiences during the 
loading phase.   
This pioneering work has been followed by a multitude of subsequent investigations further 
confirming the validity of Kolsky’s findings, that generally, the mechanical behaviour of 
metallic materials is strain rate dependent. There are a number of experimental studies 
(Lindholm, 1964, Lindholm et al., 1971, Oosterkamp et al., 2000, Lee and Kim, 2003, Zhang et 
al., 2008, Sakino, 2008, Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999, Lindholm and Yeakley, 1965, Zhu et 
al., 2011, Cao et al., 2015, El-Magd, 1994, Jiang and Chen, 1974) which have proven that, at 
room temperature, the failure stress tends to increase with the increase of the loading or strain 
rate; this holds true for many metallic materials.  
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Figure 1. 6 Stress–strain curves under four different rates of loading for material lead [Figures 
area adopted from Lindholm, 1964].. 
 
Figure 1. 7 Stress–strain curves under four different rates of loading for mateiral aluminium 
[Figures are adopted from Lindholm, 1964].. 
Specifically, in 1964, Lindholm tested three annealed f.c.c. metals, which were lead, aluminium, 
and copper, by using the Split–Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) method in order to understand 
the rate sensitivity of these metallic materials subjected to strain rates ranging from 10−4𝑠−1 
to 103𝑠−1 (Lindholm, 1964). For example, the graphs reported in Figure 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 show 
the true stress–true strain curves of the three investigated metals generated from the tests under 
four different strain rates. These graphs make it evident that the stress increases as the strain rate 
increases for the three investigated metals. In 1971, Lindholm, Bessey and Smith tried to 
understand the basic material properties of three wrought aluminium alloys subjected to strain 
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rates ranging from 0.0001𝑠−1 to 1000𝑠−1 at room temperature (Lindholm et al., 1971). The 
graphs reported in Figure 1.9 show the material yield strength and ultimate tensile strength 
versus logarithmic strain rate for aluminium alloys 5454-O, 5454-H34, 6061-T651 and 6351-
T51. This figure indicates the fact that, in a general way, the 0.2% offset yield strength and the 
ultimate strength of these aluminium alloys increase slightly (of the order of a 10% increase 
over a wide range of strain rates from 10−4𝑠−1  to 103𝑠−1) as the strain rate increases. 
 
Figure 1.8 Stress–strain curves under four different rates of loading for material copper [Figures 
area adopted from Lindholm, 1964]. 
 
Figure 1.9 Strength vs strain rate for four aluminium alloys 5454-O; 5454-H34; 6061-T651 and 
6351-T5 [adopted from Lindholm et al., 1971]. 
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Additionally, Oosterkamp et al. also tested the response of commercial aluminium alloys 
AA6082-T6 and AA7108-T79 over a wide range of strain rates ranging from 0.1𝑠−1  to 
3000𝑠−1 at various temperatures (Oosterkamp et al., 2000). The graphs reported in Figure 1.10 
show the flow stress at 5% plastic strain versus log strain rate curves of these aluminium alloys 
when tested at different temperatures. The flow stress used here indicates instantaneous value of 
stress required to continue reformatting the material to keep the metal flowing plastically. 
According to these graphs, positive but low strain rate sensitivity can be observed. These results 
have similar strain rate sensitivity to the results published by Lindholm et al. (1971). 
 
 
Figure 1.10 Flow stress at 5% of plastic strain versus logarithmic strain rate for aluminium 
alloys: (a) AA6082-T6 at room temperature, 375oC and 515oC; and (b) AA7108-T79 at room 
temperature, 280oC and 340oC [adopted from Oosterkamp et al., 2000]. 
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Lee and Kim (2003) used the split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) technique to test the 
dynamic strength of aluminium alloys Al2024-T4 and Al7075-T6 in 2003 under both high strain 
rate compressive and tensile loading conditions, and the results are shown in the graphs reported 
in Figure 1.11. This figure makes it evident that the dynamic material strength of the tested 
aluminium alloys (Al2024-T4 and Al7075-T6) becomes higher when the strain rate is 
increasing. It is also interesting to observe from this figure that the rate sensitivity under 
compressive loading is higher than the one under tensile loading (Lee and Kim, 2003), which 
means the mechanical deformation behaviours of metallic material under high rate of tensile 
loading and compressive are very different. 
 
Figure 1.11 Dynamic compressive stress–strain curves of materials Al2024-T4, Al6061-T6 and 
Al7075-T6 [adopted from Lee and Kim, 2003]. 
Due to the rapid development of numerical methods during the last three decades, the advent of 
finite element analysis has promoted the progress of stress and strength analysis. In 2008, Zhang 
et al. used both experimental and numerical techniques to understand the impact behaviours of 
aluminium alloy 2519A subjected to strain rates from 600𝑠−1  to 7000𝑠−1  at various 
temperatures (Zhang et al., 2008). The graph in Figure 1.12 shows the results of the true stress 
versus strain rate for aluminium alloy 2519A obtained from both experimental work and FE 
analysis at room temperature. This figure again shows that the strain rate sensitivity of this type 
of aluminium alloy is positive. 
The ultimate tensile strength/yield stress versus strain rate curves for mild steel tested at 
different temperatures, published by Wiesner and MacGillivray in 1999, are shown in Figure 
1.13 (Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999). These curves make it evident that the material ultimate 
tensile strength and the yield stress of the steel tested under higher rates of loading are higher 
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than the results obtained under quasi-static conditions, and the rate sensitivity of strength 
increases as the strain rate increases (Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999). 
 
Figure 1.12 True stress–strain rate curves obtained from both experiment and FE analysis at 
room temperature (Zhang et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 1.13 True stress vs. strain rate of materials mild steel at room temperature and 600oC 
(Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999). 
In this section, the dynamic behaviour of plain material has been discussed. We can conclude 
that in general, the material strength increases as the loading rate increases. This phenomenon 
can be attributed to the fact that the high rate of loading has the effect to promote the dislocation 
denervation and annihilation, which therefore increase the work-hardening rate. Additionally, 
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the deformation twinning resulted from high rate of loading also contributes to the increase of 
work-hardening rate (Liang et al., 2015).  
However, in practice, plain (i.e., un-notched) components are not often to be found, as most 
material components have irregular shapes, which can change the stress distribution. As a result, 
the material behaviour of these components with complex geometry under dynamic loading will 
be different. In the next section, the stress concentration phenomena will be introduced briefly, 
with this being followed by a discussion focussing on the dynamic behaviour of notched metals. 
1.5 Stress concentration phenomena 
Stress concentration, which is measured by the stress concentration factor Kt, is a localised 
effect caused by geometrical discontinuities such as grooves, holes, fillets, notches and other 
stress raisers, which exist in a linear elastic material body. Stress concentration has the effect of 
redistributing the stress state in which the magnitude of maximum stress at the notch tip is much 
larger than the average stress across the section and the stress in the mid part is lower than the 
average stress (Young and Budynas, 2002, Roark, 1975, Dieter and Bacon, 1986, Peterson, 
1974). If a crack exists in a linear elastic material body, the stress concentration factor Kt is 
equal to infinity. Stress concentration phenomena are one of the reasons leading to fatigue crack 
initiation as well as to the static and dynamic failure of real components. In reality, stress 
concentration can be seen in various forms in structural applications (Pilkey and Pilkey, 2008).  
 
Figure 1.14 Stress concentration factor for double edge notches. 
As an example, Figure 1.14 shows the two-dimensional linear elastic stress distribution for a 
plate containing double edge notches subject to a uniaxial tensile force P. In the absence of 
notches, a uniform stress across the section can be simply calculated as σ = P Ag⁄ . However, in 
Uniaxial tensile force, P 
𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝜎𝑛,𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝜎𝑔,𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝐴𝑔 
𝐴𝑛 
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this case, the stress at the notch tip increases to a maximum stress, σmax, and decreases to a 
lower value away from the notch tip towards the centre. To account for the increased level of 
this maximum stress, the theoretical gross and net stress concentration factors Ktg and Ktn can 
be calculated as follows: 
Ktg =
σmax
σg,nom
          (1. 5) 
Ktn =
σmax
σn,nom
          (1. 6) 
From equations (1.5) and (1.6), the theoretical stress concentration factors are calculated as the 
maximum stress (σmax) divided by the nominal stress (either σg,nom or σn,nom). The gross 
nominal stress σg,nom is calculated as P Ag⁄  (as shown in Figure 1.14), whereas net nominal 
stress is calculated as σn = P An⁄ . The magnitude of the maximum stress, σmax, is dependent on 
both the loading type and the geometrical features (Pilkey and Pilkey, 2008), In this thesis, the 
general term σ = P/A will be assumed as net nominal stress. 
When the stress around the stress concentrator exceeds the yield stress, the stress and strain 
redistributes due to plastic deformation in the vicinity of the stress raiser, and the local strain 
increases with little stress increase. Hence, the equations (1.5) and (1.6) above are no longer 
applicable to ductile materials (Topper et al., 1967, Roark, 1975, Dieter and Bacon, 1986). 
According to the analyses developed by Stowell (1950) and Neuber (1961), the theoretical 
stress concentration factor for material with nonlinear behaviour can be calculated as follows: 
Kσ ∙ Kε = Kt
2          (1. 7) 
Where Kσ (taken to be equal to σmax/σnom) indicates the effective stress concentration factor, 
which is obtained experimentally; Kε  is defined as the effective strain concentration factor, 
which can be calculated as  Kε = εmax εnom⁄ . εmax  means the strain corresponding to the 
maximum stress, σmax. 
1.6 Dynamic behaviour of notched materials 
As we discussed above, both the rate of loading and stress concentration phenomena have 
influence on a material’s behaviour. It would be interesting to discover how the loading rate 
influences the material when stress concentration phenomena occur. However, in contrast with 
the dynamic behaviour of plain samples, only a few studies can be found in the technical 
literature which investigate the behaviour of notched samples subjected to high rates of loading. 
Back in the 60s, the experimental investigation carried out at the Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio (Brisbane, 1963) involved three different metallic materials, i.e. 301XH stainless 
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steel with σUTS = 1392 MPa, RENE-41 alloy with σUTS = 1379 MPa and VASCO JET-1000 
steel with σUTS = 1411 MPa. The specimens used in this investigation are shown in Figure 1.15. 
In particular, the un-notched flat samples had width equal to 12.7 mm and gauge length equal to  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.15 Geometries of the samples tested in the laboratory of Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, Ohio by Brisbane (1963) (dimensions in millimetres). 
𝑊𝑔 =12.7mm 
38.1mm 
(a) Non-notched specimen 
50.8mm 
38.1mm 
(b) Notched specimen Kt = 14.7 
60𝑜 
𝑟𝑛 = 0.05𝑚𝑚 
𝑊𝑔 =25.4mm 𝑊𝑛 =15.24mm 
38.1mm 
(c) Notched specimen Kt = 6.8 
60𝑜 
𝑟𝑛 = 0.25𝑚𝑚 𝑊𝑛 =15.24mm 𝑊𝑔 =25.4mm 
38.1mm 
(d) Notched specimen Kt = 3.3 
60𝑜 
𝑟𝑛 = 1.27𝑚𝑚 𝑊𝑛 =15.24mm 𝑊𝑔 =25.4mm 
38.1mm 
(e) Notched specimen Kt = 1.9 
60𝑜 
𝑟𝑛 = 4.95𝑚𝑚 𝑊𝑛 =15.24mm 𝑊𝑔 =25.4mm 
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50.8 mm and the V-notched flat specimens had a net width Wn of 15.24 mm and a gross width 
Wg of 25.4 mm. Four different values of the root radius rn were investigated, i.e. rn = 0.05 mm 
(Kt = 14.7), rn = 0.25 mm (Kt = 6.8), rn = 1.27 mm (Kt = 3.3), and rn = 4.95 mm (Kt = 1.9). 
The above samples were tested under the following values of the nominal displacement rate, ∆̇: 
0.002 mm ∙ 𝑠−1, 0.021 mm ∙ 𝑠−1, 0.423 mm ∙ 𝑠−1, and 3.387 mm ∙ 𝑠−1. Table 1.1 summarises 
all of the results generated by Brisbane (1963), where σf,nom is the nominal failure strength and 
refers to the net area of the samples. It is worth observing here that the σf,nom values reported in 
Table 1.1 were supplied by Brisbane himself as the average from three different tests.  
 
Figure 1. 16 Failure strength vs displacement rate of material 301XH stainless steel. 
 
Figure 1. 17 Failure strength vs displacement rate of material RENE-41 alloy (Brisbane, 1963). 
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By plotting the failure strength against displacement rate for both un-notched and notched 
samples (Figure 1.14, 1,15 and 1.16), we can clearly see that the failure strength of no-notched 
sample increases as the displacement rate increases. However, in terms of notched samples, the 
failure strength decreases as long as the displacement rate decreases.  
 
 
Figure 1.18 Failure strength vs displacement rate of material VASCO JET-1000 steel (Brisbane, 
1963). 
Moreover, with the help of finite element method, Noda et al. (2015) also analysed material 
behaviours of notched specimens subjected to dynamic loading. According to their analysis, the 
results suggested that the maximum dynamic stress at notch tip increases as the test speed 
increases when the tensile speed is less than 5000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. However, when the tensile speed is 
greater than 100000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1, the maximum dynamic stress remains constant as the tensile 
speed increases. From the section above, we can see that the high rate of loading gives rise to 
big changes in material behaviours no matter whether the specimen contains notches or not. In 
the next section, the fundamental ideas of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) and 
Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) will be introduced. 
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Table 1.1 Summary of the results generated by Brisbane (1963) by testing plain and V-notched 
flat samples of 301XH stainless steel, René-41 alloy, and Jet-1000 steel. 
𝑤𝑔 𝑤𝑛 𝑟𝑛 
𝐾𝑡 
∆̇ 301XH, 𝜎𝑓,𝑛𝑜𝑚 René-41, 𝜎𝑓,𝑛𝑜𝑚  Jet-1000, 𝜎𝑓,𝑛𝑜𝑚 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm ∙ 𝑠−1] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 
12.7 12.7 plain 1.0 0.002 1392.1 1379.0 1410.7 
12.7 12.7 plain 1.0 0.021 1390.7 1347.2 1407.2 
12.7 12.7 plain 1.0 0.423 1393.4 1363.8 1413.4 
12.7 12.7 plain 1.0 3.387 1405.2 1368.6 1508.6 
25.4 15.24 0.05 14.7 0.002 1481.0 1132.8 1732.0 
25.4 15.24 0.05 14.7 0.021 1529.9 1157.6 1676.1 
25.4 15.24 0.05 14.7 0.423 1522.4 1194.2 1692.7 
25.4 15.24 0.05 14.7 3.387 1212.8 909.4 1737.5 
25.4 15.24 0.25 6.8 0.002 1522.4 1254.8 1709.9 
25.4 15.24 0.25 6.8 0.021 1510.0 1300.4 1732.0 
25.4 15.24 0.25 6.8 0.423 1521.7 1291.4 1737.5 
25.4 15.24 0.25 6.8 3.387 1270.0 992.8 1748.5 
25.4 15.24 1.27 3.3 0.002 1532.7 1373.4 1816.1 
25.4 15.24 1.27 3.3 0.021 1516.8 1363.8 1799.5 
25.4 15.24 1.27 3.3 0.423 1482.4 1421.0 1760.2 
25.4 15.24 1.27 3.3 3.387 1263.1 1174.2 1782.3 
25.4 15.24 4.95 1.9 0.002 1521.7 1442.4 1737.5 
25.4 15.24 4.95 1.9 0.021 1516.8 1450.7 1743.0 
25.4 15.24 4.95 1.9 0.423 1503.1 1443.8 1760.2 
25.4 15.24 4.95 1.9 3.387 1256.9 1462.4 1720.9 
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1.7 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics and Elastic Plastic Fracture 
Mechanics under static loading 
1.7.1 Introduction 
Fracture mechanics is a subfield of solid mechanics. It consists of two main parts: Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) and Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM). The former 
applies to cases where the plastic zone is confined to a small area in the vicinity of the crack tip, 
while the latter is developed for the fractures which are caused by large yielding around the 
crack tip when LEFM is no longer applicable to be used. LEFM has been developed for 
centuries and continues to occupy an important position in the design of material components. 
1.7.2 Development of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) 
Several centuries earlier, in order to find the fundamental causes of fracture, Leonardo da Vinci 
investigated the strength of iron wires in his laboratory. According to these results, he proposed 
that defects in the material can have a big influence on the strength of the material (Anderson, 
2005). Later on, in 1898, based on Kirsch’s linear elastic solution, the stress state around a hole 
in an infinite plate was calculated, and the stress concentration was observed and varied 
between 2 to 4 under different loading conditions (Welss, 1955). In 1912, Kommers discovered 
that the resistance of scratched specimens was 45%–50% lower than the resistance of polished 
specimens (Inglis, 1913). One year later, Inglis extended Kirsch’s linear elastic solution to 
describe the stress state around an elliptic hole in a plate, which is well-known as a cornerstone 
of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). According to this linear elastic solution, the 
stress at the notch tip goes to infinity when the root radius of the notch tip goes to zero. In 1920, 
with the help of Inglis’s work (Irwin, 1948) and the soap-film method developed by Griffith and 
Taylor (Zener and Hollomon, 1944), Griffith was able to calculate the stress and strain states 
around scratches in glass. From this calculation, Griffith also found that surface scratches have 
the effect of increasing the stress and strain of solids, and the material strength is decreased by 
such scratches. Based on an energy balance, Griffith proposed a fracture theory to predict the 
connection between fracture stress and flaw size in glass specimens (Griffith, 1921). In 1939, 
Westergaard proposed an easier solution to describe the stress states surrounding a crack in 
rectangular coordinates rather than the elliptical coordinates used in Inglis’s solution 
(Westgaard, 1939). In this approach, Westergaard applied loads directly to cracks rather than 
applied loads to ellipses that approached cracks under the condition of the limit (Westgaard, 
1939).  
During World War 2, a large quantity of military equipment was manufactured and equipped in 
a very short time without being well designed and investigated. The destructive influence of 
cracks and notches became obvious in the case of non-ductile materials. For example, in 1943, 
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as shown in Figure 1.19, the all-welded cargo vessels (Liberty Ships) sudden broke in half when 
they moored at dock (Anderson, 2005); more than 200 out of 1031 damaged ships were 
completely sunk and fractured beyond all hope of repair (Kobayashi and Onoue, 1943). 
According to the accident report investigated by Hideo and Hisahiro (Kobayashi and Onoue, 
1943), there are three factors which led to the destruction of the Liberty Ships (Anderson, 2005): 
1. the appearance and development of crack-like defects in welded joints; 2. local stress 
concentrations on the deck; and 3. the lack of fracture toughness consideration, which marked 
the birth of fracture mechanics. Specifically, due to the low temperature in the North Atlantic, 
the fracture mode of the hull of the Liberty Ships transferred from ductile to brittle (Kobayashi 
and Onoue, 1943). As shown in Figure 1.20, for the steel used in welded structures, the energy 
required for fracture decreases dramatically when the temperature is lower than a certain value 
(as shown in Figure 1.20: transition temperature T1); this behaviour accelerated the fracture 
under very low stresses (Janssen et al., 2004). 
 
Figure 1.19 The failure of Liberty Ships during the Second World War (Kobayashi and Onoue, 
1943). 
 
Figure 1.20 Required energy for fracture of structural metals as the temperature increases 
(Janssen et al., 2004). 
T1: Transition Temperature 
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Along with the development of engineering materials, during the Second World War, metallic 
materials were in high demand for national defence and engineering applications. However, the 
Griffith theory is only applied to the applications where pure brittle fracture happens. After the 
Second World War, promoted by the failure of the Liberty Ship described above, the Griffith 
theory has been used extensively and modified significantly in order to extend this approach to 
other engineering materials rather than just brittle materials (Rossmanith, 1995, Shrot and Bäker, 
2012). In 1956, after studying the pioneering work of Inglis and Griffith (Irwin, 1948, Brinson 
and Brinson, 2015), Irwin extended Griffith’s theory to metallic materials which experience 
plastic deformation and developed a more useful concept called the energy release rate (𝐺) 
approach, based on representing the rate of energy change per unit of crack extension in a linear 
elastic body (can be calculated from equation 1.8) (Majzoobi et al., 2010). The critical value of 
energy release rate 𝐺𝑐 is a measure of fracture toughness, which can be calculated using the 
critical remote strength 𝜎𝑓 through equation (1.9). Figure 1.21 shows an infinite plate with a 
through-thickness crack of length 2𝑎 subject to a uniform remote tensile stress 𝜎, and the energy 
release rate would be 
𝐺 =
𝜋𝜎2𝑎
𝐸
          (1. 8) 
where E is the elastic modulus; 𝜎 indicates the uniform remote tensile stress applied to the 
infinite plate; and 𝑎 denotes the half length of the crack. The critical value 𝐺𝑐 can be calculated 
as follows: 
𝐺𝑐 =
𝜋𝜎𝑓
2𝑎
𝐸
          (1. 9) 
The fracture can be avoided when the energy release rate 𝐺 is equal to or less than the critical 
value of energy release rate 𝐺𝑐: 
𝐺 ≤ 𝐺𝑐           (1. 10) 
Besides the energy approach, in 1957, based on linear elastic theory and Westergaard’s solution 
(Westgaard, 1939), Irwin proposed an advanced concept called the stress intensity factor (SIF), 
which was considered to be one of the most important and useful concepts in fracture mechanics 
(Liang et al., 2015). In this approach, the stress intensity factor 𝐾 is a single parameter, which is 
used to describe the magnitude of the stress field of an element in the vicinity of the crack tip. 
The general form of 𝐾 is given by 
𝐾 = 𝜎√𝜋𝑎 ∙  𝑓(𝑎 𝑊⁄ )         (1. 11) 
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Figure 1.21 Through-thickness crack in an infinite plate subject to a remote tensile stress 
(Anderson, 2005). 
where 𝜎 indicates the remote applied stress; and 𝑓(𝑎 𝑊⁄ ) is a function depending on the sizes of 
the plate and the position of the crack. W is the width of component. In the case shown in 
Figure 1.21, 𝑓(𝑎 𝑊⁄ ) was taken equal to 1, therefore the equation (1.11) can be rewritten as 
follows: 
𝐾 = 𝜎√𝜋𝑎          (1. 12) 
The stresses in the vicinity of the tip of a crack can be described according to the following 
three basic modes: opening mode (mode I), sliding mode (mode II) and tearing mode (mode III), 
which are shown in Figure 1.22. Under mode I loading, the principal stress is applied 
perpendicular to the crack plane, and it leads to a crack opening mechanism acting parallel to 
the stress direction. The sliding mode (mode II) corresponds to the in-plane shear loading, 
which is perpendicular to the crack edge. The tearing mode (mode III) corresponds to out-of-
plane shear.  
In many practical situations, the opening mode (mode I) has been found as the most 
predominant mode. Under mode I loading conditions (Figure 1.22(a)), based on Westergaard’s 
work, according to the Griffith energy balance approach (Brinson and Brinson, 2015) and 
Irwin’s modification (Liang et al., 2015), Irwin concluded that material failure will not happen 
when the value of the stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼  is equal to or smaller than the critical stress 
intensity factor (fracture toughness), 𝐾𝐼𝑐: 
𝐾𝐼 = 𝜎√𝜋𝑎 ≤ 𝐾𝐼𝑐         (1. 13) 
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Figure 1.22 Three different loading modes of cracked specimens: (a) mode I: opening mode; (b) 
mode II: sliding mode; and (c) mode III: tearing mode (Mach et al., 2007). 
where 𝜎 indicates the remote tensile stress applied to the infinite plate as shown in Figure 1.21; 
and 𝑎 is the half length of the central crack in this infinite plate. From this equation, it can be 
seen that the stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼 is proportional to the remote stress 𝜎 and the square root 
of the half-length of the crack, √𝑎. 
 
Figure 1.23 In-plane stresses of an element at the crack tip in an elastic material (Anderson, 
2005). 
The in-plane stress of an element around the tip of a crack in an isotropic linear elastic material 
is schematically shown in Figure 1.23 (Anderson, 2005), and the stress field under mode I 
loading can be expressed mathematically by equations (1.14), (1.15) and (1.16). 
𝜎𝑥𝑥 =
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) [1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
3𝜃
2
)]      (1. 14) 
𝜎𝑦𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋r
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) [1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
3𝜃
2
)]      (1. 15) 
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𝜏𝑥𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
3𝜃
2
)       (1. 16) 
where 𝑟 and 𝜃 are the polar coordinates of the element at a point ahead of the crack tip. It can be 
seen from the equations 1.14 to 1.16 that the stresses 𝜎𝑥𝑥, 𝜎𝑦𝑦 and 𝜏𝑥𝑦 are all in proportion to 
the stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼. It is clear that the stress field can be calculated once the stress 
intensity factor is known. When 𝜃 is taken equal to 0, the stresses in directions x and y are given 
by: 
𝜎𝑥𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋𝑟
         (1. 17) 
By combining equations (1.8) and (1.12), the relationship between the energy release rate 𝐺 and 
stress intensity factor 𝐾 can be simply derived, and their critical values can be expressed as 
equation (1.18) below: 
𝐺 =
𝐾2
𝐸
,  𝐺𝑐 =
𝐾𝑐
2
𝐸
 (𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒/𝑚2)       (1. 18) 
1.7.3 Crack tip plasticity 
According to equations 1.14 to 1.16, it is clear that an infinite stress, which is called the stress 
singularity, is obtained at the crack tip (zero root radius and 𝑟 → 0). However, it is recognised 
that the stress singularity does not exist in real materials. This is because the minimum crack tip 
radius is about the interatomic distance, which is not zero, and the plastic material deformation 
around the crack tip relaxes stresses above the yield stress. Hence, a correction is required when 
yielding in the vicinity of the crack tip occurs (Broek, 1982, Janssen et al., 2004, Anderson, 
2005).  
By substituting the yield stress 𝜎𝑦 for 𝜎𝑦𝑦 in equation 1.17, Irwin (1961) discovered that the 
plastic zone size, 𝑟𝑦, under plane stress conditions along the x-axis over the crack tip is given by: 
𝑟𝑦 =
1
2𝜋
(
𝐾𝐼
𝜎𝑦𝑠
)
2
           (1. 19) 
Figure 1.24 shows the distributions of the linear elastic stress and yield stress 𝜎𝑦𝑠 after local 
yielding over the corrected plastic zone. Irwin (1961) indicated that the original crack size 
should be extended to a longer effective crack length, 𝑎𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑎 + 𝑟𝑦, in order to maintain the 
equilibrium of forces. Hence, a further extension of the plastic zone is given by: 
𝑟𝑝 =
1
𝜋
(
𝐾𝐼
𝜎𝑦𝑠
)
2
           (1. 20) 
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Figure 1.24 Linear elastic stress distribution and corrected elastic plastic stress distribution from 
the Irwin approach (Anderson, 2005). 
By comparing equation 1.19 with 1.20, it can be seen that the second order plastic zone 
correction 𝑟𝑝 is twice that of the first order plastic zone correction 𝑟𝑦.  
For plane strain conditions, due to the tri-axial stress effect caused by the surrounding elastic 
parts, the Irwin corrected plastic zone size can be rewritten as (Anderson, 2005): 
𝑟𝑦 =
1
6𝜋
(
𝐾𝐼
𝜎𝑦𝑠
)
2
          (1. 21) 
By comparing equation (1.21) with (1.19), we can draw the conclusion that the Irwin plastic 
zone correction for plane stress is 3 times bigger than the one calculated under plane strain 
conditions. 
1.7.4 Development of Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics (EPFM) 
As described above, LEFM is developed for either the cases under elastic conditions or the 
cases where the plastic zone is confined to a small area in the vicinity of the crack tip (Anderson, 
2005, Ewalds and Wanhill, 1984, Janssen et al., 2004). However, when the failure of ductile 
materials is preceded by a large plastic deformation, LEFM is not able to describe material 
behaviours correctly. In such circumstances, alternative methods must be proposed (Ewalds and 
Wanhill, 1984, Janssen et al., 2004, Anderson, 2005).  
In addressing the problem of brittle fracture, a satisfactory result was obtained by using the 
linear elastic stress intensity factor approach. However, when a fracture occurs in ductile 
material, large-scale yielding can be observed around the crack tip, and the stress increases 
slowly with the high increase of plastic deformation. Hence, the use of strain or displacement as 
Elastic Stress Distribution 𝜎𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼
√2𝜋𝑟
 (𝜃 = 0)  
Elastic Plastic Stress Distribution  
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physical parameters for characterising ductile fracture may be more appropriate for calculating 
the elastic plastic problem. 
 In 1961, Wells proposed a plastic strain control concept called crack tip opening displacement 
(CTOD) as a measure of fracture toughness when LEFM is not applicable to materials 
experiencing large plastic deformation (Wells, 1961). According to this concept, the sharp crack 
is blunted by plastic deformation surrounding the sharp crack tip, which leads to an opening 
displacement 𝜹 perpendicular to the crack, as shown in Figure 1.25.  
 
 
Figure 1.25 Crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) [adopted from (Janssen et al., 2004)]. 
According to the CTOD criterion, the fracture is expected not to happen when the critical crack 
tip opening displacement 𝜹𝒄,exceeds or equals the crack tip opening displacement 𝛿. 
δ ≤  δc           (1. 22) 
In the case of linear elasticity, the CTOD is related to the stress intensity factor 𝐾𝐼 and energy 
release rate G which is shown as follows: 
𝛿 =
1
𝐸
𝐾𝐼
2
𝜎𝑦𝑠
=
𝐺
𝜎𝑦𝑠
           (1. 23) 
Apart from CTOD, another important concept for elastic plastic fracture mechanics has also 
been developed. In 1968, Rice extended linear elastic fracture mechanics and proposed a new 
parameter called the J integral, which is a path independent line integral around a crack tip for 
linear or nonlinear elastic materials which characterises the intensity of stresses and strains 
around the crack tip (Rice, 1968, Janssen et al., 2004). Based on the energy approach, the J 
integral can be considered as the elastic plastic energy release rate, which was used to predict 
the initiation of cracks (Janssen et al., 2004). In 1976, Shih and Hutchinson developed the 
mathematical framework for the J integral approach to make this approach applicable to the 
design process (Shih and Hutchinson, 1976). Hence, there is a critical value of J, Jc, which leads 
to material failure, as follows: 
Original sharp crack 
𝛿 (𝐶𝑇𝑂𝐷) 
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𝐽 ≤ 𝐽𝑐            (1. 24) 
For linear elastic cases, the J integral is compatible with LEFM. In this case, J is taken equal to 
the energy release rate G (Janssen et al., 2004): 
𝐽 = 𝐺 = {
𝐾2
𝐸
                         (𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠)
𝐾2
𝐸/(1−𝑣2)
             (𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛)
        (1. 25) 
There are some limitations we need to consider when the J integral is used to predict the onset 
of crack extension. According to the deformation theory of plasticity (Jones, 2009), the 
difference between plastic behaviours and nonlinear elastic behaviours is the unloading 
behaviour. Specifically, nonlinear elastic behaviour is reversible whereas plastic behaviour is 
irreversible (as shown in Figure 1.26). Therefore, plastic behaviour can be modelled as 
nonlinear elastic behaviour only if the loading is kept applied to the material component. 
However, another assumption is also made for the J integral – that it is only suitable when the 
crack starts to extend. The J integral is not applicable to predict crack growth. This is because 
when crack growth occurs, the appearance of unloading  is inevitable, in this case, the plastic 
deformation can no longer be modelled as nonlinear elastic behaviour (Janssen et al., 2004). 
 
Figure 1.26 Stress–strain curves for (a) nonlinear elastic behaviour and (b) plastic behaviour 
(Janssen et al., 2004). 
1.8 Dynamic Fracture Mechanics 
Besides LEFM and EPFM, dynamic fracture mechanics is currently another important subfield 
of fracture mechanics that has been investigated by many researchers during the last few 
decades. It is focused on crack behaviour when a material is subjected to a high rate of loading. 
There are two main problems: crack initiation under rapidly increasing load and fast crack 
propagation under constant applied load, which dynamic fracture mechanics focuses on. Similar 
to fracture mechanics under quasi-static conditions, the stress–strain state around the crack tip 
are also the characteristic quantities for dynamic fracture mechanics. However, material under 
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dynamic loading is much more complicated than quasi-static loading both mechanically, 
mathematically and experimentally, because it is difficult to observe many key aspects during a 
very short time without interpreting the testing process. Also, data of stress and strain around 
the crack tip is difficult to obtain directly in a normal way (Freund, 1986). A well-known 
experimental rig based on a pendulum called the Charpy impact test has been used extensively 
in testing dynamic material behaviours of notched specimens subjected to impact loading. It 
was first proposed and invented by Georges Charpy in 1901 (Charpy, 1901, Siewert and 
Manahan, 2000). Since then, the Charpy test has become the most commonly used dynamic test 
by many researchers to investigate material dynamic fracture behaviours.  
In most situations, the stress wave propagation, inertia effects and rate sensitivity of materials 
are three specific features (which are impossible to be seen in LEFM and EPFM) in dynamic 
fracture mechanics (Freund, 1990, Anderson, 2005). Specifically, the inertia effect occurs as a 
rapid load is applied or along with crack propagation. Due to this effect, the work applied to the 
material component will be converted to both strain energy and kinetic energy. For rate 
dependent materials, as discussed in section 1.4, the material strength increases as the rate of 
loading increases. When the stress wave generated from fast loading transfers and reflects 
between boundaries (such as crack or notch flanks, or the free surface), the local stress and 
strain fields are changed by these waves, which leads to a much more complicated fracture 
behaviour (Anderson, 2005, Freund, 1990).  
1.8.1 Experimental techaniques used for dynamic behaviour of  notched samples 
 
Figure 1. 27 Charpy testing rig proposed by Charpy (Charpy, 1901). 
The Charpy impact test method is based on the use of a pendulumto apply an impact load to a 
specimen, it is one of the most cost-efficient material dynamic testing program, which involves 
striking a notched specimen with a controlled weight pendulum swung from a set height (as the 
schematic representation of the Charpy test shown in Figure 1.27). The specimen is supported 
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by its two anvils and struck on the opposite face to the notch by the pendulum. The fracture 
toughness can be given by measuring the amount of absorbed energy in damaging the specimen. 
The pendulum swings through during the test, the height of the swing being a measure of the 
amount of energy absorbed in fracturing the specimen. Generally, the results from three 
specimens tested at any one temperature will be averaged. Alternatively, tests are carried out at 
a range of temperatures in order to generate a ductile to brittle transition curve (Figure 1.20).  
 
Figure 1. 28 Impact fracture toughness test using three-point bend fracture specimen (all 
dimensions are in millimetres) (Premack and Douglas, 1993). 
Additionally, three-point bending test method has also been used widely in order to investigate 
the dynamic behaviours of materials. Specifically, Permack and Douglas (1993) tested dynamic 
fracture toughness of a pre-cracked three point beam of HY100 steel subjected to impact load. 
As shown in Figure 1.28, an aluminium projectile is fired from a gas gun into the hardened steel 
top that is held against the three point bend fracture specimen. Moreover, based on the three-
point bending test method, a classical Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar was modified and 
performed to measure the dynamic fracture toughness of material aluminium alloy 7075-T651 
(Rubio, et.al, 2003). As shown in Figure 1.29, the input bar was impacted by a projectile and 
transfer the compressive wave to the specimen to product the impact load. 
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three point beam of HY100 steel 
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Figure 1. 29 Modified Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar based on three-point bending test method. 
1.8.2 LEFM under dynamic loading 
As introduced in section 1.7, LEFM describes the relationship between stress fields in the 
vicinity of the crack tip and applied loads. However, if the loads are applied suddenly, the 
inertial effects must be considered together with material stiffness in order to balance the loads. 
When the material is assumed as linear, dynamic fracture mechanics can be simplified as 
dynamic linear elastic fracture mechanics, which is expressed as elasto-dynamic fracture 
mechanics (Freund, 1990). 
In terms of a stationary crack under rapid loading, in this context, the dynamic fracture 
toughness is an important parameter to characterise dynamic fractures; it has been investigated 
by many researchers during the last half century. (Nakamura et al., 1986, Nakamura et al., 1988, 
Rice et al., 1973). After the advent of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), accurate 
investigations were also carried out to study the relationship between material fracture 
toughness and the rate of applied loading. As to this aspect, examination of the state of the art 
(Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999, Yokoyama and Kishida, 1989, Li, 1999, Chen et al., 1993, 
Ravi-Chandar and Knauss, 1984, Foster et al., 2011) suggests that, at room temperature, the 
fracture toughness can either decrease, increase, or remain constant as the stress intensity factor 
rate (SIFR) increases, this mainly depends on the microstructural features of the metallic 
material being investigated. 
For example, Wiesner and MacGillivray employed the Charpy test to determine the fracture 
toughness behaviours of some steels. From their point of view, increases in yield and tensile 
strength results in reducing the brittle fracture toughness of most steels and an increasing 
loading rate has an effect equivalent to decreasing the temperature (Wiesner and MacGillivray, 
1999). In detail, Wiesner and MacGillivray concluded in their paper that the fracture toughness 
of BS11 rail steel (Figure 1.30) and A533B steel (Figure 1.31) decreases with a rise in loading 
rate (in the form of stress intensity factor rate ?̇?).  
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However, the negative loading rate sensitivity for fracture toughness does not always happen in 
steels. For instance, from the results plotted in Figure 1.32, the material 0.4%C Cr Mo steel 
shows a positive rate sensitivity of dynamic fracture toughness to the loading rate (Wiesner and 
MacGillivray, 1999). Additionally, the fracture toughness sensitivity to loading rate can change 
from negative to positive when the test temperature exceeds a certain value.  
 
 
Figure 1. 30 Effect of loading rate (in the form of stress intensity factor rate) on dynamic 
fracture toughness of BS11 rail steel (MacGillivray, 1990). 
 
Figure 1. 31 Effect of loading rate (in the form of stress intensity factor rate) on dynamic 
fracture toughness of  A533B steel (Ireland, 1977).  
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Moreover, according to the results published by Yokoyama and Kishida (1989), the fracture 
toughness of aluminium alloy 7075-T6 subjected to dynamic loading remains the same as the 
fracture toughness tested under quasi-static conditions. In other words, this means that the 
fracture toughness for the alloy 7075-T6 is rate independent (as shown in Figure 1.33). On the 
contrary, due to the adiabatic heating and low thermal conductivity of the alloy Ti-6246, during 
testing (Yokoyama and Kishida, 1989) at a loading rate of log 𝐾𝐼̇ =6𝑀𝑁𝑚
−3 2⁄ ∙ 𝑠−1, the fracture 
toughness of this alloy was about 50 percent higher (𝐾𝐼𝑑/𝐾𝐼𝑐 ≈ 1.5) than the fracture toughness 
obtained under quasi-static conditions, and the results are plotted in Figure 1.34. 
 
Figure 1. 32 Effect of loading rate (in the form of stress intensity factor rate) on dynamic 
fracture toughness of 0.4%C Cr Mo steel; (Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999). 
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Figure 1. 33 Effect of loading rate on fracture toughness of 7075-T6 aluminium alloy 
(Yokoyama and Kishida, 1989). 
 
Figure 1.34 Effect of loading rate on fracture toughness of Ti-6246 alloy (Yokoyama and 
Kishida, 1989). 
Therefore, according to the rate sensitivity of fracture toughness, the stress field under mode I 
dynamic loading in the vicinity of the crack tip can be described as similar to the one under 
quasi-static conditions. The only difference between them is the time dependent stress intensity 
factor (Freund, 1990, Ravi-Chandar, 2004). The stress components under mode I loading 
conditions can be expressed as follows: 
𝜎𝑥𝑥 =
𝐾𝐼(𝑡)
√2𝜋𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) [1 − 𝑠𝑖n (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
3𝜃
2
)]      (1. 26) 
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𝜎𝑦𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼(𝑡)
√2𝜋𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) [1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
3𝜃
2
)]      (1. 27) 
𝜏𝑥𝑦 =
𝐾𝐼(𝑡)
√2𝜋𝑟
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜃
2
) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
3𝜃
2
)        (1. 28) 
Moreover, due to difficulty of dynamic testing discussed above, the FE analysis is playing a 
pivotal role in understanding dynamic behaviours, in next section, one of the most widely used 
material model called Johnson-Cook model will be introduced. 
1.9 Johnson-Cook material model 
The Johnson-Cook flow stress model is one of the most commonly used material model in 
analysing dynamic material responses subjected to large strain, high strain rate and elevated 
temperature (Hallquist, 2007). The constitutive law of this model was first proposed and used 
by Johnson and Cook in 1983 (1983) which is given by: 
σy = (A + Bε̅
pn)(1 + Clnε̇∗)(1 − T∗m)       (1. 29) 
A, B, n, and C are all assumed as material constants, where A indicates the yield stress at 0.2% 
offset strain under quasi-static conditions; constants B and n are related to the strain hardening 
effect of the material. According to the investigations done by the pioneering researchers, the 
strain hardening parameters A, B, and n can be determined by fitting the model to sets of quasi-
static experimental data (Kang et al., 1998, Milani et al., 2009, Milani et al., 2006, Børvik et al., 
2001, Majzoobi et al., 2010, Shrot and Bäker, 2012), this method will be discussed in chapter 5 
in detail. 𝜀̅𝑝 is the effective plastic strain. In the second set of brackets, C is the strain rate 
sensitivity. The value C can be determinated experimentally by using Split Hopkinson Pressure 
Bar (SHPB). 𝜀̇∗ is the normalised effective strain rate, which can be calculated as follows: 
ε̇∗ =
ε̇̅p
ε̇0
           (1. 30) 
where ε̇̅p  is effective plastic strain rate, and ε̇0  is reference strain rate. In the third set of 
beackets, 𝑇∗ indicates homologous temperature, which can be calculated as follows: 
T∗m =
T−Troom
Tmelt−Troom
         (1. 31) 
where T,  Troom, and Tmelt are working temperature room temperature and melting temperature. 
When the thermal effects and damage are ignored, a much less expensive model call Simplified 
Johnson-Cook material model is recommended, which is given by: 
σy = (A + Bε̅
pn)(1 + Clnε̇∗)        (1. 32) 
In terms of elasto-plastic simulations, which will be discussed in chapter 5, the Simplified 
Johnson-Cook material model will be used. 
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1.10 Conclusion 
To conclude, from the content discussed above, in a very general way, we can say that the 
dynamic failure strength of metallic materials increases as the loading rate increases. However, 
some metals may actually exhibit decreased strength with increased strain rate. This holds true 
for both plain and notched samples. 
In terms of the dependence of material properties on the loading rate applied in tests, researchers 
had given explanations regarding the mechanisms affected by stain rate. For instance, the 
complex dynamic material behaviours can be attributed to different deformation mechanisms, 
such as thermal activating mechanism, enhanced rate of dislocation generation and viscous drag 
mechanism. Under dynamic loading, the plastic deformation was confined to a restricted area 
that called Adiabatic Shear Band (ASB), this area always occurred along with internal cracks 
that result in final material failure (Zhang et al., 2015). Moreover, to the role of thermal 
activation in control of deformation mechanisms , some may argue that this phenomenal can be 
associated with the increase in the thermal component of the flow stress (Lindholm et al., 1971), 
and the complex precipitation alloys also have significant effect on the strain rate sensitivity. 
Finally, it can be found that the dynamic behaviour of metallic material subjected to high rate of 
loading has been investigated and studied a lot. but only a few cases had tried to understand the 
dynamic behaviours of material components having stress concentration phenomenon. 
Moreover, there is no an acceptable commonly design methodology has been agreed by the 
international scientific community to design dynamic mateiral strength of notched components. 
This is the main reason why we are going to make a big effort in order to find a simply 
analysical solution for predicting dynamic failure of notched samples. In order to better 
understand the main features of the TCD, it is worth summarising briefly the dundamental idea 
this theory is based on, as discussed in next Chapter. 
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Chapter 2 Introduction to the Theory of Critical Distances under 
Static Loading 
2.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 1, LEFM and EPFM are simplified theories which deal with the 
behaviours of sharp cracks (i.e., root radius tending to 0) in material components. LEFM only 
applies to situations where the plastic deformation is limited to a small area around the crack tip. 
EPFM is suitable for the cases where the material exhibits a large area of nonlinear deformation 
in the vicinity of the crack tip. However, it was found that these theories are not applicable to 
many practical applications. For example, LEFM and EPFM cannot be used to assess the failure 
of structures and components containing notches, which form a stress state in between those for 
plain and sharp cracks. Therefore, it is interesting to develop an applicable method that is 
suitable for all kinds of stress raisers (for example cracks, notches, smooth samples and some 
other non-standard geometrical features). It is well known that under quasi-static loading, 
notches have a detrimental effect on the overall static strength of engineering materials (Nui et 
al., 1994, Toth, 1998). Accordingly, appropriate design methods have to be used to accurately 
design components experiencing stress concentration phenomena. In this context, it is 
recognised that the so-called Theory of Critical Distances (TCD) is the most effective tool 
which can be used by structural engineers to take into account the weakening effect of all kinds 
of notches (Taylor, 2007). In this chapter, the development and basic methodology of the TCD 
will introduced, a simplest form of this method will be shown to demonstrate how it can be used. 
2.2 Development of the Theory of Critical Distance 
The fundamental idea on which the TCD is based was first proposed in about the middle of the 
last century to specifically estimate the high-cycle fatigue strength of notched components. In 
more detail, Neuber (1936) suggested performing the high-cycle fatigue assessment of metals 
containing notches through an effective stress calculated by averaging the linear- elastic stress 
over a straight line emanating from the notch tip. A few years later, Peterson (1959) observed 
that the problem could greatly be simplified by directly using, as effective stress, the linear- 
elastic stress evaluated at a given distance from the notch apex. In both Neuber’s and Peterson’s 
approach, this length scale parameter was treated as a material property. Late in the 1960s, 
Novozhilov (1969) has proven that Neuber’s method could also be derived by using an elegant 
energy argument. In 1974, Whitney and Nuismer (1974) showed that the TCD could be used to 
estimate the static strength of notched composite, the material critical length being directly 
determined through the LEFM fracture toughness and the ultimate tensile strength. Toward the 
end of the last century, Tanaka (1983) and Taylor (1999) have proven that the TCD could 
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successfully be employed to estimate notch fatigue limits also by calculating the necessary 
critical distance via the threshold value of the stress intensity factor and the plain fatigue limit. 
Owing to its accuracy in assessing the detrimental effect of notches, in recent years, the TCD 
has gained new popularity being used to address a variety of structural integrity problems 
(Taylor, 2007). For instance, the TCD applied along with the so-called Modified Wöhler Curve 
Method was seen to be capable of accurately designing notched components against multiaxial 
fatigue (Susmel and Taylor, 2003b, Susmel, 2004, Susmel and Taylor, 2006b). Recently, it was 
also proven that the TCD is successful in estimating the static strength of both ductile and brittle 
notched materials subjected to uniaxial as well as to multiaxial static loading (Susmel and 
Taylor, 2008, Susmel and Taylor, 2010c). Finally, Cicero et al. (Madrazo et al., 2012, Cicero et 
al., 2012, Cicero et al., 2013) have successfully used the TCD to model the effect of the notch 
sharpness on the apparent fracture toughness. 
2.3 The TCD methodology 
The TCD methodology includes a group of methods: Point Method (PM), Line Method (LM), 
Area Method (AM) and Volume Method (VM), which have a common feature: the material 
length parameter called critical distance L. Point Method (PM) is the simplest form of TCD, 
whereas the LM, AM and VM are slightly more complex. The TCD postulates that the static 
strength of notched components can be estimated by directly post-processing the entire linear-
elastic stress field acting on the material in the vicinity of the stress raiser being assessed. 
(Taylor, 2007).  
If attention is focussed on notches subjected to Mode I quasi-static loading, as shown in Figure 
2.1, according to the TCD, breakage takes place as soon as a critical distance depending 
effective stress, σeff, becomes larger than the material inherent strength, σ0 (Susmel and Taylor, 
2008). Therefore, the notched component being designed is supposed to be capable of 
withstanding the applied loading as long as the following condition is assured: 
σeff ≤ σ0          (2. 1) 
One of the most interesting features of the TCD is that effective stress σeff , which can be 
estimated by adopting a simple linear-elastic constitutive law (Taylor, 1999 and 2007), this 
holding true independently from the level of ductility characterising the material under 
investigation (Susmel and Taylor, 2008, Susmel and Taylor, 2010c). This results in a great 
simplification of the design problem, allowing structural engineers to perform the required 
stress analysis via simple linear-elastic models done using commercial Finite Element (FE) 
software packages. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) Definition of the local systems of coordinates; (b) Effective stress, 𝛔𝐞𝐟𝐟, 
calculated according to the Point Method; (c) Line Method and (d) Area Method 
According to condition (2.1), to properly use the TCD in situations of practical interest, the 
second important information which is needed is the material inherent strength, σ0. As to the 
expected values for  σ0 , it is worth recalling here that the inherent strength equals the 
conventional ultimate tensile strength, σUTS, solely under particular circumstances, this mainly 
depending on the mechanical behaviour as well as on the microstructural features of the material 
being designed. In particular, when breakage is preceded by a certain amount of plastic 
deformation,  σ0  takes on a value which is larger than the ultimate tensile strength (Taylor, 
2007). This obviously applies also to metallic materials (Susmel and Taylor, 2010b), even if, for 
certain metals,  σ0 is seen to be so close to σUTS (Susmel and Taylor, 2008) that the TCD can 
successfully be used by simply taking  σ0=σUTS. On the contrary, as far as brittle materials 
(such as ceramics (Taylor, 2004)) or quasi-brittle materials (such as fibre composites (Whitney 
and Nuismer, 1974)) are concerned,  σ0 is seen to be invariably equal to σUTS. Lastly, it should 
be noted that  σ0 is seen to be different from σUTS also in those situations where the presence of 
stress raisers leads to different failure mechanisms to those resulting in the breakage of the un-
notched material (Taylor et al., 2005). These considerations clearly suggest that the most 
accurate way to estimate material inherent strength  σ0 is by running appropriate experiments, 
the recommended experimental procedure for the determination of  σ0 being explained below. 
Turning back to the different formalisations of the TCD, effective stress  σeff can be calculated 
according to either the Point Method (PM), the Line Method (LM), or the Area Method (AM) as 
follows (Taylor, 1999): 
Point Method Line Method Area Method 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
L/2 
L 
2L 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜎𝑦 𝜎𝑦 
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝜃 
𝑟 
𝑥 𝑟 𝑟 
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σeff = σy (θ = 0, r =
L
2
)  (PM)      (2. 2) 
σeff =
1
2L
∫ σy(θ = 0, r)
2L
0
dr  (LM)      (2. 3) 
σeff =
2
πL2
∫ ∫ σ1(θ, r) rdrdθ
L
0
π
2⁄
−π 2⁄
 (AM)      (2. 4) 
The meaning of the adopted symbols as well as of the effective stress calculated according to 
definitions (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) is explained in Figures from 2.1(a) to 2.1(d). Equations (2.2) to 
(2.4) show that, independently from the strategy adopted to determine σeff, the TCD makes use 
of a length scale parameter which can be estimated via the LEFM plane strain fracture 
toughness, KIc, and the material inherent strength, σ0, as follows (Taylor, 2007): 
L =
1
π
(
KIc
σ0
)
2
          (2. 5) 
 
Figure 2.2 Determination of length scale parameter L and inherent strength σo through 
experimental results generated by testing notches of different sharpness. 
According to definition (2.5), as soon as 𝐾𝐼𝑐 is known from the experiments, the determination 
of critical distance L is straightforward solely for those materials for which inherent material 
strength 𝜎0 is invariably equal to the ultimate tensile strength, 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆. On the contrary, when 𝜎0 ≠
𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 , the only way to determine L is by testing samples containing notches of different 
sharpness (Susmel and Taylor, 2008, Susmel and Taylor, 2010c). This procedure is summarised 
in Figure 2.2: As postulated by the PM, the coordinates of the point at which the two linear-
elastic stress-distance curves, plotted in the incipient failure condition, intersect each other allow 
length scale parameter L and inherent strength 𝜎0 to be estimated directly.  
Sharp Notch 
Blunt Notch 
Sharp Notch 
Blunt Notch 
L/2 
𝜎𝑦 
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑚 
𝜎𝑜 
𝑟 
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2.4 Standard procedure to predict material strength by using PM 
In this subsection, the PM will be used as an example to introduce predictions of brittle fracture. 
For example, as flow chats plotted in Figure 2.3, a notched sample is strengthened by a uniaxial 
tensile stress: 
 
Figure 2. 3 Flow chart of TCD procedures in its simplest form of Point Method. 
To conclude, it is worth observing that such an experimental procedure (Figure 2.2) based on 
notches of different sharpness was seen to be very accurate also to estimate the LEFM plane 
strain fracture toughness (Susmel and Taylor, 2010a). In fact, after determining both L and 𝜎0 , 
according to the procedure schematically depicted in Figure 2.2, 𝐾𝐼𝑐 can directly be estimated 
via Equation (2.5), the LEFM plane strain fracture toughness obviously becoming the unknown 
variable in the problem. 
TCD 
L =
1
𝜋
(
𝐾𝐼𝑐
𝜎𝑜
) (Eq. 2.5) 
Effective stress, 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓   
at distance L/2 
L/2 
σ 
r 
Stress-distance curve 
Test samples with  
different sharpness  
for determining L and 𝜎𝑜 
(as shown in Figure 2.2) 
 
  
Sample 
If 𝜎𝑜 = 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 ,  
and 𝐾𝐼𝑐is known 
If 𝜎𝑜 ≠ 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆  
Run FE stress analysis with linear elastic material properties to find 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓  at L/2 
If 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝜎𝑜 , the notched component is capable of withstanding the applied loading 
Calculate 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓−𝜎𝑜
𝜎𝑜
 (%) 
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2.5 Applications of the Theory of Critical Distance (TCD) 
As briefly introduced above, over the last century, the TCD has been employed by many 
researchers from different areas to assess static and fatigue failures of samples containing 
different types of stress raisers. In this section, the applications of the TCD will be discussed in 
detail. For instance, Taylor (2007) considered the practical applications of the TCD in some 
specific fields to predict experimental data from the literature and his own work, to prove that 
this methodology can be used as a design tool to accurately estimate the failure of material 
components containing different geometrical features and subjected to both static and fatigue 
loading. 
2.5.1 The predictions for notched non-metallic materials 
As an example, ceramic is a non-metallic material which has the properties of high hardness, 
wear resistance and chemical stability. This type of material has been used massively in many 
different applications. Mechanically, ceramic materials normally have high strength but low 
fracture toughness, which result in high sensitivity to the presence of material defects (Taylor, 
2007, Taylor, 2013). 
The scatter plot in Figure 2.4 shows the material strength in the form of measured fracture 
toughness versus square root of the notch radius for pre-notched alumina tested at room 
temperature by Tsuji et al. (1999). The solid lines in this figure are the predictions calculated 
using both the PM and the LM (Taylor, 2007). When applying the PM, assuming 𝜎(𝑟) = 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 
at a distance r=L/2, according to the stress distance distribution described by Creager and Paris 
(Creager and Paris, 1967) and the investigation done by Taylor (2007), the measured fracture 
toughness 𝐾𝑐𝑚 can be calculated as follows: 
Kcm = σUTS√π [
√(L+ρ)3
L+2ρ
]        (2. 6) 
where the measured 𝐾𝑐𝑚 is the value of fracture toughness 𝐾𝑐 calculated by replacing the half of 
crack length 𝑎 to the notch length D. The relationship between measured 𝐾𝑐𝑚 and experimental 
𝐾𝑐 was calculated as follows (Creager and Paris, 1967, Taylor, 2007): 
𝐾𝑐𝑚
𝐾𝑐
=
(1+
𝜌
𝐿
)
3/2
(1+2
𝜌
𝐿
)
           (2. 7) 
In terms of LM, when the average stress was applied over the distance from 0 to 2L, the 
relationship between true toughness  Kcm and Kc was given by: 
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Kcm
Kc
= √
ρ
4L
+ 1          (2. 8) 
Following the same strategy, David Taylor (2007) continued to use LM to estimate the failure 
strength of many other ceramics containing notches, which have been investigated by many 
researchers (Takahashi et al., 1985, Clark Jr and Logsdon, 1974, Bertolotti, 1973, Damani et al., 
1996, Tsuji et al., 1999). The experimental data and predictions are summarised in Figure 2.5, 
and indicate that the LM can be employed to predict the material strength of various ceramics 
accurately.  
 
Figure 2.4 Predictions of measured fracture toughness versus square root of notch radius for 
alumina calculated using both PM and LM (Taylor, 2007). 
According to the results plotted in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, it is obvious that both the PM and the 
LM can give accurate predictions for fracture toughness for the investigated alumina; the 
fracture toughness for notched material components can be calculated by assuming the material 
inherent strength σo = σUTS. However, the predictions are only applicable when the root radius 
ρ and the distance r are much less than the notch length D. 
Moreover, the TCD has also been applied to predict brittle fracture of notched polymeric 
components under monotonic loading successfully by slightly modifying the TCD approach as 
discussed above. Different from ceramics, polymers have relatively low material strength and 
toughness. The scatter diagrams reported in Figure 2.6 show the experimental data for 
polycarbonate (PC) (Figure 2.6 (a)), un-modified epoxy (Figure 2.6 (b)) and rubber-modified 
epoxy (Figure 2.6 (c)) tested by Tsuji et al. (1999) and Kinloch et al. (1983) respectively. The 
solid lines reported in this figure indicate the accurate predictions calculated using modified PM. 
Specifically, in terms of the material PC, by assuming the material inherent strength σo is taken 
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to be equal to the ultimate tensile strength σUTS, according to equation 2.5, the critical distance 
was calculated as L=0.78mm. However, when the square root of the notch radius is higher than 
about 0.5 mm1/2, the prediction is very poor; the predicted fracture toughness (the dotted line 
shown in Figure 26 (a)) is much lower than the experimental data. Hence, some modifications 
must be made in order to allow the TCD to work correctly. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Experimental data and predictions calculated using LM (Taylor, 2007): (a) Silicon 
Nitride (Takahashi et al., 1985); (b) Silicon Carbide (Takahashi et al., 1985); (c) Alumina 
(Bertolotti, 1973); (d) MgPSZ (Damani et al., 1996); (e) Alumina at 1000oC (Tsuji et al., 1999). 
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Figure 2.6 Experimental data of polymers and predictions calculated using the TCD (a) 
polycarbonate (PC) (Tsuji et al., 1999); (b) un-modified epoxy (Kinloch et al., 1983); (c) 
rubber-modified epoxy (Kinloch et al., 1983). 
By trying different values of critical distance L, a best prediction was found by choosing an 
optimum value of L=0.061mm. Consequently, the corresponding material inherent strength σo 
must be different from the ultimate tensile strength σUTS. Additionally, Taylor also tested some 
notched polymer samples in his laboratory, and the results further confirmed that the modified 
TCD is successful in predicting the fracture strength of polymers containing stress raisers 
(Taylor et al., 2004, Taylor, 2007); the material inherent strength  σo is higher than the ultimate 
tensile strength  σUTS. It is worth noting here that, generally speaking, as far as polymers are 
concerned, the material inherent strength σo should be higher than the material ultimate tensile 
strength in order to make the TCD work correctly for the polymers being investigated. 
2.5.2 The predictions for metallic materials 
Besides ceramics and polymers, the brittle failure of metals has also been predicted by 
employing the TCD in Taylor’s book (2007). As shown in Figure 2.7 (a), after trying different 
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values of critical distance for PM, an optimum critical distance of L=0.035mm was found to 
give rise to the best prediction for the experimental data for mild steel bar with a 2mm depth of 
notch, tested at a temperature of −196oC (Taylor, 2007, Wilshaw et al., 1968). The curves 
reported in Figure 2.7(b) show the predictions from the LM and the experimental data from a 
specific aluminium alloy, DISPAL-2, tested at 4 different temperatures. The optimum values of 
critical distances L=0.045mm for the tests carried out at the three lower temperatures and 
L=0.075mm for tests at T=350oC  were obtained for the material to predict the measured 
fracture toughness correctly.  
Moreover, with the help of linear elastic FE models, it has also been proved that the TCD can be 
used to predict static fracture in ductile metallic materials containing various stress raisers and 
subjected to both uniaxial and multiaxial loading (Susmel and Taylor, 2003a, Susmel and 
Taylor, 2003b, Susmel and Taylor, 2006a, Susmel and Taylor, 2008, Susmel, 2009, Susmel and 
Taylor, 2010b, Susmel and Taylor, 2010c, Susmel and Taylor, 2010a, Cicero et al., 2013, Louks 
and Susmel, 2015, Susmel and Taylor, 2015). 
 
Figure 2.7 (a) Experimental data for mild steel and the predictions calculated using PM; (b) 
experimental data for an aluminum alloy tested at 4 different temperatures and the predictions 
calculated using LM. 
For instance, with the help of linear elastic FE models, Susmel and Taylor (2008) used the TCD 
to predict static failure accurately in notched ductile materials in which the final breakage was 
preceded by large scale plastic deformation, by taking the inherent material strength  𝜎𝑜 equal to 
the ultimate tensile strength  𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆. 
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2.6 Conclusion 
From the content discussed above, it is evident to say that the TCD is able to be used to predict 
the failure strength of ceramics by taking the ultimate tensile strength  𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆  equal to  𝜎𝑜 . 
Additionally, by adjusting the critical distance L or the material inherent strength, 𝜎𝑜, the TCD 
can also be used to assess static failure of polymers and some metals. Moreover, when the 
failure of notched metallic material specimens was preceded by large-scale yielding, based on 
different assumptions, it is still possible to apply the TCD to predict the material failure by post-
processing both linear elastic stress fields and elasto-plastic stress fields.  
Independently from the structural integrity ambit in which it is used, the most important feature 
of the TCD is that, similar to other existing local approaches (Berto and Lazzarin, 2009, Berto 
and Lazzarin, 2014, Vratnica et al., 2010, Vratnica et al., 2013), this theory is seen to be capable 
of accommodating any kind of material non-linarites into a linear-elastic framework, thus 
allowing the time and costs associated with the design process to be reduced remarkably 
(Susmel and Taylor, 2010b).  
Before we extend the TCD from static problem to dynamic problem, some experimental work 
related to notched components subjected to dynamic load will be introduced. Therefore, in next 
chapter, the experimental results from the tests carried out at the University of Sheffield and in 
the laboratory of the Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics UB RAS, Perm, Russia will be 
introduced. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental results 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, four experimental trials were run in the testing laboratory of the Sheffield 
University at Harpur Hill, Buxton, UK and in the laboratory of the Institute of Continuous 
Media Mechanics UB RAS, Perm, Russia. The experimental investigation performed at the 
University of Sheffield involved plain and notched cylindrical samples of Al6063-T5, such 
samples being tested under both quasi-static and dynamic tensile loading. The tested results will 
be used to understand the dynamic behaviours of notched metallic material. Due to the limited 
number of samples, the uncertainty analysis has not been done in this case. 
3.2 Experimental details and results by testing Al6063-T5 cylindrical bar 
In terms of conventional quasi-static mechanical properties, the investigated aluminium alloy 
had an ultimate tensile stress, 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆, equal to 205 MPa, a yield stress, 𝜎𝑦, of 145 MPa, an elastic 
modulus, E, of 68900 MPa, and a Poisson’s ratio, 𝑣, of 0.33. The geometries of the tested 
specimens are sketched in Figure. 3.1. The plain samples had net diameter, 𝑑𝑛, equal to 5 mm 
and gross diameter, 𝑑𝑔, to 10 mm. The bluntly notched specimens had 𝑑𝑛 = 5 mm, 𝑑𝑔 = 10 mm, 
and notch root radius 𝑟𝑛 equal to 4 mm, these resulting in a net stress concentration factor, 𝐾𝑡, of 
1.25. 
 
Figure 3.1 Geometries of the samples of Al6063-T5 tested at the University of Sheffield 
(dimensions in millimetres). 
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The samples containing both the intermediate and the sharp stress concentrators had 𝑑𝑛 = 5.2 
mm and 𝑑𝑔 = 10 mm, the notch root radius being equal to 1.38 mm (𝐾𝑡 = 1.69) and to 0.38 mm 
(𝐾𝑡 = 2.93), respectively. In terms of notch radius, when the stress concentration factor  𝐾𝑡 is 
beyond 2, the notched sample was treated as a very sharp notch, therefore, we choose one type 
of notch with  𝐾𝑡 is bigger than 2, and two types of notches ( 𝐾𝑡=1.69 and 1.25) between very 
sharp notch and plain samples. 
Figure 3.2(a) shows the experimental arrangement which was used to generate the results 
summarised in Table 3.1. The specimens were mechanically attached to two purpose-built load 
cells by using nuts. The load cell B at the distal end of the sample was fixed to a stiff end-stop 
whilst the load cell A at the proximal, or loaded end of the specimen was connected through 
transfer bars to a pneumatic loading system. The transfer bars were constrained to travel axially 
by being passed through PTFE-coated holes in the flanges of a steel column section, and the 
proximal load cell was sat on a PTFE slider. In this way, the loading system was free to 
translate under the applied load, subject only to the resistance of the specimen. The pneumatic 
pressure was generated by releasing pressurised bottled nitrogen into a barrel of a ‘‘gas gun’’ 
where it reacted against a close-fitting nylon sealing piston, to drive the loading rod – cross-
head – transfer bar system and hence apply a tensile load to the proximal load cell. Quasi-static 
loading was applied by slowly releasing the pneumatic pressure into the gas gun barrel. 
Dynamic loading was produced by releasing the pressurised nitrogen into a receiver vessel, 
separated from the gas gun barrel by a brass diaphragm which burst at a suitable pressure, 
causing a rapidly increasing load (typically of the order of 100–2000 kN ∙ 𝑠−1) to be applied to 
the specimen. The dynamic loading rate was changed by using different thickness bursting 
diaphragms and introducing a choke to limit the rate of gas flow from the receiver to the loading 
system. Due to limitation of the testing rig and material samples, not so many material samples 
of each notch were fabricated, therefore, only three different sizes of diaphragms were used. 
Therefore, the range of loading rate applied during these tests is relative small. Moreover, the 
loading rate is very difficult to be kept exact same for two tested samples by using brass 
diaphragm, so the repeatability of each test was not been given. 
The axial deformation and the cracking behaviour of the tested Al6063-T5 cylindrical samples 
were monitored by using a high speed camera which was synchronised with the signals gathered 
from the loading cell B, the accuracy of the load cell has been calibrated at University of 
Sheffield laboratory. With the help of the software CineView 2.0, the displacement and strain 
time history was obtained by post-processing the recorded high speed video and the 
displacement time history will be used as input data in Chapter 5. Camera Phantom V4.2 (8-bit 
image resolution, 2100 frames per second, recording at up to 90,000 frames per second 
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maximum) was used for Series 1 (S1 in Table 3.1), whereas camera Phantom V9.1 (14-bit 
image resolution, recording at up to 153846 fps) was employed for Series 2 (S2 in Table 3.1).  
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Experimental rig used to test the notched cylindrical samples of Al6063-T5; (b) 
force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T18. 
By post-processing the video of any test it was possible to confirm that, in the force vs. time 
curve, a sharp decrease of the load signal corresponded to the formation of a visible crack. 
Accordingly, because the data recorded by load cell A was affected by transfer system, the data 
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obtained from this load cell will be used for further study. Therefore, the maximum force 
recorded from load cell B during each test was taken as the failure force, 𝐹𝑓, the corresponding 
instant being used to define the time to failure, 𝑇𝑓.The force vs. time diagram reported in Figure 
3.2 (b) shows the way the gathered signals were post-processed to determine 𝐹𝑓 and 𝑇𝑓 for test 
S1T18 (see also Table 3.1). Here, the load is that recorded by the distal load cell, i.e. the load 
which was transmitted through the specimen. It should be noted that the load does not 
immediately fall to zero on complete fracture of the specimen, due to inertia of the distal load 
cell which takes a few hundred microseconds to fully relax. The values for 𝐹𝑓  and 𝑇𝑓 
determined according to the procedure briefly discussed above were then used to calculate the 
nominal loading rate, ?̇?, as follows: 
?̇? =
𝐹𝑓
𝑇𝑓
            (3.1) 
Commercial software Cine viewer 2.14b was employed to post-process the high-speed videos in 
order to determine, for each test, the corresponding nominal strain, 𝜀𝑛𝑜𝑚, vs. time curve. For the 
notched samples, the gauge length was taken equal to the distance (measured along the axis) 
between the corners resulting from the intersection of the notch flanks with the cylindrical 
surface delimiting the gross volume of the specimens themselves. Accordingly, the gauge 
lengths, 𝑙0, for the sharp, intermediate and blunt notches were equal to 3.2 mm, 4.4 mm and 7.8 
mm, respectively (see Figure 3.1). For each test, by post-processing the high-speed videos, the 
actual distance, 𝑙, between the two reference points was measured frame by frame throughout 
the test, the corresponding nominal strain being calculated as follows: 
𝜀𝑛𝑜𝑚 =
𝑙−𝑙0
𝑙0
           (3.2) 
The diagram reported in Figure 3.2(b) shows an example of the nominal strain, 𝜀𝑛𝑜𝑚, vs. time 
curve determined according to the procedure described above. Finally, from any 𝜀𝑛𝑜𝑚 vs. time 
curve, the nominal failure strain, 𝜀𝑓, was estimated at instant 𝑇𝑓, so that, the nominal strain rate, 
ε̇𝑛𝑜𝑚, could directly be calculated as follows: 
ε̇𝑛𝑜𝑚 =
𝜀𝑓
𝑇𝑓
          (3.3) 
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Table 3.1 Summary of the experimental results generated by testing plain and notched 
cylindrical samples of Al6063-T5. 
Code 
𝑑𝑔 𝑑𝑛 𝑟𝑛 𝐾𝑡 
𝐹𝑓 𝑇𝑓 ?̇? 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [kN] [s] [𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1] [𝑠−1] 
S1 T1 10 5 Plain 1.00 3.8 4.1 0.9268 0.02 
S1 T2 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.8 0.08 60.00 1.3 
S1 T3 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.1 35 0.1171 0.007 
S1 T5 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.6 0.05 92.00 3.5 
S1 T6 10 5 Plain 1.00 4 0.02 200.0 8.2 
S1 T7 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.4 0.006 733.3 19.8 
S1 T8 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.5 0.005 900.0 21.7 
S1 T11 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.1 0.004 1600 30.66 
S1 T12 10 5 Plain 1.00 4.7 0.01 470.0 11.33 
S1 T9 10 5.2 0.38 2.93 5.4 22 0.2455 0.013 
S1 T10 10 5.2 0.38 2.93 6.7 0.004 1675 125 
S2 T1 10 5.2 0.38 2.93 6.8 0.007 971.4 52.15 
S2 T2 10 5.2 0.38 2.93 6.7 0.007 957.1 32.35 
S1 T17 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 4.6 29 0.1586 0.01 
S1 T18 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 6.2 0.003 2066.7 89.29 
S2 T5 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 5.3 21 0.2524 0.01 
S2 T6 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 5.1 16 0.3188 0.019 
S2 T7 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 6.7 0.007 957.1 61.59 
S2 T9 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 6.2 0.009 688.9 49.42 
S2 T10 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 6.9 0.007 985.7 56.43 
S2 T11 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 4.9 11 0.4455 0.03 
S2 T12 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 5.2 16 0.3250 0.017 
S2 T13 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 6 0.007 857.1 48.17 
S2 T14 10 5.21 1.38 1.69 5.9 0.009 655.6 42.62 
S1 T15 10 5 4.00 1.25 3.7 30 0.1233 0.01 
S1 T16 10 5 4.00 1.25 3.5 23 0.1522 0.01 
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3.3 Experimental details and results by testing Ti-6Al-4V, AlMn alloy and 
AlMg6 cylindrical bar 
The experimental investigation carried out at the Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics UB 
RAS involved three different metallic materials, i.e. titanium alloy Ti–6Al–4V having 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 =
1031𝑀𝑃𝑎, aluminium alloy AlMg alloy having 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 616 MPa and an AlMg6 having 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 
161 MPa. The geometries of the tested samples are shown in Figure 3.3. In particular, 
independently from the sharpness of the notch, the specimens had gross diameter, 𝑑𝑔, equal to 9 
mm and net diameter, 𝑑𝑛, to 7.6 mm. The three stress raisers had root radius equal to 2 mm, 1 
mm, and 0.1 mm, resulting in a net stress concentration factor, 𝐾𝑡, equal to 1.67, 2.08, and 5.2 
respectively. The tensile tests under a nominal strain rate, 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚, equal to 10
−2𝑠−1, 10−1𝑠−1, 
and 10𝑠−1 were ran using a 100 kN servo hydraulic machine Bi-00-100. The sharply notched 
samples instead were tested under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 ≈ 10
4𝑠−1 by employing a classic Hopkinson-Kolsky 
split bar in the Nicholas’s modification (Nicholas, 1981). The experimental setup is a typical 
compression setup with incident and transmission bars. The metallic specimens were threaded 
on both the incident and transmission ends, while placing a metal collar over the specimen. The 
specimen and the metal collar had a snug fit on the incident and transmission side in order to 
bypass an initial compression wave. The initial compression wave was generated by an impact 
in the incident bar with a striker. The compression wave would ideally pass through the metal 
collar and then reflect off the free end in tension. The tensile wave would then pull on the 
specimen. 
The experimental setup in the Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics UB RAS includes two 
coaxial incident and transmitter bars with diameter of 25 mm and a 18-mm-caliber gas gun, 
which was used to accelerate a 200-mm-long projectile to a final velocity of 15–30 𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
Two strain gauges fixed to the incident and transmitter bars were used to measure the stress 
waves in both bars. Following the classical consideration of elastic waves propagation in 
homogeneous bars proposed by Kolsky and assuming the uniform stress–strain state into the 
sample we can derive the equation for calculation of stress, strain and strain rate of the specimen 
during the test (Kolsky, 1949) 
𝜎𝑠(𝑡) =
𝐸𝑆
𝑆𝑏
𝜀𝑇(𝑡), 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) = −
2𝐶
𝐿
∫ 𝜀𝑅(𝑡)𝑑𝑡,  𝜀?̇?
𝑡
0
(𝑡) = −
2𝐶
𝐿
𝜀𝑅(𝑡)    (3.4) 
where 𝑡 is time, C is the velocity of sound into the bars, L is the initial specimen length, 𝜎𝑠(𝑡) is 
the stress in the specimen, 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) and  𝜀?̇?(𝑡) the strain and strain rate, respectively, 𝜀𝑇(𝑡) the 
strain wave into transmitter bar, and 𝜀𝑅(𝑡) the strain wave reflected into incident bar. Parametric 
functions 𝜎𝑠(𝑡), 𝜀𝑠(𝑡) and  𝜀?̇?(𝑡) were used to directly calculate the stress–strain and strain rate-
strain curves. 
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Finally, the results generated by testing plain and notched specimens of Ti–6Al–4V, AlMn alloy, 
and AlMg6 are summarised in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, in terms of failure force, 𝐹𝑓, 
time to failure, 𝑇𝑓, nominal loading rate, ?̇? , and nominal strain rate, 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚. 
In next chapter, a novel reformulation of the TCD will be formalised and the experimental 
results demonstrated in this chapter will be used and processed in order to validate the novel 
reformulation of TCD. 
 
Figure 3.3 Geometries of the samples tested in the laboratory of the Institute of Continuous 
Media Mechanics, Perm, Russia (dimensions in millimetres). 
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Table 3.2 Summary of the experimental results generated by testing plain and notched 
cylindrical samples of Ti–6Al–4V. 
Code 
𝑑𝑔 𝑑𝑛 𝑟𝑛 𝐾𝑡 
𝐹𝑓 𝑇𝑓 ?̇? 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [kN] [s] [𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1] [𝑠−1] 
Ti-P1 9 7.6 plain 1.00 65.5 32.86 1.994 0.01 
Ti-P2 9 7.6 plain 1.00 65.6 30.55 2.147 0.01 
Ti-P3 9 7.6 plain 1.00 65.7 38.42 1.710 0.01 
Ti-P4 9 7.6 plain 1.00 67.3 3.25 20.71 0.1 
Ti-P5 9 7.6 plain 1.00 68.2 3.23 21.10 0.1 
Ti-P6 9 7.6 plain 1.00 67.6 3.13 21.60 0.1 
Ti-P7 9 7.6 plain 1.00 70.4 0.15 469.5 10 
Ti-P8 9 7.6 plain 1.00 70.6 0.26 271.6 10 
Ti-P9 9 7.6 plain 1.00 69.3 0.24 288.9 10 
Ti-B1 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 56.3 52.77 1.067 0.01 
Ti-B2 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 55.9 43.91 1.274 0.01 
Ti-B3 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 57.1 43.09 1.326 0.01 
Ti-B4 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 58.1 5.12 11.35 0.1 
Ti-B5 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 58.2 5.19 11.22 0.1 
Ti-B6 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 56.8 4.93 11.52 0.1 
Ti-B7 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 61.9 0.38 162.9 10 
Ti-B8 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 61.7 0.19 324.5 10 
Ti-B9 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 61.9 0.21 294.6 10 
Ti-I1 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 59.0 45.96 1.284 0.01 
Ti-I2 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 58.8 43.31 1.358 0.01 
Ti-I3 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 60.2 46.92 1.282 0.01 
Ti-I4 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 59.8 4.7 12.72 0.1 
Ti-I5 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 60.2 5.06 11.91 0.1 
Ti-I6 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 60.6 5.3 11.43 0.1 
Ti-I7 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 63.7 0.21 303.4 10 
Ti-I8 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 63.5 0.23 276.0 10 
Ti-I9 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 63.8 0.21 304.0 10 
Ti-S1 9 7.6 0.1 5.2 56.3 2.6 ∙ 10−5 2.2 ∙ 10
6 10000 
Ti-S2 9 7.6 0.1 5.2 71.2 2.7 ∙ 10−5 2.6 ∙ 10
6 10000 
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Table 3.3 Summary of the experimental results generated by testing plain and notched 
cylindrical samples of AlMn alloy. 
Code 
𝑑𝑔 𝑑𝑛 𝑟𝑛 𝐾𝑡 
𝐹𝑓 𝑇𝑓 ?̇? 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [kN] [s] [𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1] [𝑠−1] 
AlMn-P1 9 7.6 plain 1 10.3 58.52 0.1752 0.01 
AlMn-P2 9 7.6 plain 1 10.2 87.78 0.1167 0.01 
AlMn-P3 9 7.6 plain 1 10.2 60.35 0.1690 0.01 
AlMn-P4 9 7.6 plain 1 10.5 4.12 2.560 0.1 
AlMn-P5 9 7.6 plain 1 9.2 3.8 2.416 0.1 
AlMn-P6 9 7.6 plain 1 10.5 4.25 2.462 0.1 
AlMn-P7 9 7.6 plain 1 19.6 0.18 109.1 10 
AlMn-P8 9 7.6 plain 1 10.5 0.18 58.07 10 
AlMn-P9 9 7.6 plain 1 10.4 0.16 65.10 10 
AlMn-B1 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.2 44.79 0.1840 0.01 
AlMn-B2 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.1 57.64 0.1412 0.01 
AlMn-B3 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 7.4 54.75 0.1354 0.01 
AlMn-B4 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.4 4.11 2.054 0.1 
AlMn-B5 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.3 4.49 1.856 0.1 
AlMn-B6 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.4 4.5 1.857 0.1 
AlMn-B7 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.0 0.21 38.29 10 
AlMn-B8 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 7.1 0.2 35.72 10 
AlMn-B9 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 8.9 0.18 49.47 10 
AlMn-S1 9 7.6 0.1 5.2 5.0 5.8 ∙ 10−5 8.6 ∙ 104 10000 
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Table 3.4 Summary of the experimental results generated by testing plain and notched 
cylindrical samples of AlMg6. 
Code 
𝑑𝑔 𝑑𝑛 𝑟𝑛 𝐾𝑡 
𝐹𝑓 𝑇𝑓 ?̇? 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [kN] [s] [𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1] [𝑠−1] 
AlMg6-P1 9 7.6 plain 1 27.9 280.15 0.0996 0.01 
AlMg6-P2 9 7.6 plain 1 27.8 269.69 0.1031 0.01 
AlMg6-P3 9 7.6 plain 1 28.2 286.83 0.0982 0.01 
AlMg6-P4 9 7.6 plain 1 27.7 26.22 1.058 0.1 
AlMg6-P5 9 7.6 plain 1 27.7 26.98 1.027 0.1 
AlMg6-P6 9 7.6 plain 1 27.7 26.064 1.061 0.1 
AlMg6-P7 9 7.6 plain 1 26.2 0.31 84.5 10 
AlMg6-P8 9 7.6 plain 1 26.2 0.29 90.41 10 
AlMg6-P9 9 7.6 plain 1 26.1 0.32 81.47 10 
AlMg6-B1 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.4 245.18 0.0874 0.01 
AlMg6-B2 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.8 255.7 0.0853 0.01 
AlMg6-B3 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.9 248.2 0.0882 0.01 
AlMg6-B4 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.7 26.24 0.826 0.1 
AlMg6-B5 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.6 25.08 0.860 0.1 
AlMg6-B6 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.5 26.29 0.818 0.1 
AlMg6-B7 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 20.9 0.32 65.31 10 
AlMg6-B8 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.4 0.32 66.84 10 
AlMg6-B9 9 7.6 2.0 1.67 21.0 0.32 65.72 10 
AlMg6-I1 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.7 228.54 0.09 0.01 
AlMg6-I2 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.4 220.5 0.10 0.01 
AlMg6-I3 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.3 224.77 0.09 0.01 
AlMg6-I4 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.5 24.46 0.88 0.1 
AlMg6-I5 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.3 22.88 0.93 0.1 
AlMg6-I6 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.2 22.82 0.93 0.1 
AlMg6-I7 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.1 0.3 70.30 10 
AlMg6-I8 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.1 0.3 70.37 10 
AlMg6-I9 9 7.6 1.0 2.08 21.5 0.33 65.091 10 
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Chapter 4 Reformulating the TCD to Design Notched Materials 
against Dynamic Loading 
4.1 Reformulating the TCD 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the TCD postulates that the static assessment has to be performed by 
post-processing the entire stress field damaging the so-called process zone (i.e., that material 
portion controlling the overall strength of the component being assessed) (Taylor, 2007). 
Through length scale parameter L, the size of the process zone depends mainly on: (i) material 
microstructural features, (ii) local micro-mechanical properties, and (iii) characteristics of the 
processes resulting in the final breakage (Taylor, 2007). Examination of the state of the art 
(Kolsky, 1949, Lindholm, 1964, Lindholm et al., 1971, Djapic Oosterkamp et al., 2000, Lee and 
Kim, 2003, Zhang et al., 2008, Sakino, 2008, Wiesner and MacGillivray, 1999, Noda et al., 
2015, Yokoyama and Kishida, 1989) suggests that, in general, the mechanical response, 
mechanical properties and cracking behaviour of metallic materials subjected to dynamic 
loading are different from the ones observed under quasi-static loading. If these universally 
accepted concepts are reinterpreted according to the TCD’s philosophy, one may argue that, 
since both the dynamic failure stress, 𝜎𝑓, and the dynamic fracture toughness, 𝐾𝐼𝑑, vary as the 
applied load/strain/displacement rate increases, in the same way also the material inherent 
strength, 𝜎0, and the length scale parameter, L, have to vary. In particular, if ?̇? is used to denote 
either the loading rate, ?̇?, the strain rate, 𝜀̇, the displacement rate, ∆̇, or the Stress Intensity 
Factor (SIF) rate, ?̇?𝐼, the effect of the dynamic loading on both the failure stress, 𝜎𝑓, and the 
fracture toughness, 𝐾𝐼𝑑, can be expressed as follows:  
σf(Z)̇ = fσf(Ż)           (4. 1) 
KId(Z)̇ = fKId(Ż)         (4. 2) 
where 𝑓𝜎𝑓(?̇?) and 𝑓𝐾𝐼𝑑(?̇?) are functions which can be either estimated experimentally or 
derived theoretically. Since, under static loading, 𝜎𝑜 is seen to be proportional to 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 (Taylor, 
2007), the hypothesis can be formed that, similar to the dynamic failure stress, Equation 4.1, 
also the inherent material strength varies with ?̇?, i.e.: 
σ0(Z)̇ = fσ0(Ż)          (4. 3) 
where again, function 𝑓𝜎0(?̇?) can be either estimated experimentally or derived theoretically. If 
this assumption is correct, then, in the most general case, also the length scale parameter has to 
change with ?̇?. Therefore, by rewriting definition (2.5) for the dynamic case, L can directly be 
expressed as: 
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L(Ż) =
1
π
[
KId(Ż)
σ0(Ż)
]
2
=fL(Ż)        (4. 4) 
To design notched materials against dynamic loading, according to definitions (2.2)–(2.4), 
effective stress 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 can now be rearranged as follows: 
σeff(Ż) = σy (θ = 0,   r =
L(Ż)
2
)                       (PM)     (4. 5) 
σeff(Ż) =
1
2L(Ż)
∫ σy(θ = 0,   r)
2L(Ż)
0
 dr         (LM)     (4. 6) 
σeff(Ż) =
2
πL(Ż)
2 ∫ ∫ σy(θ, r)rdrdθ
L(Ż)
0
π
2⁄
π
2⁄
     (AM)     (4. 7) 
where as postulated by the TCD (Taylor, 2007), the stress analysis is still done by using a 
simple linear-elastic constitutive law. In other words, the hypothesis is formed that the 
behaviour of notched metallic materials subjected to dynamic loading can directly be modelled 
via 𝜎0(𝑍)̇ and 𝐿(?̇?) without taking into account the actual dynamic stress vs. strain response of 
the material being assessed. 
Turning back to the design issue, according to the assumptions made above, notched 
components undergoing in-service dynamic loading are then supposed not to fail as long as the 
following conditions is assured: 
σeff(Ż) ≤ σ0(Ż)          (4. 8) 
the dynamic safety factor, 𝑣𝐷, taking on the following value: 
vD =
σ0(Ż)
σeff(Ż)
≥ 1          (4. 9) 
4.2 Other theories related to critical distance L 
Having reformulated the TCD to make it suitable for designing notched metals against dynamic 
loading, it is useful to recall here that, back in the 90s, Morozov and Petrov have proposed to 
estimate the dynamic strength of cracked brittle materials according to the so-called Structural-
Time Criterion (Morozov, 1990, Petrov et al., 2003). If critical distance L is calculated via 
definition (2.5) independently from the rate of the applied loading, this failure criterion can be 
rewritten (according to the symbols adopted in the present thesis) as follows: 
1
τ
∫
1
2L
∫ σy(θ = 0, r, t)drdt ≤ σUTS
2L
0
Tf
Tf−τ
       (4. 10) 
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where t is time, 𝑇𝑓 is the time to failure, and 𝜏 is the so-called incubation time (which is treated 
as a material property (Morozov, 1990, Petrov et al., 2003)). By comparing criterion (4.10) to 
the effective stress determined in terms of the LM, Equation (2.3), the existing similarities 
between Morozov and Petrov’s approach and the TCD become evident. In particular, the 
Structural-Time Criterion postulates that the strength of a cracked material subjected to dynamic 
loading can be brought back to the static case by simply averaging over time the LM’s effective 
stress, the temporal integration domain being defined via time-related material constant, 𝜏. In 
other words, in Morozov and Petrov’s criterion, the required critical distance is kept constant 
and equal to its value determined under quasi-static loading, the effect of the dynamic loading 
being assessed via the incubation time, 𝜏. The reformulation of the TCD proposed in the present 
study assumes instead that both the reference material strength, Equation (4.3), and the size of 
the process zone, Equation (4.4), vary as the rate of the applied loading increases. This 
assumption can be justified by observing that, in metallic materials, the micro-mechanisms 
resulting in the formation of the fracture surface are seen to change as the rate of the applied 
loading increases, this resulting in a variation of the morphology of the fracture surface itself 
(Couque et al., 1988, Godse et al., 1989, Drar and Bergmark, 1993, Venkert et al., 2001). As 
recalled above, according to the TCD’s modus operandi, the size of the process zone depends 
mainly on the characteristics of those processes resulting in the final fracture (Taylor, 2007). 
Therefore, since the microstructural mechanisms leading to dynamic breakage vary as the 
loading rate increases, the size of the process zone is expected to change accordingly. This 
phenomenon is modelled in the proposed reformulation of the TCD by forming the hypothesis 
that critical distance has to vary as the loading/strain/displacement rate increases, Equation (4.4).  
As far as critical length based approaches are concerned, it is worth recalling here also that the 
closed form approach to describe the ‘inertia’ of fracture and introduce the characteristic length 
and time into the fracture mechanics problem was also proposed by Naimark and Plekhov 
(Naimark, 1998, Plekhov, 2003) as follows:  
p(x, t) = (qo(t − tc))
−
1
σ(
2(σ+1)
σ(σ+2)
sin2 [
πr
LT
+ πθ])      (4. 11) 
In this approach, the characteristic length LT  and characteristic time t of fracture were 
introduced based on the analysis of self-similar solutions of constitutive equations describing 
the defect evolution. It was shown that the processes resulting in the final breakage are 
accompanied by the collective modes of defect ensemble, which develop as instabilities with the 
blow-up kinetics localised on the spectrum of spatial scales. The Naimark and Plekhov’s 
description includes the discrete spectrum of critical distances considered as characteristics of 
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both material structure and loading conditions. Each critical distance has own critical 
(incubation) time and can be realised under corresponding loading conditions (Plekhov, 2003). 
4.3 Defining the governing equations 
In order to find appropriate mathematical laws suitable for expressing functions 𝑓𝜎𝑓 (?̇?),  𝑓𝜎0(?̇?), 
𝑓𝐾𝐼𝑑(?̇?), and 𝑓𝐿(?̇?)  in explicit form, a number of experimental data were selected from the 
technical literature. The log–log diagrams reported in Figure 4.1 show the way both engineering 
failure strength σ𝑓 and dynamic fracture toughness 𝐾𝐼𝑑 vary as ?̇? increases. The charts of Figure 
from 4.1 to 4.8 clearly support the idea that, independently from the way ?̇? is defined, the 
selected experimental data can all be summarised by adopting simple power laws. This implies 
that both the σ𝑓 vs. ?̇? relationship and the 𝐾𝐼𝑑  vs. ?̇? relationship can be rewritten as: 
σf(Ż) = af ∙ Ż
bf          (4. 12) 
KId(Ż) = α ∙ Ż
β         (4. 13) 
where 𝑎𝑓 , 𝑏𝑓 , α , and 𝛽  are material constants to be determined by running appropriate 
experiments. 
Remembering that, under static loading, 𝜎0 is seen to be proportional to 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 (Taylor, 1999, 
Susmel and Taylor, 2008), the hypothesis can be formed that also the 𝜎0 vs. ?̇? relationship can 
be expressed by adopting a power law, i.e.: 
σo(Ż) = ao ∙ Ż
bo         (4. 14) 
𝑎0 and 𝑏0 being again material dependent constants. 
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Figure 4. 1 Failure stress as function of strain rate taken from literatures (Wiesner and 
MacGillivray, 1999, Huang and Young, 2014). 
 
Figure 4. 2 Failure strength as function of strain rate taken from literatures (Grässel et 
al., 2000, Liang et al., 2013, Lin et al., 2011, El-Gamal and Mohammed, 2014). 
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Figure 4. 3 Failure strength as function of strain rate taken from literatures (Lin et al., 
2011, Boyce and Dilmore, 2009, Børvik et al., 2001, Solomos et al., 2004, Xu et al., 
2009). 
 
Figure 4. 4 Failure strength as function of loading  rate taken from literature (Cao et al., 2007) 
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Figure 4. 5 Failure strength as function of displacement  rate taken from literature (all of 
the tests were conducted on a 50000 pound capacity Baldwin Emery SR-4 testing 
machine) (Brisbane, 1963). 
 
Figure 4. 6 Fracture toughness as function of displacement rate taken from literature 
(Sun et al., 1998, Li, 2000). 
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Figure 4. 7 Fracture toughness as function of stress intensity factor rate taken from literatures 
(Priest, 1977, Shapiro et al., 1992). 
 
Figure 4. 8 Failure strength as function of displacement  rate taken from literature(all of 
the tests were conducted by using three point bending test) (Shapiro et al., 1992). 
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= [ α∙Ż
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       (4. 15) 
In Equation 4.15, M and N are material constants which have to be determined by post-
processing appropriate experimental results. In particular, if 𝜎0(?̇?) equals 𝜎𝑓(?̇?), then constants 
M and N can directly be estimated as soon as function KId(Ż), Equation (4.13), is known from 
the experiments. On the contrary, for those situations in which 𝜎0(?̇?) is different from 𝜎𝑓(?̇?), 
such constants are suggested to be determined by adopting a strategy similar to the one 
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summarised in Figure 2.2. To conclude, it should be noted that, in the latter case, at least two 
sets of results generated by testing two different notches under two different values of ?̇? are 
required to determine constants M and N, the accuracy obviously increasing as the number of 
data used to calibrate the model increases. 
Another important aspect which is worth being mentioned is that, by nature, the TCD can be 
calibrated by using pieces of experimental information generated via conventional testing 
equipment. Owing to its unique features, the reformulated linear-elastic TCD will be used to 
make it suitable for designing notched metallic components against dynamic loading, the 
material behaviour being, by nature, highly non-linear. 
Turning back to the new reformulation of the TCD proposed in this chapter, it is possible to 
conclude by observing that, owing to the complexity of the reasoning on which the devised 
design method is based, a set of appropriate experimental results is obviously required to check 
the validity of the formed hypotheses.  
4.4 Validation by Results for Notched Cylindrical Bars of Al6063-T5 
4.4.1 Introduction 
In order to check the accuracy of the proposed reformulation of the TCD for predicting the 
strength of the notched samples under both quasi-static and dynamic loading, attention was 
initially focussed on the stress analysis problem. The relevant stress fields in the vicinity of the 
investigated stress concentrators were determined by using the commercial FE 
software 𝐴𝑁𝑆𝑌𝑆®. Under linear elastic constitutive law, only the models under load 1kN/m will 
be created, therefore, we can simply use the stress distance curve to generate the stress 
distribution for different cases. In order to check the accuracy of the novel reformulation of the 
TCD, in this chapter, the experimental data introduced in Chapter 3 (𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆, equal to 205 MPa, a 
yield stress, 𝜎𝑦, of 145 MPa, an elastic modulus, E, of 68900 MPa, and a Poisson’s ratio, 𝑣, of 
0.33), will be post-processed to validate the reformulated TCD. 
4.4.2 Mesh Convergence 
In finite element analysis (FEA), according to FEA theory, element size determines the 
accuracy of the results and the computing time; a finer mesh can produce more accurate results 
but consumes much more time than a coarser mesh (Liu, 2013).  Therefore, an appropriate level 
of mesh refinement is essential to yield sufficiently accurate results while saving computing 
time. In terms of the samples of Al6063-T5 (the geometrical features were shown in Figure 3.1), 
taking advantage of the axisymmetric features of the cylindrical bar, only a quarter of the 
sample was modelled using the axisymmetric bi-dimensional elements Plane183.  
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Figure 4.9 Mesh refined area of notched sample of material Al6063-T5. 
In the present analysis, the most interesting information expected from the FE models is the 
linear elastic stress–distance curves along the focus path away from the notch tip (the solid red 
path shown in Figure 4.9). Therefore, mesh refinement in the vicinity of this path will be 
conducted until convergence occurs.  
Figure 4.10 shows a series of FE models of sharply (𝐾𝑡=2.93) notched samples meshed using 
element sizes from N=1.3mm to N=0.01mm. Figure 4.11 illustrates first principle stress–
distance curves generated from these models. It is clear to see from this figure that as element 
size decreases, the difference in terms of first principal stress between two subsequent models 
decreases. Specifically, when the element size N is smaller than 0.16mm, the stress fields post-
processed from the models nearly overlap each other. Figure 4.12 shows the maximum stress 
against element size. By comparing the maximum first principal stresses post-processed from 
models with two adjacent element sizes, the differences were calculated. It can be concluded 
that the maximum stress calculated from model with N=0.02mm and from the model with 
element size N=0.01mm is 0.99%, which is acceptable in engineering simulations.  
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Figure 4.10 FE models of sharply (𝐾𝑡=2.93) notched samples with various element sizes. 
By applying the same procedure to the models of intermediately (𝐾𝑡=1.69) (Figures 4.13, 4.14, 
and 4.15) and bluntly (Kt=1.25) (Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18) notched samples, we can draw the 
conclusion from Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.18 that the values of N=0.08mm is the converged 
element size along the focus paths for the FE models of intermediately (𝐾𝑡=1.69) and bluntly 
(𝐾𝑡=1.25) notched samples, with difference of 0.93% and 0.31% respectively. The results of the 
convergence analysis for the models of all of the notched samples of material Al6063-T5 are 
summarised in Table 4.1. Owing to the simulations is based on linear elastic approach and the 
geometries are simple, the running time of the simulations are all less than 10s, even for a very 
fine mesh model. Therefore, there is no point to compare the computing time of each model. 
 
Figure 4.11 Stress distance curves of sharply (𝐾𝑡=2.93) notched samples generated from FE 
models with different element sizes. 
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Figure 4.12 Maximum first principal stress in sharply notched samples (𝐾𝑡=2.93) vs. element 
size. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 FE models of intermediately (𝐾𝑡=1.69) notched sample with various element size. 
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Figure 4.14 Stress distance curves of intermediately (𝐾𝑡=1.69) notched sample generated from 
FE models with various element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.15 Accuracy of maximum first principal stress in intermediately notched sample 
(𝐾𝑡=1.69) vs. element size. 
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Figure 4.16 FE models of bluntly (𝐾𝑡=1.25) notched sample with 8 different element size. 
 
Figure 4.17 Stress distance curves of bluntly (𝐾𝑡=1.25) notched sample generated from FE 
models with various element size. 
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Figure 4.18 Accuracy of maximum first principal stress in bluntly notched sample (𝐾𝑡=1.25) vs. 
element size. 
Table 4.1 Results of mesh convergence for different notches of material Al6063-T5. 
Notches Selected Element Size [mm] Difference [%] 
Sharp (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) 0.02 0.99 
Intermediate (𝐾𝑡 = 1.69) 0.08 0.93 
Blunt (𝐾𝑡 = 1.25) 0.08 0.31 
 
4.4.3 Linear elastic TCD prediction 
To use the TCD to re-analyse the results generated by testing the notched cylindrical samples of 
Al6063-T5 introduced in chapter 3, the initial assumption was made that the inherent strength 
could be taken equal to the corresponding parent material strength, that is: 
σ0(Ḟ𝑛𝑜𝑚) = σf(Ḟ𝑛𝑜𝑚) or σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom)      (4. 16) 
According to the experimental results reported in Table 3.1, by using power law, the failure 
strength σf(Ḟ) and σf(ε̇nom)  of plain and notched samples as function of nominal loading rate 
and strain rate were plotted in log-log graphs reported in Figure 4.19. The relationships by apply 
curve fitting can be expressed as follows:  
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Figure 4.19 Log-log graphs of experimental failure strength of plain and notched samples of 
material Al6063-T5 as function of (a) nominal loading rate and (b) nominal strain rate. 
 Failure strength as function of nominal loading rate: 
σf(Ḟ) = 209.9 ∙ Ḟ
0.0118             Plain                     (MPa)     (4. 17) 
σf(Ḟ) = 264.0 ∙ Ḟ
0.0259             Sharp                   (MPa)      (4. 18) 
σf(Ḟ) = 243.6 ∙ Ḟ
0.0284             Intermediate    (MPa)      (4. 19) 
 Failure strength as function of nominal strain rate: 
σf(ε̇nom) = 218.1 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0118        Plain                   (MPa)     (4. 20) 
σf(ε̇nom) = 285.2 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0257        Sharp                 (MPa)      (4. 21) 
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σf(ε̇nom) = 264.2 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0280        Intermediate   (MPa)      (4. 22) 
The bluntly notched samples were tested only at quasi-static condition, so there is no point to 
express the relationship between failure strength and loading or strain rate. 
The chart of Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the linear-elastic stress–distance curves plotted, 
under quasi-static loading (i.e., ?̇? ≈ 0.15𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1, 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 ≈ 0.01 ∙ 𝑠
−1) and dynamic loading (i.e., 
?̇? ≈ 2066.7𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1, 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 ≈ 89.29 ∙ 𝑠
−1), in the incipient failure condition. This diagram fully 
confirms that, for this aluminium alloy, the inherent material strength could be taken equal to 
𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 with little loss of accuracy. In particular, as shown in Figure 4.20, the use of the material 
ultimate tensile strength (𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆  = 205 MPa) together with a conventional best fit procedure 
resulted in a value for the critical distance L equal to 1.37 mm. The same chart shows also that 
the use of the TCD applied in the form of the PM with  𝜎0 =  𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 205 MPa and L = 1.37 mm 
resulted in estimates falling within an error interval of ±20%. Same results can also be observed 
in Figure 4.21, which results in critical distance L equal to 2.02mm, and the ultimate tensile 
strength 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 230𝑀𝑃𝑎 can also be taken equal to 𝜎0 within an error interval of±20%. Owing 
to the fact that this is the usual level of accuracy which is obtained when the TCD is used in 
other ambits of the structural integrity discipline (Taylor, 2007, Susmel, 2009b), hypothesis 
(4.15) was adopted to check the overall accuracy of TCD itself in estimating the strength of 
notched Al6063-T5 subjected to both quasi-static and dynamic loading.  
After confirming the validity of assumption (4.16), by following the procedure in Figure 2.2 and 
2.3, the necessary critical distance value was then directly estimated through the results 
generated by testing both the plain and the sharply notched specimens (see Figure 3.1 and Table 
3.1). In particular, functions 𝐿(?̇?) and 𝐿(𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚)  were derived by post-processing the linear-
elastic stress fields according to a procedure similar to the one summarised in Figure 2.2, the 
only difference being that 𝜎0(?̇?) = 𝜎𝑓(?̇?)  and 𝜎0(𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚) = 𝜎𝑓(𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚)  were assumed to be 
known a priori. By substituting value L generated from Figure 4.20 and 4.21 to Equation 4.15, 
this modus operandi allowed us to obtain the following relationships: 
L(Ḟ) = 1.541 ∙ Ḟ0.0368                  (mm)       (4. 23) 
L(ε̇nom) = 1.695 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0343     (mm)       (4. 24) 
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Figure 4.20 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under quasi-static 
loading (Ḟ ≈ 0.15kN ∙ s−1, ε̇nom ≈ 0.01 ∙ s
−1) for notched Al6063-T5. 
 
Figure 4. 21 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under dynamic 
loading (Ḟ ≈ 2066.7kN ∙ s−1, ε̇nom ≈ 89.29 ∙ s
−1) for notched Al6063-T5. 
By making use of power laws (4.23) and (4.24), the effective stress was then calculated from 
stress distribution curves (as shown in Figures in Appendix from A 4.1 to A4.16, in the incipient 
failure condition, according to both the PM, Equation 4.5, the LM, Equation 4.6, and the AM, 
Equation 4.7. The results of this final re-analysis are summarised in Table 4.2 and the two charts 
reported in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, where the error is calculated as: 
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Error =
σeff(Ż)−σ0(Ż)
σ0(Ż)
  (%)        (4. 25) 
The whole prediction procedure (as an example of nominal loading rate Ḟ𝑛𝑜𝑚 ) has been 
summarised in the flow chat as shown in Figure 4.22. 
 
 
Figure 4. 22 Flow chart of TCD procedures in its simplest form of Point Method. 
Assuming σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) Eq. 
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Figure 4. 23 Accuracy of the TCD applied in terms of loading rate in predicting the strength of 
notched Al6063-T5. 
 
Figure 4.24 Accuracy of the TCD applied in terms of nominal strain rate in predicting the 
strength of notched Al6063-T5. 
According to the above definition, when the error is positive, estimates are conservative, whilst, 
when the error is negative, estimates are non-conservative. The diagrams of Figure 4.23and 4.24 
make it evident that the novel formalisation of the TCD proposed was highly accurate in 
predicting the dynamic strength of notched Al6063-T5, resulting in estimates falling within an 
error interval of ±20%. This level of accuracy is considered to be acceptable, because, in general, 
it is not possible to distinguish between an error of ±20% and an error of 0% due to the 
problems which are usually encountered during testing as well as during the numerical analyses, 
the local material morphology playing a role of primary importance in defining the 
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physiological level of scattering characterising the mechanical behaviour of engineering 
materials (Taylor, 2007).  
Table 4. 2 Results of effective stresses and errors calculated from equation 4.25. 
Code 𝜎𝑜 [MPa] 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 [MPa], 
PM 
Error 
[%], 
PM 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 [MPa], 
LM 
Error 
[%], 
LM 
𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 [MPa], 
AM 
Error 
[%], 
AM 
S1T9 206.45 206.03 -0.20 204.27 -1.06 215.20 4.24 
S1T10 229.12 224.25 -2.13 236.83 3.37 236.02 3.01 
S2T1 227.65 228.68 0.45 240.98 5.86 241.67 6.16 
S2T2 227.61 225.31 -1.01 237.43 4.32 238.11 4.62 
S1T17 205.39 201.96 -1.67 183.74 -10.54 199.08 -3.07 
S1T18 229.68 239.74 4.38 235.89 2.70 235.70 2.62 
S2T5 206.52 231.17 11.94 211.01 2.17 228.17 10.48 
S2T6 207.09 221.02 6.73 203.08 -1.93 218.42 5.47 
S2T7 227.61 260.28 14.35 254.71 11.91 257.45 13.11 
S2T9 226.73 243.14 7.24 236.49 4.31 239.11 5.46 
S2T10 227.69 268.05 17.73 262.31 15.21 264.65 16.23 
S2T11 207.91 211.01 1.49 194.49 -6.45 208.78 0.42 
S2T12 207.13 225.35 8.80 207.06 -0.04 222.70 7.52 
S2T13 227.31 233.09 2.54 228.54 0.54 230.55 1.42 
S2T14 226.59 231.37 2.11 225.15 -0.64 227.54 0.42 
S1T15 204.78 186.52 -8.92 173.38 -15.33 184.99 -9.67 
S1T16 205.29 175.87 -14.33 163.55 -20.33 174.71 -14.90 
 
4.5 Validation of Results for Notched Cylindrical Bars of Materials Ti-6Al-
4V, an Al-Mn alloy and AlMg6 
4.5.1 Mesh Convergence 
To check the accuracy of the TCD against the data generated from testing the samples of Ti-
6Al-4V, Al-Mn alloy and AlMg6 (see Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4), again for this case, the initial 
hypothesis was formed that inherent strength could be taken equal to the corresponding plain 
material strength; the validity of this hypothesis being checked a posteriori via the notch results.  
In order to obtain accurate results while saving computing time, according to the geometrical 
features of the group of samples described in Chapter 3 and the same as in the previous analysis, 
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one quarter of each sample was modelled by using axisymmetric bi-dimensional elements 
Plane183 (see Figure 4.25).  
 
Figure 4.25 Mesh refined area of notched samples of materials Ti-6Al-4V, Al-Mn alloy and 
AlMg6. 
 
 
Figure 4.26 FE models of sharply (𝐾𝑡=5.2) notched samples with different element sizes. 
Figure 4.26 shows a series of models of sharply notched samples (𝐾𝑡 = 5.2) meshed using 
various element sizes in the vicinity of the notch tip. After solving these models, the stress–
distance curves were post-processed and plotted in Figure 4.27. It is clear to see from this figure 
that FE models with element sizes less than 0.16mm give much smoother results than the 
models whose element sizes are greater. As seen from the maximum stress against element size 
A quarter of the sample 
 was modelled 
Refine the mesh in the 
vicinity of the notch tip 
Focus Path 
d 
(a) N=1.3mm (b) N=0.3mm (c) N=0.16mm (d) N=0.08mm (e) N=0.04mm 
(f) N=0.02mm (g) N=0.01mm (h) N=0.007mm (i) N=0.004mm 
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graph for the 𝐾𝑡 =5.2 notched samples shown in Figure 4.28, the difference between the 
maximum first principal stress from the model with element size N=0.007mm and from the 
model with element size N=0.004mm model is 1.04%. This result makes it evident that the 
element size N=0.007mm can be considered as the optimal element size to produce results 
accurately. 
 
Figure 4.27 Stress distributions of sharply notched samples (𝐾𝑡=5.2) calculated from the models 
with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.28 The maximum first principal stress in sharply notched samples (𝐾𝑡=5.2) vs. element 
size. 
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Figure 4.29 FE models of intermediately (𝐾𝑡=2.08) notched sample with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.30 Stress distributions of intermediately notched samples (𝐾𝑡=2.08) calculated from 
the models with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.31 The maximum first principal stress in intermediately notched samples (𝐾𝑡=2.08) vs. 
element size. 
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Figure 4.32 FE models of bluntly (K𝑡=1.67) notched sample with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.33 Stress distributions of bluntly notched samples (𝐾𝑡=1.67) calculated from the 
models with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.34 The maximum first principal stress in bluntly notched sample (K𝑡=1.67) vs. element 
size. 
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Similarly, by making use of the same procedure of convergence analysis with the models of 
other notched samples (𝐾𝑡 = 2.08, 𝐾𝑡 = 1.67), we can draw the conclusion that the element 
sizes N=0.04mm and 0.30mm are converged sizes for the FE models of these two types of 
notched samples with errors of 0.87% and 1.25% respectively. The optimal element sizes for the 
models of the three types of stress raisers are summarised in Table 4.3.  
Table 4.3 Results of mesh convergence for different notches of material Ti-6Al-4V. 
Notches Selected Element Size [mm] Error [%] 
Sharp (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) 0.007 1.04 
Intermediate (𝐾𝑡 = 1.69) 0.04 0.87 
Blunt (𝐾𝑡 = 1.25) 0.30 1.25 
4.5.2 Linear elastic TCD prediction 
By using a conventional best fit procedure, graphs reported in Figure 4.35 plot the tested failure 
stress of un-notched and notched samples as function of nominal strain rate and loading rate.   
Functions 𝜎0(𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚) and 𝜎0(?̇?) were directly derived from the results generated by testing the 
all specimens: 
 Failure strength as function of nominal strain rate: 
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 1080.8 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0094         Plain                  (MPa)   (4. 26) 
σf(ε̇nom) = 1319.0 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0134                                Blunt                 (MPa)   (4. 27) 
σf(ε̇nom) = 1367.5 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0105                                Intermediate  (MPa)   (4. 28) 
 Failure strength as function of nominal loading rate: 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 1027 ∙ Ḟ
0.0129                                Plain                  (MPa)   (4. 29) 
σf(Ḟ) = 1225.9 ∙ Ḟ
0.0172                                              Blunt                 (MPa)   (4. 30) 
σf(Ḟ) = 1290 ∙ Ḟ
0.0134                                                 Intermediate  (MPa)   (4. 31) 
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Figure 4.35 Log-log graphs of experimental failure strength of plain and notched samples of 
material Ti-6Al-4V as function of (a) nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
The linear-elastic stress fields plotted, in the incipient failure condition, in the chart of Figure 
4.36(a) fully confirm the validity of the formed hypothesis. In more detail, the two stress–
distance curves reported in these graphs were determined by considering both the blunt (𝐾𝑡 = 
1.67) and the intermediate (𝐾𝑡 = 2.08) stress raisers, the nominal failure force being calculated 
by averaging, for any notched geometry, the three results generated under 𝜀̇ = 0.01𝑠−1 
(?̇? = 1.27𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1). 
This simple procedure resulted in a critical distance value under quasi-static loading equal to 
3.724 mm. The same strategy (Figure 4.36(b)) was followed also to estimate the critical distance 
value under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 10000𝑠
−1 ( ?̇? ≈ 2.4 ∙ 106𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1 ): the use of the liner-elastic stress–
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distance curve determined by averaging the two results generated by testing the sharply notched 
samples (𝐾𝑡  = 5.2) together with the failure stress estimated according to Equation (4.26) 
resulted in a critical distance value of 1.792mm. Therefore, the two critical distance values 
estimated as described above allowed us to directly calculate constants M and N in Equation 
(4.15): 
 
 
Figure 4.36 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under (a)  
𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 0.01 𝑠
−1 (?̇? ≈ 1.27𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1) and (b) 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 10000 𝑠
−1 (?̇? ≈ 2.4 ∙ 106𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1) for 
notched Ti-6Al-4V;  
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Figure 4.37 Accuracy of the TCD in predicting the strength of notched Ti-6Al-4V as function of 
(a) nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
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Figure 4.38 Log-log graphs of failure strength of plain and bluntly notched samples of material 
AlMn alloy as function of (a) nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
The error diagrams reported in Figure 4.37(a) and (b) prove that the proposed reformulation of 
the TCD was capable of accurately estimating also the strength of the notched specimens of Ti–
6Al–4V, with the estimates falling within an error interval of ±20%. It also interesting to point 
out that such a high level of accuracy was reached independently from the form in which the 
TCD was applied (i.e., in terms of either the PM, the LM, or the AM).  
The results generated by testing the samples of the investigated AlMn alloy (Table 3.4) were re-
analysed by adopting the same strategy as the one used to post-process the data obtained by 
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testing the Ti–6Al–4V specimens. In particular, initially the inherent strength was assumed to be 
equal to the plain material failure stress.  
As shown in Figure 4.38(a) and (b), the relationship between failure strength for non-notched 
and notched samples as function of nominal strain rate and loading rare can be expressed as 
follow: 
 In terms of nominal strain rate: 
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 182.5 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0363      Plain     (MPa)    (4. 34) 
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 178.1 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0008       Blunt    (MPa)     (4. 35) 
 In terms of nominal loading rate: 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 193.5 ∙ ε̇nom
0.094         Plain    (MPa)      (4. 36) 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 164.7 ∙ Ḟ
0.0424                          Blunt    (MPa)    (4. 37) 
where 𝜎𝑓(𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚)  and 𝜎0(?̇?)  were determined through a conventional best fit procedure by 
considering the un-notched results listed in Table 3.3.  
The chart of Figure 4.39(a) reports the critical distance value determined under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 =
0.01 𝑠−1  (?̇? ≈ 0.154𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1) by averaging the three results generated by testing the bluntly 
notched specimens (𝐾𝑡 = 1.67) – see Table 3.3, the critical distance value was predicted to be 
equal to 2.09mm. The chart of Figure 4.39(b) plots instead the linear-elastic stress distance 
curve determined, in the incipient failure condition, from the result obtained by testing a sharply 
notched specimen (𝐾𝑡 = 5.2) under ?̇?𝑛𝑜𝑚 ≈ 10
4 𝑠−1 (?̇? ≈ 8.6 ∙ 104𝑘𝑁 ∙ 𝑠−1). According to this 
chart, the corresponding critical distance value was estimated to be equal to 0.136 mm. The L 
values reported in Figure 4.39(a) and (b) were then used to estimate constants M and N in Eq. 
(4.15), obtaining: 
L(ε̇nom) = 0.841 ∙ ε̇nom
−0.198    (mm)       (4. 38) 
L(Ḟ) = 1.42 ∙ Ḟ−0.206                 (mm)       (4. 39) 
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Figure 4.39 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under (a) 
ε̇nom = 0.01 s
−1, and (b) ε̇nom = 10000 s
−1 (b) for notched AlMn alloy. 
The error diagrams reported in Figure 4.40(a)and (b) prove that the proposed reformulation of 
the TCD was highly accurate also in estimating the strength of the notched samples made of the 
investigated AlMn alloy, this holding true when the method was applied in terms of both 
nominal strain and loading rate.  
The results generated by testing the samples of AlMg6 (Table 3.4) were post-processed by 
following the same strategy as the one adopted to re-analyse the data generated by testing the 
specimens made of both Ti–6Al–4V and AlMn alloy. By assuming that the inherent strength 
could be taken equal to the plain material failure stress, the following plain and notched material 
calibration functions were obtained via a conventional best fit procedure (Figure 4.41): 
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Figure 4.40  Accuracy of the TCD in predicting the strength of notched AlMn alloy as function 
of (a) nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
The failure strength of plain and notched samples as function of nominal strain rate and loading 
rate are expressed as follows: 
 In terms of nominal strain rate:  
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 591.8 ∙ ε̇nom
−0.01      Plain                     (MPa)   (4. 40) 
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 470.1 ∙ ε̇nom
−0.004   Blunt                     (MPa)   (4. 41) 
σ0(ε̇nom) = σf(ε̇nom) = 469.4 ∙ ε̇nom
−0.02     Intermediate      (MPa)   (4. 42) 
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Figure 4.41 Log-log graphs of failure strength of plain and bluntly notched samples of material 
AlMg6 as function of (a) nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
 In terms of nominal loading rate: 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 605.4 ∙ Ḟ
−0.01                          Plain                     (MPa)   (4. 43) 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 474.2 ∙ Ḟ
−0.004                       Blunt                      (MPa)   (4. 44) 
σ0(Ḟ) = σf(Ḟ) = 470.9 ∙ Ḟ
−0.002                       Intermediate       (MPa)   (4. 45) 
The negative exponents in Equations from (4.40) to (4.45) make it evident that this material was 
characterised by an inverse strain rate sensitivity, this representing a very interesting condition 
to further validate the accuracy of the proposed approach.  
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Figure 4.42 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, (a) 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 =
0.01 𝑠−1  and (b)  𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 10 𝑠
−1 for notched AlMn6.  
The chart of Figure 4.42(a) shows the L value determined under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 0.01 𝑠
−1  ( ?̇? ≈
0.1𝑘𝑁/𝑠) by using the results obtained by testing the notched specimens having 𝐾𝑡 equal to 
1.67 and 2.08 – see Table 3.4. The diagram reported in Figure 4.42(b) shows instead the linear-
elastic stress distance curves determined, in the incipient failure condition, by post-processing 
the result generated by testing, under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 10 𝑠
−1 (?̇? ≈ 85.5𝑘𝑁/𝑠), the notched specimens 
having stress concentration factor, 𝐾𝑡, equal to both 1.67 and 2.08, the corresponding critical 
distance value being equal to 0.652 mm. The L values estimated under 𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 0.01 𝑠
−1 as well 
as under𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑚 = 10 𝑠
−1  were then used to calculate the constants in Equation (4.16) obtaining: 
L(ε̇nom) = 0.614 ∙ ε̇nom
0.0256    (mm)       (4. 46) 
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L(Ḟ) = 0.614 ∙ Ḟ0.0253                (mm)       (4. 47) 
The error diagrams reported in Figure 4.41(a) and (b) make it clear that the proposed 
reformulation of the TCD was capable of accurately estimating the strength of the tested 
notched samples, even though aluminium AlMg6 was characterised by an inverse strain rate 
sensitivity. 
 
 
Figure 4.43 accuracy of the TCD in predicting the strength of notched AlMn6 as function of (a) 
nominal strain rate and (b) nominal loading rate. 
4.6 Validation by Results Taken from the Literature 
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Brisbane (1963) from testing, under quasi-static and dynamic tensile loading, notched 
specimens. The experimental investigation carried out at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
Ohio (Brisbane, 1963) involved three different metallic materials. The geometrical features and 
testing results were introduced in Section 1.6. 
The linear-elastic stress fields needed to apply the TCD were calculated using bi-dimensional 
FE models and the commercial software 𝐴𝑁𝑆𝑌𝑆®, and the mesh in the vicinity of the stress 
raiser apices was gradually refined until convergence occurred.  
4.6.1 Mesh Convergence 
Similar to the previous analysis, as shown in Figure 4.44, one quarter of each of the notched 
samples was modelled in order to save computing time and space. Models with various element 
sizes (Figure 4.45) were created until convergence occurred. Looking at the stress–distance 
curves reported in Figure 4.46, it is hard to observe a difference in these stress–distance curves 
when the value of the element size is less than 1.1mm. According to the graphs plotted in Figure 
4.47, the model with an element size N=0.54mm can be chosen as the optimal element size for 
𝐾𝑡 = 1.9 notched samples to give accurate stress–distance curves. 
 
Figure 4.44 Area of refined mesh for notched samples of materials 301XH stainless steel, 
RENE-41 alloy and VASCO Jet-1000 steel. 
 
Figure 4.45 FE models of Kt=1.9 notched samples with different element sizes. 
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Figure 4.46 Stress distributions calculated from the models of notched samples (Kt=1.9) with 
different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.47 The maximum first principal stress in notched samples (Kt=1.9) vs. element size. 
 
Figure 4.48 FE models of Kt=3.3 notched samples with different element sizes. 
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Figure 4.49 Stress distributions calculated from the models of notched samples (Kt=3.3) with 
different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.50 The maximum first principal stress in notched samples (Kt=3.3) vs. element size. 
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Figure 4.51 FE models of Kt=6.8 notched samples with different element sizes. 
 
Figure 4.52 Stress distributions calculated from the models of notched samples (Kt=6.8) with 
different element sizes. 
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Figure 4.53 The maximum first principal stress in notched samples (𝐊𝐭=6.8) vs. element size. 
 
 
Figure 4.54 FE models of Kt=14.7 notched samples with different element sizes. 
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Figure 4.55 Stress distributions calculated from the models of notched samples (Kt=14.7) with 
different element sizes. 
In terms of the models of other notched samples, Figures 4.48, 4.51 and 4.54 show a series of 
models meshed with various mesh sizes for notched samples having Kt =3.3, Kt =6.8 and 
Kt =14.7 respectively. It can be concluded from the results that the values of N=0.16mm, 
0.06mm and 0.03mm are the converged mesh sizes for the models of notched samples having 
Kt=3.8, Kt=6.8 and Kt=14.7 respectively. All of the results are summarised in Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.56 Accuracy of the maximum first principal stress in notched samples (Kt=14.7) vs. 
element size. 
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Table 4.4 Summary of mesh convergence results for different notches for materials 301XH 
stainless steel, Rene-41 alloy and Vasco Jet-1000 steel. 
Notches Optimal Element Size [mm] Error [%] 
𝐾𝑡 = 14.7 0.03 0.78 
𝐾𝑡 = 6.8 0.06 0.84 
𝐾𝑡 = 3.3 0.16 1.02 
𝐾𝑡 = 1.9 0.54 0.93 
 
4.6.2 Linear elastic TCD prediction 
The stress–distance curves plotted, in the incipient failure condition, in the charts of Figure 4.57, 
4.58 and 4.59 clearly prove that, for these three metallic materials, inherent strength 𝜎0(∆̇) was 
larger than the corresponding failure strength, 𝜎𝑓(∆̇), this holding true independently from the 
considered value of the displacement rate. Accordingly, cases ∆̇  = 0.002𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1  and ∆̇ 
=3.387 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 were used to calibrate the constants not only in functions 𝐿(∆̇) but also in 
functions 𝜎0(∆̇), obtaining: 
 301XH Stainless steel 
𝜎0(∆̇) = 1889.8 ∙ ∆̇
−0.027         (𝑀𝑃𝑎)      (4.33) 
𝐿(∆̇) = 1.449 ∙ ∆̇0.0051              (𝑚𝑚)      (4.34) 
 Rene-41 Alloy 
𝜎0(∆̇) = 2477.9 ∙ ∆̇
0.012          (𝑀𝑃𝑎)      (4.35) 
𝐿(∆̇) = 0.529 ∙ ∆̇−0.084            (𝑚𝑚)      (4.36) 
 VASCO Jet-1000 Steel 
𝜎0(∆̇) = 2503.3 ∙ ∆̇
−0.005      (𝑀𝑃𝑎)      (4.37) 
𝐿(∆̇) = 1.468 ∙ ∆̇0.0188           (𝑚𝑚)      (4.38) 
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Figure 4.57 Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under 
displacement rate (a) ∆̇= 0.002𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1  and (b) ∆̇= 3.387𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 for notched metallic 
materials 301XH stainless steel (Brisbane, 1963). 
The error charts reported in Figure 4.50 show that the proposed approach was successful also in 
estimating the strength of the notched samples tested by Brisbane (1963) under different values 
of the nominal displacement rate. It is worth concluding the present section by observing that 
the accuracy obtained by using the proposed reformulation of the TCD is certainly promising, 
especially in light of the fact that it allows notched metals subjected to dynamic loading to be 
designed without the need for explicitly modelling the stress vs. strain non-linear behaviour of 
ductile metals. Accordingly, this novel reformulation of the TCD can be seen as a powerful 
engineering tool allowing practitioners to safely and accurately design notched metallic 
components/structures against dynamic loading by remarkably reducing the time and costs 
associated with the design process. 
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Figure 4.58  Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under 
displacement rate (a) ∆̇= 0.002𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 and (b) ∆̇= 3.387𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 for notched metallic 
materials René-41 Alloy (Brisbane, 1963). 
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Figure 4.59  Local linear-elastic stress fields, in the incipient failure condition, under 
displacement rate (a) ∆̇= 0.002𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 and (b) ∆̇= 3.387𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 for notched metallic 
materials Jet-1000 Steel (Brisbane, 1963). 
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Figure 4.60 Accuracy of the TCD in predicting the strength of notched metallic materials (a) 
301XH stainless steel, (b) René-41 alloy, and (c) VASCO Jet-1000 steel. 
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In this chapter, the reformulated TCD has been proposed and validated by our own experimental 
results and from literature. In terms of these metallic materials, the linear elastic TCD can be 
used as a simply tool to design material components. In order to understand the dynamic 
behaviour around notch tip, in next chapter, the elasto-plastic analysis will be introduced. 
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Chapter 5 Elasto-Plastic Simulations 
5.1 Introduction 
As demonstrated in the previous chapters, the dynamic strength of notched metals can be 
predicted accurately via the linear elastic PM, LM and AM, where the required stress analysis is 
performed by adopting a simple linear-elastic constitutive law. Having recalled this important 
aspect, the goals of this chapter are: (i) running elasto-plastic simulations for the tested samples 
Al6063-T5 subjected to dynamic loading; (ii) plotting elasto-plastic stress distributions in the 
vicinity of notch tip. In order to achieve these goals, a well-known multi-purpose explicit finite 
element program called LS-DYNA© will be used to analyse the nonlinear dynamic response of 
the tested Al6063-T5 cylindrical bars containing different stress raisers. In this chapter, due to 
the in-completed applied loading time history provided by Russian laboratory, in this chapter, 
only the material Al6063-T5 will be simulated. 
An important advantage of LS-DYNA is that the complete stress and strain fields can be 
determined under different rates of loading (Hallquist and Manual, 1998). In these fast-loading 
LS-DYNA simulations, the uniaxial load in the form of a displacement history (with a 
displacement rate range from 0.05𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 −1 to 750𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠 −1) will be applied at one end of the 
specimen, whilst all the degrees of freedom are constrained at the other end. By using the 
stress–strain data which are obtained from these simulations, a mesh convergence analysis will 
be conducted in order to have the results accurate enough, and at the same time, save 
computational time and memory space. Subsequently, two different ways of determining the 
constants for the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model will be used. After determining the 
material constants, both real and simplified displacement histories will be applied to the models, 
and the results obtained from these simulations will be plotted and compared in order to see the 
differences by applying these two different loading boundary conditions. Moreover, by plotting 
the elasto-plastic stress–distance curves, we also want to confirm whether it is possible to 
recognise an elasto-plastic critical distance value in order to estimate the dynamic strength of 
the tested samples. Specifically, an assumption will be made that, without considering failure 
criteria, the specimen is assumed as failed when the specimen reaches the maximum force. The 
corresponding real elastic-plastic stress fields were determined using LS/DYNA over a wide 
range of displacement rates. Finally, by considering the failure condition, failure effective 
plastic strain will be employed along with a Simplified Johnson–Cook model as the failure 
criterion. Crack propagation will occur once the effective plastic strain is equal to or greater 
than the value of the effective failure plastic strain. In this case, a time step before the initiation 
of the crack will be considered as the failure time, and the corresponding force will be treated as 
the failure force. 
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5.2 LS-DYNA Elastic-Plastic Simulations 
LS-DYNA is a multi-purpose finite element program used to solve multi-physics problems 
involving solid mechanics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics. It is mainly based on explicit time 
integration to solve highly nonlinear transient dynamic problems (Hallquist and Manual, 1998). 
A large number of complex real world engineering problems, such as, for instance, 
crashworthiness, blast loading and high velocity impacts, have been simulated by many 
universities and companies using the DYNA solver.  
LS-DYNA currently contains approximately 100 constitutive models and 10 equations-of-state 
to cover a wide range of material behaviours. A model is made up of a single executable file 
which is fully driven by command lines. Therefore, a command shell, executable file and 
enough free disk space are necessary in order to run LS-DYNA (Hallquist and Manual, 1998). 
The input keyword file can be prepared by using either text editors or with the help of a third 
party graphical pre-processor (Hallquist and Manual, 1998). Specifically, a keyword file 
organises the database and groups similar functions together logically; all data can be input in 
block form. For example, under keywords *ELEMENT, various types of elements such as solid, 
beam, shell, spring, etc. can be defined in a simple and logical way (Hallquist, 2007). Moreover, 
LS-PrePost, which has been developed by LSTC, is freely distributed software which can be 
used as both a graphical pre- and post-processor. In this study, Notepad++ will be used as the 
editor to prepare the input files, and LS-PrePost will be used as the postprocessor to analyse the 
simulation results. 
Considering the fast deformation of the Al6063-T5 cylindrical bars described in Chapter 3, for 
both plain and notched samples, the uniaxial tensile load (in the form of a displacement time 
history in this simulation) is applied to one end of the specimen as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 
The displacement time histories for all tests were obtained by post-processing the high speed 
video recorded during testing. The distance between two corners (corner 1 and corner 2 shown 
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2) located at the intersection of the notch flanks with the cylindrical surface 
delimiting the gross volume of the specimens was tracked and used to calculate the 
displacement time history. Via the high speed video, axial deformation was measured. For the 
plain samples, because the majority of the plastic deformation occurred inside the gauge length 
(the circled part in Figure 5.1 (a)), there is no plastic deformation at the notch flanks, hence, the 
obtained displacement history can be used as the input load. Additionally, due to the use of 
axial-symmetric elements in the analysis, only half of the central part of the specimens was 
modelled (Figure 5.1 (c) and (d)). For the notched samples, since the gauge length is small 
compared to the length of the bar, the entire notched bar was modelled. 
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Figure 5. 1 Schematic drawing of an Al6063-T5 plain sample and FE model (dimensions in 
millimetres). 
 
Figure 5. 2 Schematic drawing of an Al6063-T5 notched sample and FE model (dimensions in 
millimetres). 
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In order to understand the input file clearly, the keyword input file will be explained step by 
step and divided into four blocks in Appendix 5. 
5.3 Mesh convergence 
In order to reach convergence, a series of models with different element sizes were prepared. 
The explicit finite element solver LS-DYNA© was used to calculate the influence of the 
element size on the accuracy of the FEA results for the investigated tests. Thereafter, the best 
mesh size for each type of geometry was selected and used to model the investigated tests. 
Moreover, both FE models with and without the fracture criterion were analysed in order to 
allow us to have the mesh refined enough to generated results that are accurate enough. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the investigated specimens were 200 mm long. Solely the 
central part of the gauge length was modelled for the plain sample. For the notched specimens, 
since the gauge length is relatively small, the whole length of the bar was modelled. In terms of 
these models, a uniaxial tensile displacement (Y-direction) history was applied to the top 
surface of the bar, as shown in Figure 5.3. In order to achieve convergence for all notched 
samples, FE models for each type of geometry were created with different mesh densities. Due 
to the geometry of the tested samples is cylindrical bar, all FE models involved in this study are 
meshed with a single integration shell element: a 4-node axis-symmetry volume-weighted shell 
element with one integration point through the thickness. The element behaviour was based on 
material model 98: the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model, which has been introduced in 
chapter 1. 
5.3.1 Analysis of un-notched Samples 
 
Figure 5.3 Real and simplified displacement history for plain sample S1T6. 
For the plain samples, as an example, the displacement time history from the test of the S1T6 
plain sample is plotted in Figure 5.3. In more detail, load 1 indicates the real displacement time 
history, whilst load 2 demonstrates the ramped load, which is represents a simplified version of 
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load 1. In this case, the ramped load in the form of a displacement time history is used as the 
loading boundary condition to conduct the convergence analysis. The material properties used 
for convergence analysis are A=143MPa, B=203.1MPa, N=0.37 and C=0 taken from the 
literature (Barsoum et al, 2014), the determination of these parameters will discussed later. 
Figure 5.4 shows a series of meshes generated in a quadrilateral shape for the plain bar. In the 
radial direction (X), the element division is the same throughout the whole length. Thereafter, 
the mesh becomes finer as the diameter decreases. At the minimum cross section, along the 
redial direction, the biggest mesh size is about 1.25 mm and the finest meshing size is about 
0.083 mm. During the analyses of the plain sample, the maximum axial force was computed and 
compared to understand the effect of mesh density on the analysis results, and the mesh was 
reduced until convergence occurred.  
 
Figure 5.4 FE models of un-notched samples with 6 different element sizes. 
(b) Element size N= 0.4mm 
(c) Element size N= 0.25mm 
(e) Element size N= 0.125mm 
(a) Element size N= 1.25mm 
(f) Element size N = 0.083mm 
(d) Element size N= 0.17mm 
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Figure 5.5 shows the Von Mises effective stress distribution for 6 models with different mesh 
sizes at the time corresponding to the maximum force. From this graph, it can be found that 
when the value of element size is equal to N=1.25mm, the Von Mises stress gradient are not 
easy to be seen clearly. However, when the value of N is less than more than 0.4mm, the 
contour lines of Von Mises stress are more apparent and this does not increase significantly with 
a decrease in mesh size. Figure 5.6 plots the difference in the maximum axial forces obtained 
from the fixed ends between the plain models with coarse meshes and the finest one. It can be 
observed from this graph that for the plain model, convergence is achieved when the mesh size 
along the radial direction is 0.4mm. Additionally, the difference in maximum axial force 
between the model with element size N=0.4mm and N=0.25mm is 0.38%, which is acceptable 
for engineering simulations. Moreover, the computing time for these two models are 87 seconds 
and 725 seconds, and the size on disk are 126MB and 310MB respectively. Hence, the 
conclusion can be drawn from these figures that the plain FE model with element size 
N=0.4mm can be used as an efficient and suitable model for FE analyses without much loss of 
accuracy. 
 
Figure 5.5 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of un-notched models for 6 different element sizes at 
the time of maximum force without a fracture criterion. 
  
(a) N= 1.25mm (b) N = 0.4mm (c) N= 0.25mm (e) N= 0.125mm (f) N = 0.083mm (d) N= 0.17mm 
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Figure 5.6 The maximum axial force vs element size for the models of un-notched samples. 
5.3.2 Analysis of notched samples 
A mesh convergence study for the notched samples was carried out using two kinds of model 
for different purposes. On one hand, without defining the fracture criterion, the models of 
notched samples were created. On the other hand, models with the fracture criterion defined 
were also analysed, and the maximum axial force obtained from these simulations was used to 
predict the failure force for different samples.  
For the models without the fracture criterion defined, in the keyword file, a value of zero in the 
effective plastic strain card was included in the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model, 
which means that failure is not considered during the simulation (Hallquist, 2007). For notched 
models, because the majority of the deformation occurs in the vicinity of the notch tip, during 
the convergence analysis, the area around the notch tip is the critical region, and it is important 
to have a finer mesh around this area in order to model the large-scale deformation. As the 
graphs in Figure 5.7 show, the element size across the critical region is about half the size of 
that at the gross cross section. N indicates the element size in the critical region along the radial 
direction in the vicinity of the notch tip. 
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Figure 5.7 FE models of sharply notched samples (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) with 6 different element sizes. 
Figure 5.8 shows the calculated Von Mises stress distribution for a sharply notched model from 
the coarsest mesh (N=1.3mm) to the finest mesh (N=0.087mm) when the cracking behaviour is 
not considered. From this graph, it can be found that when the element size N is smaller than 
0.26mm, no significant change in the Von Mises stress contours can be observed. For the 
models whose element size N is bigger than 0.26mm, due to the lower mesh density, the models 
are not able to show a continuous and smooth Von Mises stress contour.  
In Figure 5.9, the difference in the local Von Mises stress at the notch tip in the incipient failure 
condition between the model with element size N=0.17mm and the mesh model with element 
size N=0.13mm is 0.49%, which is acceptable for engineering FE simulations. When the 
element size decreases, this difference tends to zero.  
 
Figure 5.8 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of sharply notched models (Kt = 2.93)  for 6 
different element sizes at the time of maximum force without a fracture criterion. 
Furthermore, the calculation time for the model with element size N=0.17mm (357 seconds) is 
about 3/5 of the time for the model with element size N=0.13mm (550 seconds), and the amount 
of the space are 3.07GB and 6.96GB respectively. Therefore, when ignoring cracking behaviour, 
(a) N=1.3mm (b) N=0.52mm (c) N=0.26mm (e) N=0.13mm (f) N=0.087mm (d) N=0.17mm 
(a) N=1.3mm (b) N=0.52mm (c) N=0.26mm (d) N=0.17mm (e) N=0.13mm (f) N=0.087mm 
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the conclusion can be drawn that the FE model whose element size is N=0.17mm in the critical 
region can provide an optimal combination of accuracy and efficiency. 
 
Figure 5.9 The max Von Mises stress at the notch tip vs element size for models of sharply 
notched sample (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) without a fracture criterion. 
 
Figure 5.10 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of sharply notched models (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) at the time 
of crack initiation for 6 different element sizes. 
When considering the cracking behaviour, the failure effective plastic strain needs to be defined.  
An assumption was made that when the plain FE models reached the maximum axial force, the 
corresponding effective plastic strain at the minimum cross section was the failure effective 
plastic strain for this kind of material. Therefore, by applying this value of failure effective 
plastic strain to the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model, a new series of FE models for all 
notches which included cracking behaviour were generated. As long as the crack initiates, the 
maximum force over the time range from 0 to the time when the crack initiates was assumed as 
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the failure force. Figure 5.10 shows Von Mises stress distribution for various levels of mesh 
density just before the crack appears. There are no big changes once the size of the elements N 
is smaller than 0.17mm. 
The difference shown in Figure 5.11 were calculated by comparing the effective stress at notch 
tip from the models with the element size from N=1.3mm to 0.087mm. It can be seen from this 
figure that the notched FE model with element size N=0.52mm can provide accurate enough 
results with a difference of 0.16%, and the difference tends to 0 as the element size decreases. 
The computing time and space for the model with element size N=0.17mm are 235 seconds and 
2.45GB.  
 
Figure 5.11 The max Von Mises stress at the notch tip vs element size for models of sharply 
notched sample (𝐾𝑡 = 2.93) with a fracture criterion. 
Figure 5.12 shows the various levels of mesh density used for the intermediately (𝐾𝑡 = 1.69) 
notched models, and it is clear to see that the mesh density defined around the notch tip is much 
higher than the parts away from the notch. Regarding the non-fracture cases, it can be observed 
from Figure 5.13 that a decrease in mesh size does not increase the accuracy and smoothness of 
the Von Mises stress contours significantly as long as the element size N is smaller than 
0.26mm. By comparing the Von Mises stress for the elements at the notch tip between the 
models with two adjacent element sizes, as shown in Figure 5.14, the difference is less than 1% 
when the element size is smaller than 0.17mm. the computing time and the amount of space of 
the models with element size N=0.17mm and 0.13mmm are 443 seconds, 3.17GB and 920 
seconds and 5.59GB respectively. Hence, the FE model with an element size N=0.17mm in the 
critical region can be used as the most efficient FE model for the intermediately notched case. 
Moreover, from Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, it can be found that the FE model with element 
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size N=0.17mm (Computing time is 600 seconds and the amount of space is 3.17GB) is enough 
to properly calculate an accurate maximum axial force when fracture is taken into account. 
 
Figure 5.12 FE models of intermediately notched sample with 6 different element sizes. 
 
Figure 5.13 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of intermediately notched models (for 6 different 
element sizes at the time of maximum force without a fracture criterion. 
(a) N=1.3mm (b) N=0.52mm (c) N=0.26mm (d). N=0.17mm (e). N=0.13mm (f). N=0.087mm 
(a) N=1.3mm (b) N=0.52mm (c) N=0.26mm (d) N=0.17mm
 
(e) N=0.13mm (f) N=0.087mm 
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Figure 5.14 The max Von Mises stress at the notch tip vs element size for models of 
intermediately notched sample (𝐾𝑡 = 1.63) without a fracture criterion. 
 
Figure 5.15 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of intermediately notched models at the time of 
crack initiation for 6 different element sizes. 
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Figure 5.16 The max Von Mises stress at the notch tip vs element size for models of 
intermediately notched sample (𝐾𝑡 = 1.63) with a fracture criterion. 
For the bluntly notched models, a range of element sizes created is shown in Figure 5.17. By 
running models with and without a fracture criterion, it can be observed from Figure 5.18 and 
Figure 5.20 that the FE models for blunt notches with an element size N=0.5mm can provide 
smooth and clear Von Mises distributions for models both with and without the fracture 
criterion (computing time and the amount of space for the two models are 381 seconds, 2.33GB 
and 167 seconds, 2.29GB). Moreover, Figure 5.19 is a plot of the convergence of the Von Mises 
stress at the notch tip for the bluntly notched FE model without a fracture criterion which falls 
within a difference of 1.29% between the models with element size N=0.5mm (computing time 
is 381 seconds, the amount of apace is 2.33GB) and 0.25mm (computing time is 327 seconds, 
the amount of apace is 6.13 GB). Figure 5.21 is a plot of the convergence of the effective stress 
with a difference of 0.46% between the models with element size N=0.5mm (computing time is 
167 seconds, the amount of apace is 2.29GB) and 0.25mm (computing time is 448 seconds, the 
amount of apace is 6.07GB) at the same location when the fracture criterion was defined. It can 
be concluded that the length of N=0.5mm are selected mesh size for bluntly notched models 
both without and with fracture. 
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Figure 5.17 FE models of bluntly notched sample with 7 different element sizes. 
 
Figure 5.18 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of bluntly notched models for 7 different element 
sizes at the time of maximum force without a fracture criterion. 
 
Figure 5.19 The max Von Mises stress at the notch tip vs element size for models of bluntly 
notched sample (𝐾𝑡 = 1.25) without fracture criterion. 
(a). N=1.25mm (b). N=0.5mm (c). N=0.25mm (e). N=0.125mm (d). N=0.17mm 
(a) N=1.25mm (b) N=0.5mm (c) N=0.25mm (d) N=0.17mm (e) N=0.125mm 
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Figure 5.20 Von Mises stress (Pa) contours of bluntly notched models at the time of crack 
initiation for 5 different element sizes.  
 
Figure 5.21 Accuracy of the maximum axial force vs element size for bluntly notched models 
with a fracture criterion. 
To conclude, the results of the convergence study are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Results of mesh convergence for models of Al6063-T5 samples. 
Geometry Selected mesh size with a 
fracture criterion , [mm] 
Selected mesh size with no  
fracture criterion, [mm] 
Un-notched 0.40  
Sharp, 𝐾𝑡 = 2.93 0.52 0.17 
Intermediate, 𝐾𝑡 = 1.63 0.52 0.17 
Blunt, 𝐾𝑡 = 1.25 0.50 0.50 
(a). N=1.25mm (b). N=0.5mm (c). N=0.25mm (d). N=0.17mm (e). N=0.125mm 
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5.4 Determination of Material Parameters 
In the FE simulations, the determination of the material parameters is key when a complex 
constitutive law is used during the analysis. The correct determination of the required 
parameters is particularly important to simulate the mechanical behaviour of structures and 
components which experience high loading rates and large deformations. The Simplified 
Johnson–Cook material model contains parameters A, B, n and C, which are used in this 
constitutive law to model large-scale deformation under dynamic loading. According to the 
technical literature, however, different mechanical behaviours for the same material can be 
found (Qiao and Wang, 2011, Torres-Franco et al., 2011, Varas et al., 2012, Barsoum et al., 
2014). These differences can be attributed to many aspects such as the fabrication process and 
testing including the different level of alignment when doing dynamic axial tests, material aging, 
and geometries and so on. 
In this subsection, two strategies to evaluate the constants in the Simplified Johnson–Cook 
material law will be presented as follows: 1. curve fitting techniques. By using the curve fitting 
tools integrated in the MATLAB program (Jiade, 2008), the parameters for the Simplified 
Johnson–Cook constitutive law can be obtained from experimental data taken from the literature. 
2. Based on the material constants obtained from different sources, the maximum force from the 
experimental data can be used as the reference force to calibrate the material constants used in 
the numerical simulation until optimal values are determined. 
5.4.1 Curve fitting techniques 
As discussed in section 1.9, the material parameters of Johnson-Cook material model can be 
determined by fitting the model to set of experimental data. The curve fitting process has been 
used in many areas as a basic idea to fit the equations of approximating curves to a series of 
experimental data (Fang and Gossard, 1995, Maddams, 1980, Akima, 1970, Motulsky and 
Christopoulos, 2004, Levy, 1959, Dye and Nicely, 1971). In this case, the nonlinear least 
squares method was employed to fit the data taken from different sources in order to find the 
material constants for the Simplified Johnson–Cook constitutive law. 
Turning back to Equation 1.29, according to the LS-DYNA theory manual, the flow stress 𝜎𝑦 is 
equivalent to the absolute value of the true stress in the LS-DYNA plasticity model 
(Dietenberger et al., 2005, Hallquist, 2006), and the effective plastic strain, 𝜀𝐸𝑃𝑆, is the residual 
true strain when the loading is removed. Hence, in order to fit the Simplified Johnson–Cook 
constitutive law to the experimental data, it is essential to have the effective plastic strain, which 
can be calculated using Equation 5.1 (Hallquist, 2006): 
εEPS = εT − σT/E          (5. 1) 
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where 𝜀𝑇  and 𝜎𝑇  indicate true strain and true stress respectively. It can be seen from this 
equation that the recoverable strain 𝜎𝑇/𝐸 increases as the stress 𝜎𝑇  increases. However, this 
phenomenon is not applied to metallic material due to its very large E comparing to yield stress. 
Therefore, value 𝜎𝑇/𝐸 is taken to equal to material yield strain. The effective plastic strain is 
zero before the initial material yielding point; after this point, it increases as the true stress 
increases. 
For the case of the true stress and true strain data shown in Figure 5.22, Barsoum et al. 
conducted uniaxial tests on 6063-T5 aluminium alloy (tempered) tubes under quasi-static 
conditions to investigate the ductile failure behaviour experimentally and numerically (Barsoum 
et al., 2014).  
 
Figure 5.22 True stress-strain curve for aluminium alloy 6063 in the T5 condition (Barsoum et 
al., 2014). 
By using the digitalisation function integrated in the commercial software MATLAB, as shown 
in Table 5.2, a series of experimental true stress and true strain values were digitalised from 
Figure 5.15 (dash square). By substituting these values into Equation 5.1, the effective plastic 
strain was calculated directly. All of the results are listed in Table 5.2 below, and the 
corresponding true stress versus effective plastic strain is plotted in Figure 5.16. 
Because all of the components were tested under quasi-static loading, in this case, the rate 
sensitivity constant C in the Simplified Johnson–Cook constitutive law was taken equal to zero. 
Therefore, Equation 1.32 can be rewritten as follows: 
σy = (A + B ∙ (ε̅
p)n)         (5. 2) 
 
Experimental data 
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By fitting the rate insensitive constitutive law of Equation (5.2), the solid line in Figure 5.23 
shows the fitted curve corresponding to the data converted from Barsoum et al. was calculated. 
The calculated parameters of the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model under quasi-static 
conditions were obtained as A=143MPa, b=203.1MPa, n=0.37, which are tabulated in Table 5.3. 
Table 5. 2 Experimental data from literature of Barsoum et al. 
True stress, 𝜎𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒,[MPa] True Strain, 𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 Effective plastic strain, 𝜀𝐸𝑃𝑆 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
78.862 0.001 0.000 
158.382 0.003 0.001 
171.284 0.006 0.004 
179.447 0.013 0.010 
185.503 0.019 0.016 
192.349 0.025 0.022 
197.747 0.033 0.030 
203.935 0.041 0.038 
211.439 0.052 0.048 
216.837 0.065 0.061 
220.260 0.077 0.074 
222.894 0.088 0.084 
 
Additionally, Al6063-T5 has also been used by many other researchers for different purposes. 
For example, Varas et al. (2012) used Al6063-T5 to investigate the phenomenon of the 
Hydrodynamic Ram (HRAM) when a fluid-filled container is penetrated by a fast object (Varas 
et al., 2012). In this case, the material was treated as a rate insensitive material (C=0). The data 
reported in Figure 5.24 (a) were generated by testing samples of Al6063-T5 to investigate the 
dynamic behaviour of this aluminium alloy (Qiao and Wang, 2011). Torres-Franco et al. also 
used material Al6063-T5 (heat treatment procedure of annealing: heated at 250𝑜C for 25 mins 
and slowly cooled down inside oven), whose behaviour is shown in Figure 5.24 (b), to verify a 
new test method to determine the loading history applied to a component (Torres-Franco et al., 
2011). 
By applying the same fitting procedures to the data from the literature, the digitalised data and 
fitted curves were plotted in Figure 5.25, and the corresponding constants of the Simplified 
Johnson–Cook model were calculated and are listed in Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5. 23 True stress vs effective plastic strain from the literature (Barsoum et al. 2014), and 
the corresponding Simplified Johnson–Cook constitutive law fitted curve. 
 
Figure 5. 24 (a) True stress vs true strain curve for Al6063-T5 (Qiao and Wang, 2011); (b) 
Engineering stress vs engineering strain curve for Al6063-T5 (Torres-Franco et al, 2011). 
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Figure 5. 25 Al6063-T5 true stress vs effective plastic strain data and corresponding fitted 
curves for data from the literature (a) (Qiao and Wang, 2011), and (b) (Torres-Franco, 2011). 
It is clear from the values reported in Table 5.3 that, despite the fact that the tested material was 
nominally the same, the constants A, B and n obtained from these four studies are very different. 
In order to check the accuracy of the material constants in Table 5.3, a DYNA model using the 
Simplified Johnson–Cook model was run, and these material constants were applied together 
with the Simplified Johnson–Cook constitutive law to simulate the material behaviour of the 
plain specimens under quasi-static conditions. The results for force versus time are plotted in 
Figure 5.26. From this graph, it can be seen that the five sets of constants produce various 
material behaviours. An assumption was made here that the maximum force, Fmax, recorded 
during each model was defined as the failure force, Ff. Therefore, the failure forces generated 
from the LS-DYNA models using material constants calculated from Barsoum et al., Varas et 
al., Torres-Franco et al., Qiao and Wang and our coupon tests were 4.74kN, 4.82kN, 5.37kN, 
6.01kN and 5.08kN respectively. However, at the laboratory of the University of Sheffield, the 
average failure force for the plain samples under quasi-static conditions (S1T1 and S1T3) was 
calculated to be equal to 3.95kN. By comparing the failure force from numerical results with the 
one recorded at our laboratory, the errors were calculated and are listed in Table 5.4. From this 
table, it is possible to observe that the differences between the failure forces obtained from the 
literature data and the experiments are all equal to or greater than 20%. This means that the 
predictions for material performance from simulations using constants taken from the literature 
data give a higher material strength than the one shown by our material. 
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Table 5. 3 Al6063-T5 parameters from the literature and coupon tests for the Simplified 
Johnson–Cook material model. 
Al6063-T5 References 𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 [MPa] E [GPa] A [MPa] B [MPa] n C 
1. (Barsoum et al., 2014) 205.3 64 143.0 203.1 0.37 0 
2. (Varas et al., 2012) N/A 71 200.0 144.0 0.62 0 
3. (Torres-Franco et al., 2011) 221.0 66 170.6 234.2 0.42 0 
4. (Qiao and Wang, 2011) 261.8 65 130.6 297.4 0.27 0 
5. (Coupon Test) 199.6 62 112.6 342.8 0.48 0 
 
Table 5. 4 Predicted results from DYNA simulations using parameters generated from data from 
the literature. 
Al6063-T5 References Failure Force [kN] 
(DYNA) 
Failure Force [kN] 
(Experimental data) 
Error [%] 
1. (Barsoum et al., 2014) 4.74 3.95 20.00 
2. (Varas et al., 2012) 4.83 3.95 22.28 
3. (Torres-Franco et al., 2011) 5.37 3.95 35.95 
4. (Qiao and Wang, 2011) 6.01 3.95 52.15 
5. (Coupon Test) 5.08 3.95 28.61 
 
 
Figure 5. 26 Force vs time history of plain model under quasi-static condition (C=0) by using 
four different groups of parameters from literatures. 
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Hence, finding the right parameters for the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model for the 
investigated material has become one of the most important steps in this analysis. In terms of 
our experimental data, for example, Figure 5.27 shows the engineering stress versus engineering 
strain curves for plain samples under both quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions. It can be 
seen from this graph that the engineering stress–strain curves obtained from our experimental 
data for each sample are very different from each other. The elastic deformation and work 
hardening parts are difficult to see clearly from the curves in this figure. This situation can be 
ascribed to the fact that when the samples were attached to the pneumatic loading system, the 
alignment between the transfer bars and the sample was different for each test; at the very 
beginning of each test, the sample needed some time to adjust itself and be pulled straight. 
Moreover, in terms of the testing rig, there are no local strain gages or extensometers attached 
during testing, and it is very difficult to obtain the local stress–strain data for fast deforming 
tests. Therefore, the only information available which we could use to obtain the strain history 
for all of the tests was the high speed video, which was recorded by a high speed video camera. 
Due to the limited resolution of the high speed videos, the displacement during elastic 
deformation was not easy to track. Hence, the curve fitting approach is not suitable for our 
experimental data. Therefore, we need to find a proper way to characterise the material 
parameters from the experimental data. 
 
Figure 5. 27 Engineering stress vs engineering strain curves for plain samples. 
5.4.2 Characterising material properties using numerical simulations 
Owing to the unclear elastic deformation and work hardening effects on the stress–strain 
behaviour, it can be seen that the material constants for the Simplified Johnson–Cook material 
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from our Al6063-T5 tests are impossible to be obtained by using nonlinear curve fitting 
methods, so we need to find an alternative way to determine the correct values for the 
constitutive parameters for the tested Al6063-T5 specimens. From a design point of view, the 
material resistance is one of the most important features for structures and components, so the 
assumption was made here that the maximum force obtained during each test was taken as the 
reference force to characterise the material constants used for the Simplified Johnson–Cook 
material model. 
Turning back to Table 5.3, the ultimate tensile strengths of Al6063-T5 from all of the studies 
are also listed. According to our experimental tests, the average ultimate tensile strength of the 
plain samples under quasi-static conditions is 203.7MPa, which is very close to the results from 
Barsoum et al. (σUTS=206.5MPa) (Barsoum et al., 2014). Hence, this set of constants has the 
most common set of features with our experimental results. At the very beginning, the material 
is assumed to be rate independent (C=0). Figure 5.28 shows the profile of the failure force, Ff, 
versus displacement rate, ∆̇, curves generated from both experiment and numerical simulations. 
For the tests run under quasi-static conditions, the graphs in Figure 5.28 make it evident that the 
prediction of failure force using the constants obtained from Barsoum et al. is poor. By trying 
different work hardening effect values, B, a good prediction was obtained by taking B equal to 
130MPa. This value gives the best fit to the experimental data under quasi-static conditions. It 
can also be seen from the same figure that when C=0, the failure force, Ff, from the simulation 
is constant over a wide range of displacement rates.   
 
Figure 5.28 Maximum force vs displacement rate curves for plain samples. 
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carried out. Figure 5.29 shows a set of curves demonstrating the effect of the rate sensitivity 
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C=0.1 gives an overestimation of the experimental data, whereas, taking C=0 results in no 
sensitivity in the material strength as the displacement rate increases. The curve with a much 
smaller value (i.e. C=0.02) provides the best prediction of the experimental data. 
 
Figure 5.29 Maximum force vs displacement rate curves of plain sample with different rate 
sensitivity coefficients.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Table 5.5 Al6063-T5 parameters from literatures and coupon test for Simplified Johnson–Cook 
material model 
Material E [GPa] A [MPa] B [MPa] n C 
Al6063-T5 64 143 130 0.37 0.02 
 
To conclude, as summarised in Table 5.5, the following values of the material constants were 
estimated: A=143MPa, B=130MPa, n=0.37 and C=0.02. In the next section, these values will be 
used as material constants for the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model to carry out a series 
of numerical models involving different notches, and the results will be discussed in detail. 
5.5 Simulation results 
It is important to remember that under linear elastic analysis, the loading rate, strain rate and 
displacement rate used are all calculated as nominal values. However, in reality, the loading rate 
changes as the test progresses. Hence, it is worth verifying that the simplified ramped load 
history can be used as the applied load in the FE simulations instead of the actual real load 
history without much loss of accuracy. Moreover, the elasto-plastic FE models of all of the 
tested Al6063-T5 cylindrical bars were created in order to predict the behaviours of the tested 
samples containing different sizes of notch. 
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5.5.1 Comparing the results from applying ramped and real displacement histories for 
plain samples 
As an example, Figure 5.30 shows the FE model for the plain sample, and the force time 
histories obtained from the model of the plain sample S1T1 corresponding to different 
displacement loading histories. Specifically, two types of loading boundary conditions in the 
form of the displacement histories (as the example S1T1 shown in Figures 5.30 (b) and (c)) 
were applied to the nodes across the line at the left end of the model during simulation: type 1, 
ramp displacement history; type 2, real displacement history. At the right end, the degrees of 
freedom in all directions were fixed. The nominal axial force histories (as shown in the charts 
reported in Figures 5.30 (d) and (e)) corresponding to load type 1 and load type 2 were obtained 
by post-processing the element stresses at the left-most fixed end. In this scenario, in terms of 
the models of plain samples, an assumption was made that the maximum nominal axial force, 
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 obtained during the simulation was taken as the failure force 𝐹𝑓 for the model for all plain 
samples.  
 
Figure 5. 30 (a) FE model of plain sample; (b) S1T1 ramped displacement history; (c) S1T1 real 
displacement history; (d) force time history for S1T1 subjected to ramped load; (e) force time 
history for S1T1 subjected to real load. 
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Figures 5.31 to 5.34 show the force (Y-direction) versus time histories obtained from models of 
all of the tested plain samples subjected to both ramped and real displacement time histories. 
For all of these figures, the solid lines indicate the nominal axial force, whereas the red dotted 
lines describe the applied displacement histories. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.31 S1T1 force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement history. 
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Figure 5.32 S1T2 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement load.   
In detail, as the graphs show in Figure 5.31, the failure forces obtained by post-processing the 
maximum principle stresses of the elements at the fixed end for tested sample S1T1 subjected to 
both ramped and real displacement (red dotted lines) under quasi-static conditions are all equal 
to 4.07kN, and the corresponding failure times 𝑇𝑓 are equal to 1.08s and 2.73s respectively. In 
terms of the model using a ramped displacement history, the nominal loading rate stays constant 
(0.86𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1), whilst for the model using the real displacement history, the displacement rate 
varies as the simulation time increases, and the displacement rate corresponding to the failure 
time is 0.41 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. The total CPU time of the simulations by applying ramped and real 
displacement history are 290 seconds and 61 seconds by taking up 199MB and 5.94GB 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.33 S1T3 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement load.   
Moreover, the graphs reported in Figure 5.32 show the nominal axial force histories generated 
from the models of the S1T2 plain sample and the corresponding applied displacement histories. 
It can be seen from the graphs that the failure forces generated from the models subjected to 
ramped and real displacement histories are 4.29kN and 4.24kN respectively, and the 
corresponding displacement rates are 66.15𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 and 33.69𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. The computing time 
and space for the two models are 418 seconds, 5.11MB and 271 seconds and 2.59MB 
respectively. 
For the model of the plain sample S1T3, quasi-static loading with a nominal displacement rate 
∆̇= 0.1𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 was employed as the loading boundary condition. As the graphs reported in 
Figure 5.33 show, the failure force 𝐹𝑓 obtained from the models subjected to these both ramped 
(CPU time: 310 seconds, space: 50.6MB) and real displacement histories (CPU time: 601 
seconds, space: 92.6MB) are 4.06kN and 4.07kN respectively. 
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In terms of the displacement history in Figure 5.33 (a), the displacement rate is a constant, and 
is equal to 0.1mm ∙ s−1 . From the red dotted line in Figure 5.33 (b), at time t=25s, the 
displacement starts to increase from 0 to 3.528mm over 10s, and the displacement rate after 25s 
increases significantly. At the time of failure, the displacement rate is taken as 0.42mm ∙ s−1. 
 
 
Figure 5.34 S1T5 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement load. 
For the model of the plain sample S1T5, Figure 5.34 (a) shows the axial force and ramped 
displacement versus time histories. The failure force obtained in this case was 𝐹𝑓 =4.32kN at 
time t=0.008s with a constant displacement rate of ∆̇=111.2𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 (CPU time: 464 seconds, 
space: 25.8MB). Moreover, the graphs reported in Figure 5.34 (b) describe the nominal axial 
force and real displacement against time curves. In detail, the failure force 𝐹𝑓 =4.39kN was 
obtained when time t=0.0029s, and the corresponding displacement rate was equal to 
329.9 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 (CPU time: 82 seconds, space: 7.98MB). It can also be observed from this 
figure that, at time zone 3, the nominal axial force decreases sharply at time t=0.023s and 
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increases again at time t=0.028s. This behaviour can be attributed to the fact that the 
displacement stays constant at time zone 3, which results in a 0 strain rate. Hence, during this 
period, only strain influences the material behaviour, the displacement rate does not influence 
the strength as the strain rate temporarily becomes 0 during this time period. Once the 
displacement starts to increase after time t=0.028s (time zone 4), the hardening from the strain 
rate will be re-engaged, therefore the nominal axial force F starts to increase again. During this 
time, both the strain and strain rate influence the material behaviour. 
By post-processing the element stresses at the same position in the models of other plain 
samples (S1T6, S1T7, S1T8, S1T11 and S1T12), the axial force and displacement versus time 
histories were obtained and are reported in Appendix from Figures A5.1 to A5.5, and the failure 
forces were computed and are tabulated in Table 5.6. 
The log-log graphs reported in Figure 5.35 show the axial failure force, 𝐹𝑓, versus displacement 
rate, ∆̇, curves obtained by applying both the ramped and real load histories. In particular, the 
red solid squares refer to the nominal axial failure force for each plain sample calculated by 
applying the simplified ramped displacement history, whilst, the green markers refer to the 
nominal axial failure force when the real displacement history was employed to run the 
simulations. The graphs in this figure make it evident that the results obtained from the 
numerical simulations when applying the simplified ramped displacement time histories are 
very close to the ones obtained when applying real displacement time histories. 
 
Figure 5. 35 Failure force vs displacement rate for plain samples subjected to ramped and real 
displacement loads. 
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Table 5.6 Values of failure force, failure time and corresponding failure displacement generated 
from FE models for plain samples. 
Code 
Failure force, 𝐹𝑓 [kN] Failure time, 𝑇𝑓, [s] 
Displacement rate at failure 
time, ∆̇𝑓, [𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠
−1] 
Ramp 
displacement 
history 
Real 
displacement 
history 
Ramp 
displacement 
history 
Real 
displacement 
history 
Ramp 
displacement 
history 
Real 
displacement 
history 
S1T1 4.07 4.07 1.08000 2.7300 0.86 0.41 
S1T2 4.29 4.24 0.01600 0.0320 66.15 33.69 
S1T3 4.06 4.07 9.30000 33.700 0.10 0.42 
S1T5 4.32 4.39 0.00800 0.0290 111.20 329.90 
S1T6 4.39 4.39 0.00530 0.0069 235.20 258.00 
S1T7 4.48 4.49 0.01100 0.0030 881.80 1779.20 
S1T8 4.45 4.44 0.00140 0.0028 823.20 864.30 
S1T11 4.50 4.49 0.00077 0.0017 1290.00 1087.80 
S1T12 4.42 4.43 0.00190 0.0040 498.80 452.30 
 
In order to investigate this aspect of the numerical simulations in depth, the local stress and 
strain rate effects from different loading approaches have also been considered. For example, by 
applying both ramped and real displacement histories, the local Von Mises stress and effective 
strain rate data were taken from element 190 and plotted as shown in Figure 5.36. It is important 
to observe from the graphs and trend line equations that the overall local material strengths 
generated by applying a ramped displacement history are very similar to the ones generated by 
applying a real displacement history. It can be seen from this figure also that using the ramped 
displacement history results in different local strain rates compared to the ones from models 
applying the real displacement history. This can be attributed to the fact that, according to the 
Simplified Johnson–Cook constitutive law (Equation 1.32), the flow stress depends on both the 
effective plastic strain and the effective strain rate (Hallquist, 2007), and as the rate sensitivity 
factor C=0.02 for this material (Al6063-T5) is very small, which means that the strain effect 
plays the main role in the material strength. Hence, this level of local strain rate difference will 
not affect the material strength significantly.  
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Figure 5.36 Local stress vs local strain rate for plain samples corresponding to the time of 
failure force under actual and simplified ramped loads. 
In detail, the effective strain–displacement rate and the corresponding effective strain rate–
displacement rate scatter graphs generated for both ramped and real displacement histories are 
shown in Figure 5.37 and Figure 5.38, and the results are listed in Table 5.7. These figures and 
the associated table suggest that the value of the local effective strains obtained from both 
simplified and real loading conditions are very close to each other, the difference is about 
±25%, which results in stress difference is less than ±10%. For some tests, the local strain 
rates are slightly different. However, due to the small value of the strain rate coefficient C=0.02, 
the influence from the loading rate is much less than the influence from strain. 
 
Figure 5.37 Local effective strain vs displacement rate of element 190 from the FE models of 
plain samples corresponding to the failure time under actual and simplified ramped loads. 
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Figure 5.38 Local effective strain rate vs displacement rate for element 190 from the FE models 
of plain samples corresponding to the failure time under actual and simplified ramped loads. 
According to the above considerations, it is possible to conclude that the numerical results 
calculated using the simplified ramped load histories can be used instead of the data from 
calculations using the real load history without much loss of accuracy, and applying the ramped 
load history can make the analysis simpler than the real load history. 
Table 5.7 Values of local effective strain and effective strain rate generated at the time of 
maximum load for element 190 from the FE models of plain samples. 
Test 
Local Effective Strain, 
𝜀L,eff 
Local Effective Strain 
Rate, 𝜀L̇,eff 
Stress difference 
from SJC law [%] 
Ramped Load Real Load Ramp Load Real Load 
S1 T1 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.07 1.61 
S1 T2 0.13 0.11 10.15 4.83 4.11 
S1 T3 0.13 0.13 0.02 0.07 -2.65 
S1 T5 0.11 0.18 15.92 51.06 -9.61 
S1 T6 0.16 0.12 39.20 38.77 4.74 
S1 T7 0.12 0.14 126.48 143.20 -2.63 
S1 T8 0.15 0.14 127.03 131.91 4.05 
S1 T11 0.12 0.14 182.00 168.15 -2.27 
S1 T12 0.12 0.12 72.54 67.76 0.13 
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5.5.2 Von Mises stress distributions for notched samples including crack damage 
Before considering in depth the models of the notched specimens, it is important to determine 
the failure effective plastic strain from models of the notched samples with a failure criterion. 
Hence, an assumption is made here that, at the incipient failure condition, the average effective 
plastic strain of the elements at the minimum cross section from the models of plain samples, as 
shown inside the black box of Figure 5.39, is assumed as the failure effective plastic strain, 
 εf,eps (the PSFAIL value in the Simplified Johnson–Cook model) for the models of notched 
samples. The values of the effective plastic strain from the models of plain samples are 
tabulated in Table 5.8. The average value of εf,eps is 0.1348, as shown in Table 5.8. 
 
Figure 5.39 Elements along the minimum cross section of the models of plain samples. 
Table 5.8 Failure effective plastic strain obtained from the plain models. 
Test Failure effective plastic strain, εf,eps 
S1T1 0.1358 
S1T2 0.1392 
S1T3 0.1368 
S1T5 0.1119 
S1T6 0.1714 
S1T7 0.1216 
S1T8 0.1526 
S1T11 0.1233 
S1T12 0.1206 
Average 0.1348 
 
In order to better understand the elasto-plastic stress distribution in the vicinity of the notch tip 
at the time of crack initiation, the average effective plastic strain obtained from the plain 
samples was taken as the failure effective plastic strain for the models of notched samples 
(value of PSFAIL is taken equal to 0.1348), and the nominal axial force at the time of crack 
initiation was taken as the failure force. To simulate cylindrical samples of Al6063-T5 subjected 
to a wide range of loading rates (in the form of displacement rates from 0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 to 
1000 𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 as shown in Figure 5.40), the displacement time history was applied at one end 
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of the model, whilst, on the other end, all directions were fixed (as shown in Figure 5.41). By 
using the commercial software LS-PrePost 4.1, the Von Mises stress–distance curves in the 
vicinity of the stress raisers at the incipient failure condition were generated, as reported in the 
charts of Figure 5.42, to show the effect of the geometrical features (3 different sizes of notch).  
Specifically, the charts reported in Figure 5.42 show the Von Mises stress–distance curves 
generated from the models for three different notch sizes at the time of crack initiation from 
models subjected to displacement rates ranging from ∆̇= 0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 to 1000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. It 
can be seen from the graphs shown in this figure that the Von Mises stress increases as the 
displacement rate increases.  
 
 
Figure 5.40 Displacement time histories with different displacement rates: (a) ∆̇= 1000𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; 
(b) ∆̇= 100𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; (c) ∆̇= 10𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; (d) ∆̇= 1𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; (e)∆̇= 0.1𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; (f) ∆̇=
00.1𝑚𝑚𝑠−1; (g) ∆̇= 0.001𝑚𝑚𝑠−1 
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Figure 5.41 FE models for notched samples: (a) model of sharply notched sample; (b) model of 
intermediately notched sample; (c) model of bluntly notched sample. 
For models of sharply and intermediately notched samples (Figure 5.42 (a) and (b)), the 
maximum Von Mises stresses are located at the notch tip (d = 0). The Von Mises stress 
becomes lower as the distance increases away from the notch tip. However, for the Von Mises 
stress field of the bluntly notched sample (Figure 5.42 (c)), the maximum Von Mises stress is 
located at the centre of the cross section (d=2.5mm), and the stress slightly increases away from 
the notch tip. This difference can be attributed to the fact that, in terms of the highly stress 
concentration for sharply and intermediately notched samples, the value of strain at notch tip 
increases faster than the confinement by the surrounding elastic part. However, for the bluntly 
notched samples, at the very beginning, the stress at notch tip is bigger than the centre part, after 
the plastic deformation happened, the confinement effect from elastic part plays important role 
in stress distribution, after a certain point, the plastic strain at notch tip is less than the strain in 
centre part, this results in a higher stress in the centre than notch tip for bluntly notched sample. 
Moreover, it can also be observed from these graphs that, when the applied displacement rate is 
lower that 1𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1, the influence of the displacement rate is negligible, and the Von Mises 
stress curves overlap when the displacement rate is between 1𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 and 0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
Free end, loading boundary condition in the form of displacement history Fixed end, nominal axial force 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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Figure 5.42 Von-Mises stress distribution for a cross section remote from the notch at the time 
of crack initiation over a wide range of displacement rates (from 0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 to 1000𝑚𝑚 ∙
𝑠−1), (a) sharp notch; (b) intermediate notch; (c) blunt notch. 
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5.5.3 Von-Mises stress distribution of notched samples ignoring crack behaviour 
In order to better understand the elasto-plastic stress distribution in the vicinity of the notch tip 
at the time corresponding to the maximum axial force, the failure effective plastic strain was 
ignored (the value of PSFAIL was taken as equal to 0) during the simulations, and the 
maximum axial force was calculated to be the failure force. By simulating cylindrical samples 
of Al6063-T5 over a wide range of loading rates (displacement rates from 0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1 to 
1000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1), the Von Mises stress–distance curves in the vicinity of the stress raisers at the 
incipient failure condition were generated and are reported in the chart of Figure 5.43. It can be 
highlighted here that similar Von Mises stress distributions were observed to the ones generated 
from the models which include a fracture criterion.  
If we compare the Von Mises stress fields generated from the models with cracking behaviour 
with the ones without cracking, we can draw the conclusion that, at the incipient failure 
condition, the Von-Mises stress fields for the models which ignore crack damage provide 
similar stress fields as the ones obtained from the models including crack damage. 
To conclude, this chapter has discussed the mesh convergence analysis of the LS-DYNA 
models and the stress distribution around notch tip when material components subjected to 
dynamic load. In the next chapter, by using these stress distribution, an attempt is made to check 
whether it is possible to use the TCD by post-processing the elasto-plastic stress fields to assess 
notched ductile materials subjected to high rates of loading. 
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Figure 5. 43 Von-Mises stress distributions for a cross section remote from the notch at the time 
of maximum axial force for a wide range of displacement rates (from 0.001mm ∙ s−1 to 
1000001mm ∙ s−1) for (a) a sharp notch; (b) an intermediate notch; and (c) a blunt notch. 
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Table 5. 9 Values of V-M stress at notch tip under a wide range of loading rate 
Code 
V-M stress at notch tip, no crack 
[MPa]  
V-M stress at notch tip, crack, 
[MPa]  
Sharp1000 198.29 178.07 
Sharp100 190.34 171.64 
Sharp10 185.95 168.66 
Sharp1 176.23 162.10 
Sharp0.1 176.30 162.48 
Sharp0.01 176.31 162.47 
Sharp0.001 176.31 162.47 
Inter1000 213.93 214.18 
Inter100 209.41 213.72 
Inter10 201.09 203.75 
Inter1 192.34 193.98 
Inter0.1 192.21 193.83 
Inter0.01 192.23 194.93 
Inter0.001 192.33 194.94 
Blunt1000 234.41 229.83 
Blunt100 220.31 221.06 
Blunt10 216.73 214.65 
Blunt1 202.01 204.63 
Blunt0.1 205.99 204.63 
Blunt0.01 206.00 204.63 
Blunt0.001 205.99 204.63 
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Chapter 6 Using Elasto-Plastic FE Simulations to Estimate the 
Dynamic Strength of Notched Metals 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the results calculated from elasto-plastic FE models will be compared with the 
experimental failure forces of the notched samples of Al6063-T5. Subsequently, an assumption 
will also be made here that the TCD is successful at assessing the dynamic strength of notched 
Al6063-T5 by post-processing the elasto-plastic stress fields in the incipient failure condition. 
6.2 Results from LS-DYNA elasto-plastic models with crack initiation 
6.2.1 Results generated by employing a ramped displacement history 
By applying the average effective plastic strain, εf,eps=0.1348 obtained in Chapter 5 as the 
failure effective plastic strain, the models of all of the tested notched samples were solved to 
consider crack initiation. At the very beginning, the assumption was made that the nominal axial 
force at the time of crack initiation would be taken as the failure force 𝐹𝑓. The nominal axial 
forces for all of the tested samples were determined by post-processing the element stress at the 
fixed end of the samples (Figure 5.41). Figures 6.1 to 6.17 show plots of the generated nominal 
axial forces for all of the notched samples and the corresponding displacement time histories 
which were applied.  
In more detail, a ramped displacement time history was applied to these models as the loading 
boundary condition. The graphs reported in Figures 6.1 to 6.4 describe the nominal axial force 
versus time histories for the models of sharply notched samples subjected to both quasi-static 
and dynamic conditions. For example, Figure 6.1 shows the nominal axial force history and the 
applied ramp displacement history of sample S1T9 which was tested under quasi-static 
conditions. At the time of crack initiation, 𝑇𝑓=6.41s, the nominal axial force 𝐹 = 6.66𝑘𝑁 was 
taken to be equal to the failure force 𝐹𝑓. The graphs reported in the Figures from 6.2 to 6.4 
describe the dynamic behaviour of notched samples S1T10, S2T1 and S2T2 respectively.  
The nominal axial force time histories generated from the models of the intermediately notched 
samples are reported in Figures 6.5 to 6.15. In particular, in terms of the samples tested under 
quasi-static conditions (sample codes: S1T17, S2T5, S2T6, S2T11 and S2T12), the nominal 
axial force time histories were calculated and are shown in the graphs reported in Figures 6.5, 
6.7, 6.8, 6.12 and 6.13 respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the nominal axial 
force increases smoothly as the time t increases. Moreover, Figures 6.6, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.14 and 
6.15 describe the nominal axial force time histories of the samples subjected to dynamic loading. 
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Similar to the plots for the sharply notched samples under dynamic loading, oscillations can be 
observed in the nominal axial force time history graphs for the models of intermediately 
notched samples under dynamic conditions. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that 
the loading wave was passing through the cylindrical bar during the deformation.  
 
Figure 6.1 Sharply notched sample S1T9 force and ramp displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.2 Sharply notched sample S1T10 force and ramp displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
As an example, for sample S1T18, the speed of the loading wave as it passed through the 
cylindrical bar can be calculated as  𝐶0 = √𝐸 𝜌⁄ = 5163𝑚 ∙ 𝑠
−1  (Tyas and Watson, 2000). 
Hence, the duration of the loading wave transfer from the free end to the fixed end can be 
computed as 𝑇1 = 𝐿0 𝐶⁄ = 0.2/5163 = 0.000038𝑠. Once the loading wave reaches the fixed 
end at time 𝑇1 , the stress in the elements at the fixed end starts to increase; thereafter, the 
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nominal axial force at the fixed end starts to increase. After this point, the loading wave is 
reflected back to the free end. 
 
Figure 6.3 Sharply notched sample S2T1 force and ramp displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.4 Sharply notched sample S2T2 force and ramp displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.5 Intermediately notched sample S1T17 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the nominal axial force and applied ramped displacement histories 
for the models of the bluntly notched samples S1T15 and S1T16 subjected to quasi-static 
loading. The failure forces for both samples are equal to 4.38kN. 
In summary, the failure nominal axial forces generated from the models of all of the notched 
samples are listed in Table 6.1. By comparing the numerically determined failure forces with the 
experimental data, the errors were also calculated (according to the Equation 6.1) and are 
summarised in this table. 
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(%) =
𝐹𝐹𝐸𝑀,𝑓−𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑓
𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑓
∗ 100        (6.1) 
 
Figure 6.6 Intermediately notched sample S1T18 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.7 Intermediately notched sample S2T5 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.8 Intermediately notched sample S2T6 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.9 Intermediately notched sample S2T7 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.10 Intermediately notched sample S2T9 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.11 Intermediately notched sample S2T10 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.12 Intermediately notched sample S2T11 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.13 Intermediately notched sample S2T12 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.14 Intermediately notched sample S2T13 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.15 Intermediately notched sample S2T14 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.16 Bluntly notched sample S1T15 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.17 Bluntly notched sample S1T16 force and ramp displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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The errors reported in this table make it evident that the elasto-plastic FE models using 
simplified ramped displacement histories can be used to accurately predict the dynamic strength 
of samples containing different geometrical features. In the design point of view, the safety 
factor 1.2 can be used for the design propose. 
Table 6.1 Accuracy in predicting the strength of the notched samples by applying ramped 
displacement histories. 
Test Experimental failure  Load, F𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑓 [kN] FEM failure load F𝐹𝐸𝑀,𝑓 (kN) Error [%] 
S1T9 5.4 6.66 23.33 
S1T10 6.7 7.58 13.13 
S2T1 6.8 7.02 3.24 
S2T2 6.7 7.30 8.89 
S1 T17 4.6 5.67 23.26 
S1 T18 6.2 6.62 6.77 
S2 T5 5.3 5.66 6.79 
S2 T6 5.1 5.66 10.98 
S2 T7 6.7 6.08 -9.25 
S2 T9 6.2 5.99 -3.39 
S2 T10 6.9 6.23 -9.71 
S2 T11 4.9 5.65 15.31 
S2 T12 5.2 5.67 9.04 
S2 T13 6 6.05 0.83 
S2 T14 5.9 6.27 6.27 
S1 T15 3.7 4.38 18.38 
S1 T16 3.5 4.38 25.14 
 
6.2.2 Results generated by employing real displacement histories 
Besides the models with simplified ramped displacement histories where crack initiation was 
taken into account, the real displacement history has also been used to run models for notched 
samples. The nominal axial force time histories and the applied real displacement histories are 
plotted in the graphs reported in Figures 6.18 to 6.34. 
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Figure 6.18 Sharply notched sample S1T9 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
The diagrams reported in Figures 6.18 to 6.21 describe the nominal axial force time histories 
generated from the FE models of the sharply notched samples under both quasi-static and 
dynamic real applied displacements. Specifically, the force and the applied real displacement 
histories calculated from the model of sample S1T9 are shown in the charts of Figure 6.18. The 
nominal axial force at time t=21.2s (crack initiation), computed from the element stresses at the 
fixed end, is 𝐹𝑓 = 6.55𝑘N, which is very close to the failure force (𝐹𝑓 = 6.66𝑘N) under the 
ramped displacement history (Figure 6.1). The graph reported in Figure 6.19 shows the nominal 
axial force from the model for the sharply notched sample S1T10 under the real dynamic 
displacement history.  
 
Figure 6.19 Sharply notched sample S1T10 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.20 Sharply notched sample S2T1 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
The nominal axial force at the crack initiation time is 𝐹𝑓 = 7.16𝑘𝑁, which is slightly less than 
the one under the ramped displacement history. Moreover, by comparing the graph with the one 
in Figure 6.2, it is clear that the amplitude of the oscillations under the real displacement history 
is much less that the one under the ramped displacement history. This phenomenon can be 
attributed to the fact that, for the ramped displacement history, the displacement rate is constant 
throughout the deformation, therefore the loading rate increases to a constant value suddenly at 
time 0. However, for the real displacement history, the loading rate increases progressively from 
0 at time t=0. Because all of the plastic deformation occurs in the vicinity of the notch tip, the 
element stress at the fixed end is affected solely by the elastic wave; the particles start to move 
only when the elastic loading wave travels through them.  
 
Figure 6.21 Sharply notched sample S2T2 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model.  
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Figure 6.22 Sharply notched sample S1T17 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model 
 
Figure 6.23 Intermediately notched sample S1T18 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model.  
According to the conservation of momentum relationship, the uniaxial stress can be calculated 
by using Equation (6.1) (Meyers, 1994): 
σ = ρCUp          (6. 1) 
where 𝜌 indicates the material density, C is the elastic wave speed, which is only dependent on 
the elastic modulus E and material density 𝜌, the particle velocity 𝑈𝑝 is taken as equal to the 
displacement rate (Meyers, 1994). Hence, a higher increase in displacement rate will cause 
higher oscillations. 
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Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the nominal axial force histories and corresponding applied real 
displacement histories for notched samples S2T1 and S2T2. The nominal axial forces at the 
time of crack initiation are 7.19kN and 7.21kN. 
  
Figure 6.24 Intermediately notched sample S2T5 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model.  
 
Figure 6.25 Intermediately notched sample S2T6 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.26 Intermediately notched sample S2T7 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.27 Intermediately notched sample S2T9 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.28 Intermediately notched sample S2T10 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.29 Intermediately notched sample S2T11 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
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Figure 6.30 Intermediately notched sample S2T12 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.31 Intermediately notched sample S2T13 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
Additionally, the nominal axial force histories from the models representing the intermediate 
and blunt notches are shown in Figures 6.22 to 6.34. All of the numerical results computed from 
the FE models for all of the tested samples are summarised in Table 6.2. A comparison between 
the predicted numerical strengths and the experimental ones has also been carried out, and the 
errors were calculated and are summarised in Table 6.2. The errors in this table strongly support 
the idea that the failure forces calculated when applying the real load histories are also very 
close to the experimental results. Additionally, the values of the error calculated from the 
models with both ramped and real displacement histories are plotted in the diagram of Figure 
6.35. 
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Figure 6.32 Intermediately notched sample S2T14 force and real displacement time histories 
generated from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.33 Bluntly notched sample S1T15 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model.  
The error diagram reported in Figure 6.35 makes it evident that elasto-plastic tool LS-DYNA is 
highly accurate in predicting the dynamic strength of notched Al6063-T5. This holds true when 
the loading is applied as both a ramped load history and a real load history. In particular, it can 
be observed that the models using real displacement histories provide slightly more 
conservative results than the ones obtained by applying the ramped displacement histories.  
To conclude, Table 6.1 and 6.2 show that the overall accuracy obtained by running elasto-
plastic simulations is acceptable for estimating the strength of notched samples of Al6063-T5 
subjected to dynamic loads. In other words, the FE models solved considering crack initiation 
are capable of predicting the failure strength of notched components accurately. 
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Figure 6.34 Bluntly notched sample S1T15 force and real displacement time histories generated 
from the FE model. 
 
Figure 6.35 Accuracy in predicting the strength of notched Al6063-T5 when applying both 
ramped and real loading histories by considering crack damage. 
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Table 6.2 Accuracy in predicting the strength of the notched samples by applying real 
displacement histories 
Test Experimental failure Load, F𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑓 [kN] FEM failure load F𝐹𝐸𝑀,𝑓 (kN) Error [%] 
S1T9 5.4 6.55 21.26 
S1T10 6.7 7.16 6.87 
S2T1 6.8 7.19 5.74 
S2T2 6.7 7.21 7.61 
S1 T17 4.6 5.66 23.04 
S1 T18 6.2 6.46 4.19 
S2 T5 5.3 5.66 6.79 
S2 T6 5.1 5.66 10.98 
S2 T7 6.7 6.27 -6.42 
S2 T9 6.2 6.19 -0.16 
S2 T10 6.9 6.4 -7.25 
S2 T11 4.9 5.66 15.51 
S2 T12 5.2 5.67 9.04 
S2 T13 6 6.27 4.50 
S2 T14 5.9 6.18 4.75 
S1 T15 3.7 4.31 16.49 
S1 T16 3.5 4.34 24.00 
 
6.3 Using the TCD by post-processing the elasto-plastic stress fields 
As described in chapter 4, the TCD has been shown to be capable of performing strength 
assessments for notched samples under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions by simply 
post-processing the linear elastic stress fields around the notch tip (Yin et al., 2015). In this case, 
the calculated dynamic critical distance, L, increases as the loading rate increases. Moreover, by 
post-processing the elasto-plastic stress fields for models subjected to quasi-static loading, the 
TCD can also be used to predict static failures in notched components in which final breakage is 
preceded by large-scale plastic deformations (Susmel and Taylor, 2008). According to these 
considerations, an attempt was made here to find out whether the TCD is also successful in 
assessing the dynamic strength of Al6063-T5 by post-processing the elasto-plastic Von Mises 
(V-M) stress fields at the incipient failure condition. 
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6.3.1 Post-processing elasto-plastic stress fields by considering crack damage  
For the models which included crack damage, the graphs reported in Figure 6.36 show the Von 
Mises stress field distributions at the cross section away from the notch tip at the time of crack 
initiation for models subjected to loading with displacement rates at 1000mm ∙ s−1. Figures in 
Appendix from A6.1 to A6.6 show the same stress distribution subjected to displacement rates 
ranging from 100mm ∙ s−1  to 0.001mm ∙ s−1 . The dotted horizontal lines indicate a ±20% 
error band. Overall, it is clear from the graphs in this figure that all of the stress–distance curves 
at the cross section fall within the ±20% error band. This means that the Von Mises stress–
distance curves from models subjected to a wide range of displacement rates are very flat. If the 
TCD is used by post-processing these stress fields, and 1.2 is assumed as the engineering safety 
factor (it should be noted here that the value for half of the critical distance L/2 could be 
anywhere along the critical line), the error in the predictions from the TCD will always fall 
within the interval of ±20%.  
Additionally, for the FE models of notched samples under different rates of displacement which 
do not consider cracking behaviour, the Von Mises stress distributions are shown in the graphs 
reported in Figure 6.37 and Figure A6.7 To A6.12 In Appendix. From these graphs, the same 
result can be drawn as from Figure 6.36: that the Von Mises stress at the time of maximum 
nominal axial force throughout the cross section away from the notches falls within ±20% of 
the plain strength. 
  
Figure 6.36 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for 
displacement rates ∆̇= 1000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
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Figure 6.37 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 1000𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
Therefore, a conclusion can be draw that for this specific material, Al6063-T5, according to 
Figure 6.36 and 6.37 and Figures from A6.1 to A6.12, the intersection between the elasto-plastic 
stress–distance curves can be obtained unambiguously from the models with and without crack 
initiation, and all of the stresses at the incipient failure condition along the focus path all fall 
within a ±20% error band. Owing to the successful prediction by using linear elastic approach 
presented in Chapter 4, in next subsection, an attempt was made to find the accuracy level of the 
TCD in assessing the dynamic strength of Al6063-T5 by post-processing the elasto-plastic Von 
Mises stress fields at the incipient failure condition. 
6.3.2 Using the TCD to predict material strength by post-processing Von-Mises stress 
fields 
By comparing the Von-Mises stress distance curves reported in Figure 6.36 and 6.37, we can 
see that a more clear intersections between the stress distances curves were observed when the 
crack initiation was not taken into account, therefore, in this scenario, the Von-Mises stress 
distribution from the models without crack initiation will be post-processed in order to obtain 
the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑 by using the PM (same strategy as shown in Figure 2.2). The 
elasto-plastic V-M stress–distance curves from the models of the plain and sharply notched 
samples were post-processed, and the distance at the intersection between the two curves was 
chosen as half of the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑/2 (Taylor, 2007). Initially, an assumption was 
made here that the inherent material V-M strength ?̅?0,𝑉𝑀  was taken to be equal to the plain Von 
Mises strength ?̅?𝑉𝑀 (Susmel and Taylor, 2008). Hence, the Von Mises stress–distance curves 
from plain and sharply notched samples were used to determine the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑. 
The Von Mises stress–distance curves generated from the models of plain and sharply notched  
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Figure 6. 38 Determination of the dynamic critical distance Ld from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of ∆̇=
1000mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure 6. 39 Determination of the dynamic critical distance Ld from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of (a) ∆̇=
100mm ∙ s−1. 
samples subjected to a wide range of displacement rates (from 1000mm ∙ s−1 to 0.001mm ∙ s−1) 
are plotted in Figure from 6.38 to 6.44. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6.38, the Von Mises 
stress fields generated from plain and sharply notched samples subjected to a displacement rate 
∆̇= 1000mm ∙ s−1 intersect at a distance d=0.52mm, which is taken to be equal to half of the 
dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑 /2, and the inherent material V-M strength ?̅?0,𝑉𝑀 is taken to be 
equal to 223.17MPa at this displacement rate. Moreover, when the displacement rate is taken to 
be equal to 100mm ∙ s−1 (Figure 6.39), the plain Von Mises strength is  ?̅?𝑉𝑀=218.67MPa, and 
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the distance to the intersection is d=𝐿𝑑/2=0.44mm. By applying the same determination process 
to the plain and sharply notched samples with other displacement rates (as shown in Figures 
6.40 to 6.44), the plain Von Mises strength ?̅?𝑉𝑀 and the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑 subjected 
to different rates of displacement were calculated and the results are summarised in Table 6.3. 
 
Figure 6. 40 Determination of the dynamic critical distance Ld from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of (a) ∆̇=
10mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure 6. 41 Determination of the dynamic critical distance Ld from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of (a) ∆̇=
1mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure 6. 42 Determination of the dynamic critical distance Ld from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of (a) ∆̇=
0.1mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure 6. 43 Determination of the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑 from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of (a) ∆̇=
0.01𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
According to the values listed in Table 6.3, the values of 𝐿𝑑 under dynamic loading are larger 
than the ones obtained under quasi-static loading. Due to the flat stress distributions in Figure 
6.37, the dynamic critical distance for this case can be taken as a constant. By averaging the 
dynamic critical distances generated from Figures 6.38 to 6.44, as shown in Table 6.3, the 
average dynamic critical distance is calculated and is taken as a material constant for material 
Al6063-T5. 
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Figure 6.44 Determination of the dynamic critical distance 𝐿𝑑 from Von Mises stress–distance 
curves for models of sharply notched and plain samples under displacement rates of ∆̇=
0.001𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
Table 6.3 Values of dynamic critical distance based on PM agreement 
Displacement rate, ∆̇, 
[mm/s] 
plain Von Mises strength ?̅?𝑉𝑀, 
[MPa] 
Dynamic critical distance, 𝐿𝑑, 
[mm] 
1000 223.17 1.04 
100 218.67 0.88 
10 206.37 0.90 
1 205.09 0.44 
0.1 205.06 0.44 
0.01 204.93 0.44 
0.001 205.00 0.44 
Average  0.66 
 
In terms of the Point Method, the graphs reported in Figure from 6.45 to 48 show the elasto-
plastic V-M stress as a function of the distance from the notch tip obtained from FE models of 
sharply notched samples. Specifically, Figure 6.45 shows the Von-Mises stress 𝜎𝑉−𝑀  at the 
incipient failure condition along the cross section remote from the notch tip generated by 
running models of sharply notched samples subjected to quasi-static loading (displacement rate 
∆̇= 0.05𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1). It can be observed from this graph that the effective stress 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓 at distance 
𝐿𝑑/2=0.33mm is 200MPa. Moreover, the plain V-M strength ?̅?𝑉𝑀, which was assumed to be the 
inherent material Von-Mises strength under the same rate of displacement loading ( ∆̇=
0.05𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1), was calculated to be ?̅?𝑉𝑀 =?̅?0,𝑉𝑀=191.58MPa. 
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The graphs reported in Figure 6.46, Figure 6.47 and Figure 6.48 show the V-M stress 
distributions obtained from the models of sharply notched samples subjected to dynamic 
loading, and the effective V-M stresses at a distance of 𝐿𝑑/2=0.33mm are 234MPa, 225MPa and 
222MPa respectively. 
 
Figure 6. 45 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for sharply notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S1T9 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
Figure 6. 46 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for sharply notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S1T10 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 47 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for sharply notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S2T1 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
 
Figure 6.48 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for sharply notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S2T2 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 49 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S1T17 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
 
Figure 6. 50 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S1T18 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 51 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T5 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
 
Figure 6. 52 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T6 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 53 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T7 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
 
Figure 6. 54 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T9 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 55 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T10 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
Figure 6. 56 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T11 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 57 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T12 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
Figure 6. 58 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T13 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6.59 Using the Point Method for prediction of material strength for intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T14 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
Figure 6. 60 Using the Point Method for predicting the material strength of bluntly notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S1T15 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6.61  Using the Point Method for predicting the material strength of bluntly notched 
Al6063-T5 sample ST16 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
From the FE models, the graphs reported in Figures from 6.49 to 6.59 and Figures 6.60 and 6.61 
show the V-M stress distributions at the incipient failure condition for intermediately and 
bluntly notched samples subjected to both quasi-static and dynamic loading. The effective 
stresses 𝜎𝑒𝑓𝑓  at a distance of 𝐿𝑑/2=0.33mm are all plotted in these figures, and the values are 
summarised in Table 6.4. 
 
Figure 6. 62 Using the Line Method for predicting material strength of sharply notched Al6063-
T5 sample S1T9 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
Using the same focus path, rather than taking the stress at a particular point (PM), according to 
Equation 4.2 in Chapter 4 (the LM criterion), the average stress over the distance 2𝑳𝒅=1.32mm 
starting at d=0 can be used as the effective stress to assess the dynamic failure of material 
Al6063-T5. Specifically, The V-M stress field generated from the model of the intermediately 
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notched sample S1T9 under quasi-static loading conditions is shown in Figure 6.62. The 
effective V-M stress 𝝈𝒆𝒇𝒇 over a distance of 1.32mm is 189.6MPa.  
 
Figure 6. 63 Using the Line Method for predicting material strength of sharply notched Al6063-
T5 sample S1T10 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field.  
 
Figure 6. 64 Using the Line Method for predicting material strength of sharply notched Al6063-
T5 sample S2T1 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6.65 Using the Line Method for predicting material strength of sharply notched Al6063-
T5 sample S2T2 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
 
Figure 6. 66 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S1T17 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 67 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S1T18 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6. 68 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T5 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 69 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T6 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6. 70Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T7 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 71 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T9 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6. 72 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T10 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 73 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T11 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6. 74 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T12 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 75 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T13 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6.76 Using the Line Method for predicting the material strength of intermediately 
notched Al6063-T5 sample S2T14 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
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Figure 6. 77 Using the Line Method for predicting materials strength of bluntly notched 
Al6063-T5 sample S1T15 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
  
 
Figure 6.78 Using the Line Method for predicting materials strength of bluntly notched Al6063-
T5 sample S1T16 by post-processing the elasto-plastic V-M stress field. 
Moreover, from the V-M stress distributions obtained from models of sharply notched samples 
S1T10, S2T1 and S2T2 subjected to dynamic loading (Figure 6.63, 6.64 and 6.65), the average 
effective stresses were calculated as 220.52MPa, 211.85MPa and 209.17MPa respectively, and 
the corresponding plain V-M strengths ?̅?𝑉𝑀 are 224.59MPa, 212.97MPa and 223.01MPa. 
According to these values, it can be seen that the difference between the average effective stress 
and the plain V-M strength are very small. The error can be calculated according to Equation 
6.3. 
Error(%) =
σeff−σ̅o,VM
σ̅o,VM
∗ 100         (6. 2) 
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The effective stresses for intermediately and bluntly notched samples were all calculated in the 
same way as for the sharply notched sample, see Figures 6.43 and 6.44. The predicted results 
for all of the samples are summarised in Table 6.4.  
The error diagram plotted in Figure 6.79 makes it evident that the TCD can be used to predict 
the strength of material Al6063-T5 accurately with estimates falling within an error interval of 
about ±6% when the inherent material V-M strength ?̅?0,𝑉𝑀 is taken equal to the plain material 
V-M strength ?̅?𝑉𝑀. Additionally, the difference between the predictions from the PM and LM is 
very small; both methods are capable of predicting the dynamic strength of material Al6063-T5. 
Table 6.4 Accuracy in predicting the strength of the notched samples by applying the TCD (PM 
and LM) 
Tests 
Plain V-M Strength, 
?̅?𝑽𝑴 (=?̅?𝟎,𝑽𝑴) [MPa] 
Effective Stress 𝝈𝒆𝒇𝒇 [MPa] Error [%] 
PM LM PM LM 
S1 T9 191.58 200.00 192.15 4.39 0.29 
S1 T10 224.59 234.00 223.49 4.19 -0.49 
S2 T1 212.97 225.00 214.69 5.65 0.81 
S2 T2 223.01 222.00 211.98 -0.45 -4.94 
S1 T17 205.13 198.00 196.09 -3.47 -4.41 
S1 T18 224.85 225.00 221.34 0.07 -1.56 
S2 T5 205.51 196.00 193.84 -4.63 -5.68 
S2 T6 204.85 196.50 194.38 -4.08 -5.11 
S2 T7 223.24 219.00 215.35 -1.90 -3.54 
S2 T9 220.18 223.00 220.11 1.28 -0.03 
S2 T10 217.09 217.00 214.27 -0.04 -1.30 
S2 T11 205.82 195.50 193.46 -5.01 -6.01 
S2 T12 206.34 200.00 197.74 -3.07 -4.16 
S2 T13 218.72 218.50 216.32 -0.10 -1.10 
S2 T14 218.08 219.00 218.55 0.42 0.22 
S1 T15 204.55 204.50 205.10 -0.03 0.27 
S1 T16 204.91 199.50 200.20 -2.64 -2.30 
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Figure 6.79 Accuracy in predicting the strength of material Al6063-T5 subjected to dynamic 
loading by using the TCD. 
 
Figure 6. 80 Flow chart of Elasto-plastic TCD procedures. 
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The whole prediction procedure has been summarised in the flow chat as shown in Figure 6.80. 
In this chapter, the predictions from using elasto-plastic simulations and the elasto-plastic TCD 
have been introduced. The results fully confirm that the two approaches can predict the dynamic 
strength of notched samples successfully and accurately. In the next chapter, a comparison 
between the results obtained using the linear elastic TCD, elasto-plastic simulations and the 
elasto-plastic TCD will be carried out in order to find out the advantages and disadvantages of 
these methods. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusions 
7.1 Comparison of the results from the linear-elastic TCD, LS-DYNA 
modelling and the elastic-plastic TCD 
In this thesis it has been demonstrated that the dynamic strength of notched metallic specimens 
can be predicted successfully by using a reformulated linear elastic TCD, LS-DYNA elasto-
plastic simulations and an elasto-plastic TCD. A comparison between these three approaches is 
discussed below.  
With regard to the accuracy of the predictions, the diagram in Figure 7.1 shows a comparison 
between the errors from the simple linear elastic TCD and the more sophisticated elasto-plastic 
dynamic FE modelling done using LS-DYNA. It is clear that the predictions from the linear 
elastic solution are slightly more accurate than those from the elasto-plastic LS-DYNA 
solutions, although the LS-DYNA predictions are more conservative. 
 
Figure 7.1 Accuracy of predictions for the strength of notched Al6063-T5 from both the linear 
elastic TCD and elasto-plastic LS-DYNA modelling. 
A similar comparison between the accuracy of the predictions from the linear elastic TCD with 
those from the elasto-plastic TCD is shown in Figure 7.2. It is clear from this figure that the 
elasto-plastic TCD gives more accurate predictions than the linear elastic TCD solution. The 
error band for the elasto-plastic TCD calculations is approximately ±6%, whereas the error 
band for the linear elastic TCD predictions is approximately ±20%. 
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Figure 7.2 Accuracy in predicting the strength of notched Al6063-T5 by using both linear 
elastic TCD solution and elasto-plastic TCD solution. 
From a practical point of view, an important consideration regarding both the LS-DYNA elasto-
plastic simulations and the elasto-plastic TCD is that they are very time-consuming and are 
therefore not readily applicable to industrial design. Even for the simple geometries considered 
in the present investigation, the elasto-plastic calculations took considerably longer to solve and 
required significantly more computing power than the simple linear elastic TCD analyses. In 
engineering design, structures and components have more complex geometries than the samples 
modelled here which would significantly increase the time and cost of LS-DYNA simulations 
and the required optimisation of the elasto-plastic analyses.  
 
Figure 7.3 Irregular geometry of notched structural component with multi-directional applied 
dynamic loads. 
For example, in order to model an irregular notched structural component with dynamic loads 
applied from more than one direction, as shown in Figure 7.3, the boundary conditions for an 
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LS-DYNA model would be much more complicated than those for the simple cylindrical bar 
loaded in tension considered in this study. This would dramatically increase the computing time. 
However, using the modified linear elastic approach to address the same problem, a large 
number of iterations can be completed in the same time period, which makes it a more useful 
design tool. In addition, the predictions from the simple linear elastic TCD method are slightly 
more accurate than those from the LS-DYNA elasto-plastic simulations. Therefore from the 
design point of view, the linear elastic approach is the obvious choice as it offers engineers and 
designers a quick, simple approach with improved accuracy over the more modern but time 
consuming FE simulations. 
In summary, the simplified linear elastic solution developed here could decrease both the time 
and cost of the design process, as it gives faster, more accurate results than more complex 
dynamic FE modelling. It has been demonstrated that the levels of accuracy offered by this 
novel approach are sufficient for engineering design. However, if more accurate results are 
required, the use of the elasto-plastic TCD method should be considered. In addition, the 
simplified linear elastic approach has proven to be useful for fully understanding the 
development of damage in the critical regions in the components investigated in terms of 
loading and boundary conditions.  
However, this area is still need to be investigated in more detail. For example, due to the 
limitation of the testing rig, the tested loading rates are focusing on low and high range, there is 
a big gap in intermediate loading rate. Hence, lots of material components with both same and 
different notches need to be tested in order to have more results to fill the strain rate gap and 
further validate the proposed TCD. Moreover, the accuracy of the testing rig at university of 
Sheffield need to be upgraded in order to record more accurate results to have clear strain and 
strain rate history. Additionally, in this thesis, the analysis is only focusing few types of metallic 
materials, and it is really worth to expand our theory to other kinds of materials, such as other 
types of metallic material, concrete, ceramic and so on. Moreover, the micro-structure behaviour 
of material subjected to dynamic loading is also an important aspect in understanding complex 
dynamic material behaviours, and it is also needed to be considered in the further work. 
Additional, the testing rig we used for our experimental test need to be upgraded in order to 
have better results. Specifically, due to the low definition video clips recorded by high speed 
camera, the elastic deformation was very difficult to be spotted, in further work, a proper stain 
gauge might be essential for further tests. 
7.2 Conclusions 
In this thesis, a novel reformulation of the linear-elastic TCD suitable for designing notched 
metallic materials under dynamic loading was developed and validated by experiment. 
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Predictions from LS-DYNA elasto-plastic FE simulations and the elasto-plastic TCD were also 
made for comparison. The main conclusions can be summarised as follows:  
 
1. The proposed design methodology allows components to be designed for dynamic 
loading based on the stress fields determined via conventional linear-elastic FE 
modelling. Sufficiently accurate estimates of failure loads can be obtained without the 
need for explicitly modelling the mechanical response under dynamic loading. 
 
2. Comparison with experimental results demonstrated that the proposed reformulation of 
the TCD gives reliable estimates for the strength of notched metallic components 
subjected to dynamic loading. 
 
3. The same degree of accuracy was achieved using the linear elastic TCD with the PM, 
LM, or AM approach. 
 
4. The estimates for dynamic strengths calculated using the linear elastic TCD were within 
±20% of the measured values. It is therefore recommended that for the future design of 
notched metallic components, a safety factor greater than 1.25 should be adopted. 
 
5. It has been demonstrated that LS-DYNA elasto-plastic simulations can predict the 
dynamic strength of notched metallic components within an error of approximately 
±20%. 
 
6. The elasto-plastic TCD analyses predicted the dynamic strength of the notched metallic 
components within an error of approximately ±6%. 
 
7. For the elasto-plastic TCD analyses, the same degree of accuracy was achieved using 
both the PM and LM approaches. 
 
8. In terms of required computational time, the novel linear elastic TCD method presented 
here is the best tool for designing components subjected to dynamic loading. If higher 
accuracy is required, the use of the elasto-plastic TCD should be considered. 
 
9. It is recommended that further research be carried out to extend the use of the proposed 
methodology to cases involving both axial and multiaxial dynamic loading. 
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Appendix 3 
 
Figure A3. 1 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T1. 
 
Figure A3. 2 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T2. 
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Figure A3. 3 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T3. 
 
Figure A3. 4 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T5. 
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Figure A3. 5 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T6. 
 
Figure A3. 6 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T7. 
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Figure A3. 7 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T8. 
 
Figure A3. 8 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T9. 
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Figure A3. 9 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T10. 
 
Figure A3. 10 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T11. 
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Figure A3. 11 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T12. 
 
Figure A3. 12 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T15. 
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Figure A3. 13 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T16. 
 
Figure A3. 14 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S1 T17. 
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Figure A3. 15 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T1. 
 
Figure A3. 16 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T2. 
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Figure A3. 17 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T5. 
 
Figure A3. 18 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T6. 
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Figure A3. 19 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T7. 
 
Figure A3. 20 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T9. 
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Figure A3. 21 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T10. 
 
Figure A3. 22 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T11. 
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Figure A3. 23 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T12. 
 
Figure A3. 24 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T13. 
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Figure A3. 25 Force vs. time and nominal strain vs. time curve for test S2 T14. 
Appendix  4 
 
Figure A4. 1 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S1T9 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 2 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S1T10 in the incipient failure condition.  
 
 
Figure A4. 3 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T1 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 4 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T2 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 5 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S1T17 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 6 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S1T18 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 7 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T5 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 8 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T6 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 9 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T7 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 10 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T9 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 11 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T10 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 12 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 13 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 14 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 15 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
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Figure A4. 16 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
 
Figure A4. 17 Linear elastic stress distance curve of S2T11 in the incipient failure condition. 
Appendix 5 
A5.1 LS-DYNA keywords file explanation 
The first input block is used to specify the keyword format, title and output format. The first line 
in the input file must be *KEYWORD, which indicates that the input file is in a keyword format 
rather than a structured format (Hallquist, 2007). After that, the title of the simulation and the 
output format are defined using the keywords *TITLE and *DATABASE_FORMAT 
respectively as shown in the following 1
st
 block; the default LS-DYNA database format 
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(IFORM=0) and 64 bit format for binary output files (IBINARY=0) are selected for this 
keyword. 
$ Define keyword format 1
st
 
block 
*KEYWORD 
$ Define simulation title 
*TITLE 
Al6063-T5 cylindrical bar                                                     
$ Define the output format for binary files 
*DATABASE_FORMAT 
$ IFORM, IBINARY 
         0,           0 
In the second input block, the model geometry, mesh information and material parameters for 
the chosen material model are defined. Specifically, when using ANSYS/LS-DYNA software, 
the element and node coordinates are generated and described using the keywords *NODE and 
*ELEMENT_SHELL in the input file. For example, in keyword *NODE, NID, N1, N2, N3 
indicate the identification number and coordinates of the nodes in the global coordinate system, 
and TC and RC mean translational and rotational constraints respectively. Through keyword 
*SECTION_SHELL (SECID=1, ELFORM=15, NIP=1), the element formulation, integration 
rule, nodal thickness and cross section properties can be defined. Furthermore, in this study, the 
mesh is created by using 2D, 4-node (SHELL), axisymmetric volume weighted solid elements 
(ELFORM=15) with reduced 1-point integration (NIP=1), hence, only half of the specimen was 
modelled (as Figure 5.1(c) shows). According to the theory manual, in LS-DYNA, a 2D 
axisymmetric geometry is defined in the X-Y plane, and the X-axis corresponds to the radial 
direction and the Y-axis is assumed to be the axis of symmetry. All nodes must have an X 
coordinate ≥ 0 (Hallquist, 2006). In the next step, Keyword *MAT is used to specify the 
material ID and corresponding parameters. As the tests were carried out at room temperature 
and the thermal effect was ignored, in this study, the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model 
was selected as the material constitutive law to model the rate sensitivity of Al6063-T5. The 
material model can be referenced by either a number or descriptive designation, which are 
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*MAT_SIMPLIFIED_JOHNSON_COOK or *MAT_98. Card 1 under this keyword defines the 
material ID (MID), density (RO), elastic modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (PR) and formulation for 
the rate effects (VP=1) for the tested material. Card 2 defines material parameters A, B, n, C and 
PSFAIL for the Simplified Johnson–Cook material model, where A indicates the material yield 
stress under quasi static loading, B and n are material constants modelling the work hardening 
effect, and C is the rate sensitivity of the material. The determination of these values will be 
discussed in the following sections in detail. Additionally, only one part (part ID PID=1) was 
used for the cylindrical bar which was defined by using the *PART keyword, the function of 
this keyword is to group all attributes of the part together, such as material information (MID=1) 
and section properties (SECID=1). Moreover, thermal properties and the flag for the part were 
set as default values (Hallquist, 2007). 
$ Defines parts and groups all of the material information, section properties and  
hourglass type together. 2
nd
 
block 
*PART 
$ Card 1 defines heading 
$ HEADING 
     S1T10 
$ Card 2 combines material information, section properties and hourglass type etc. 
$ PID, SECID, MID, EOSID, HGID, GRAV, ADPOPT, TMID 
      1,       1,       1,       0,         0,          0,          0 
$ Defines section properties for shell elements 
*SECTION_SHELL 
$ Card 1 
$ SECID, ELFORM, SHRF, NIP, PROPT, QR/IRID, ICOMP, SETYP 
       1,           15,         1,      1,         0,            0,           0,            3 
$ Card 2                                                                                                                    
$ T1, T2, T3, T4, NLOC 
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0,    0,   0,   0,    0 
$ Defines material model 
*MAT_SIMPLIFIED_JOHNSON_COOK (or *MAT_98) 
$ Card 1 
$ MID,   RO,       E,          PR,    VP 
      1,   2700, 6.4E+10, 0.33,   1 
$ Card 2 
$       A,                B,                  N,               C,             PSFAIL 
 1.462E+08,   1.3E+08,          0.39,         0.02,       0.137556 
$ Defines four-noded 2D axisymmetric solid elements 
*ELEMENT_SHELL 
$ EID,    PID,   N1,   N2,   N3,     N4 
       1       1       1       3     341     340 
       2       1       3       4     490     341 
       3       1       4       5     639     490 
       4       1       5       6     788     639 
$ Define node IDs and coordinates  
*NODE 
$ NID,     X,      Y,      Z,    TC,     RC 
      1,       0,      0,      0,     0,       0 
The keywords in the third input block are used to define the boundary conditions and the time 
dependent load curves. The purpose of keyword *DEFINE_CURVE is to define two-column 
data, which indicate the time and the load applied to the top end of the specimen as shown in 
Figure 5.3. In card 1, a unique number has to be defined for the curve ID (LCID=1); the default 
values are used for the other parameters in this card. Card 2 is used to define the loading curve 
in the form of time versus displacement. A bi-linear time displacement curve was used in this 
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example. The real displacement history was also employed when running the simulations, and 
the results calculated from these two different loading histories will be discussed and compared 
in the final section of this chapter. Keyword *SET_NODE_LIST is used to select a group of 
nodes as a set. Keyword *BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_SET here indicates that the 
displacement time curve (LCID=1) is imposed on a nodal set 1 (SID=1) in the Y-direction. In 
keyword *BOUNDARY_SPC_SET, single point constraints can be applied to a single node or a 
set of nodes. In this case, all of the degrees of freedom are constrained at the bottom end of the 
specimen. 
$ Define a displacement history curve 3
rd
 
block 
*DEFINE_CURVE 
$ Card 1 
$ LCID, SIRD, SFA, SFO, OFFA, OFFO, DATTYP 
      1,       0,      1,      1,      0,         0 
$ Card 2, 3, 4, define displacement history 
$        TIME,                        DISPLACEMENT 
0.000000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00 
8.000000000000E-03  4.816000000000E-03 
10.00000000000E-03  4.816000000000E-03 
$ Define nodal set 1 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
$ Card 1 
$ SID, DA1, DA2, DA3, DA4 
     1,     0,      0,       0,     0                                                                                          3
rd
  Continue 
$ Card 2, 3, define node list 
      6852      7001      7002      7003      7004      7005      7006      7007 
      7008      7009      7010      7011      7012      7013      7014      7015 
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$ Define an imposed nodal motion (velocity, acceleration, or displacement) on a set of nodes. 
*BOUNDARY_PRESCRIBED_MOTION_SET 
$ typeID, DOF, VAD, LCID, SF, VID, DEATH, BIRTH 
        1,        2,       2,       1,     1,    0,         0,        0    
$ Define nodal set 2 
*SET_NODE_LIST 
         2     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000 
$ Define nodal set constraints 
*BOUNDARY_SPC_SET 
$ NID/NSID, CID, DOFX, DOFY, DOFZ, DOFRX, DOFRY, DOFRZ 
         2,             0,       1,        1,         1,          1,          1,             1 
The energy dissipation options, solution control and output parameters are defined in the fourth 
block. In more detail, the energy dissipation options card *CONTROL_ENERGY is employed 
to define the hourglass energy, rigidwall energy, sliding interface energy dissipation and 
Rayleigh energy dissipation. In this study, all of the energy dissipations were computed and 
included in the energy balance. Keyword *CONTROL_SHELL is used to define the section 
properties for the shell elements; the shell formulation defined in *SECTION_SHELL can be 
overridden by THEORY in this keyword. Keyword *CONTROL_TERMINATION must be 
used to designate the ending time for the calculation. The interval for the reporting of results 
will be defined through the keyword *DATABASE. As an example, the keyword 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT defines a results database for the entire model, whilst, 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3THDT indicates the time interval for a database containing time 
histories for subsets of elements and nodes. Selected element and nodal results are included in 
an ASCII file as defined by the keywords *DATABASE_ELOUT and 
*DATABASE_NODOUT respectively. We can only define much smaller output time steps for 
the element or nodal results in which we are interested. Keyword *DATABASE_HISTORY 
controls which node or element results are output into the ASCII file NODOUT and ELOUT.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
$ Provide controls for energy dissipation options 4
th
 
block 
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*CONTROL_ENERGY 
$ Provide controls for energy dissipation options 
$ HGEN, RWEN, SLNTEN, RYLEN 
       2,          2,            2,           2 
$ Provide controls for computing shell response 
*CONTROL_SHELL 
$ WRPANG, ESORT, IRNXX, ISTUPD, THEORY 
           20,            1,         -1,           1,           15 
*CONTROL_TIMESTEP 
0, 0.9, 0, 0, 0    
*CONTROL_TERMINATION 
0.010E+00, 0, 0, 0, 0 
$ 
*DATABASE_NODOUT   
0.1000E-05 
*DATABASE_ELOUT    
0.1000E-05 
*DATABASE_GLSTAT   
0.1000E-05 
*DATABASE_MATSUM   
0.1000E-05 
*DATABASE_HISTORY_NODE                                                                           4
th
  Continue 
         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8 
*DATABASE_HISTORY_SHELL  
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         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3PLOT 
0.1000E-04 
*DATABASE_BINARY_D3THDT 
0.1000E-04 
*DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY 
         0         0         3         1         0         0         0         0 
         0         0         4         0         0         0 
*END 
Finally, at the end of the input file, keyword *END must be typed to indicate the end of the 
input process. In the next section, we will make a change to this keyword file to do the mesh 
convergence study in order to find the most suitable meshes for the investigated geometries. 
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Figure A5. 1 S1T6 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement load. 
 
 
Figure A5. 2 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) real 
displacement load. 
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Figure A5. 3 S1T8 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) 
real displacement load.   
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Figure A5. 4 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and (b) real 
displacement load. 
 
 
Figure A5. 5 S1T12 Force time histories corresponding to (a) ramped displacement history and 
(b) real displacement load. 
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Appendix 6 
 
Figure A6. 1 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 100𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1.   
 
Figure A6. 2 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 10mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure A6. 3 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 1mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure A6. 4 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 0.1mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure A6. 5 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 0.01mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure A6. 6 Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of crack initiation for displacement 
rates ∆̇= 0.001mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure A6. 7 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 100𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑠−1. 
 
Figure A6. 8 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 10mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure A6. 9 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 1mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure A6. 10 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 0.1mm ∙ s−1. 
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Figure A6. 11 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 0.01mm ∙ s−1. 
 
Figure A6. 12 Elasto-plastic Von Mises stress vs distance curves at the time of maximum force 
with displacement rates ∆̇= 0.001mm ∙ s−1. 
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